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ABSTRACT
This study sets out to analyse the metal finds and other related 
objects which came to light from excavations at Tell Abu Skhayr 
at Al-Daura in the western part of Baghdad, Iraq, and to discuss 
the relevance of this evidence for the history and archaelogy of 
the cAbbasid (3/9th - mid 7th/mid 13th C.) and the Ilkhanid (late 
7th/13th - mid 8th/14th C.) periods. In its entirety, the study 
comprises six chapters. The first chapter deals with the history 
and geography of the location and is divided into two parts: (a)
the identification of the site and (b) the floods; this also 
provides us with background historical material.
The second chapter covers the three seasons of the excavations 
from 1976 to 1978. The third chapter sets out the coin finds 
which are a most important factor in dating the layers of the 
mound. In the fourth chapter, the pottery finds are discussed in 
detail and contribute further evidence to the dating of the site.
The fifth chapter relates to the metal finds and their 
significance and goes on to compare these finds with other 
cAbbasid and Ilkhanid metal objects. Finally, in chapter six 
various conclusions are drawn from the data collected in the 
previous chapters. The identification of the site under the name 
of Sarsar is aided by reference of Muslim authors of the period.
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Appendices cover two charts: A. A brief account of medieval 
Muslim writers who mentioned Sarsar in their works. B. The floods 
in West Baghdad which occurred from 215-1374/830-1954.
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(cat.no.31, p.187).
c. Small vase, unglazed, Period I. (cat.no.11. 
p.169).
d. Beaker, unglazed, Period I. (cat.no.22, p.181).
Pi.XL. a. Cup, unglazed, Period I. (cat.no.34, p.187).
b. Figurine of toy dog, Period I. (cat.no.43,
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Pl.XLI. Beaker, glazed pottery, Period II. (cat.no.53, p.201)
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PI.LI.
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a.
b.
a .
b.
c.
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glazed, Period II. (cat.no.74, p.211).
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Period II. (cat.no.103, p.220).
Lamp, of type I.(cat.no.84, p.214).
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a. Bowl, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.141, p.243).
b. Pilgrim Flask (zamzamiyya), circular-shaped 
body, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.142, p.244).
Pilgrim Flask (zamzamiyya), cicular-shaped body,
unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.143, p.244 ).
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Pl.LII. Pilgrim Flask (zamzam iyya), drum-shaped body,
unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.144, p.245).
a. View of the Flask as was found in excavation.
b. After cleaning.
PI.LIII. a. Beaker, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.150,
p.248).
b. Beaker, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.153,
p.249).
Pi .LIV. a. Small jar, ungl^zed, Period II. (cat.no.156a,
p.251).
b. Jar, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.157, p.251).
Pl.LV. a. Jar, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.158, p.252).
b. Jar, red clay, unglazed, Period II. (cat.no.
160, p.253).
Pl.LVI. a. Three-handled Large Jar, unglazed, as was found
in the excavations, Period II. (cat.no.177,
p. 261).
b. Four-handled Large Jar, unglazed, as was found
in the excavation, Period II. (cat.no.178,
p.262).
Pl.LVII. a. Water Jug, unglazed, decorated with moulded
design and arabesque ornament, Period II. 
(cat.no.181, p.263).
b. Neck and mouth of Large Jar, decorated with
human figures and arabesque; some bands are 
made in barbotine technique, unglazed, Period
II. (cat.no.193, p.268).
Pl.LVIII. Figurine, Period II.
a. Toy-Lion (cat.no.203, p.273).
b. Toy-Horse (cat.no.210, p.276).
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d. Toy-Hyena (cat.no.211, p.276).
e. Toy-Duck (cat.no.206, p.274).
f. Toy-Dog (cat.no.204, p.274).
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setting, Period II. (cat.no.2, p.319).
Pl.LX. All bronze finger rings, Period II.
a. Round with stone setting, the stone missing. 
(cat.no.30, p.355).
b. Plain circular in section, solid band, 
(cat.no.40, p.358).
c. Plain circular with integral oval bezel of 
bronze, (cat.no.37, p.357).
d. As no.b. (cat.no.44, p.360).
e. As no.a. but with broken setting, (cat.no.35,
p.356).
f. Round in two colis ending in a knot, (cat.no. 
38, p.357).
g. As no.b. (cat.no.43, p.360).
h. As above, (cat.no.41/2, p.359).
i. Round ends folded one above the other, the very 
ends missing, (cat.no.39, p.358).
j. As no.b. (cat.no.46, p.361).
k. As above, (dat.no.47, p.361).
1. As above, (cat.no.48, p.361).
m. As above, (cat.no.41/3, p.359).
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n. As above, (cat.no.45, p.360).
o. As above, (cat.no.41/7, p.359).
p. As above. (cat.no.41/6, p.359).
Pl.LXI. Bronze amulette, Period II. (cat.no.57, p.364).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXII. Silver seal ring, Period II. (cat.no.58, p.365).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXIII. Copper small circular box (Cosmetic box), Period II.
(cat.no.65, p.367).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After c1eani ng.
Pi.LXIV. Bronze Scale handle, Period II. (cat.no.66, p.368).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXV. Bronze Cosmetic mortar (or Lamp), Period II.
(cat.no.67, p.368).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXVI. Bronze oil lamp, Period II. (cat.no.70, p.370).
a. Back of the lamp before cleaning.
b. Inner side of the lamp before cleaning.
Pl.LXVII. a. Inner side of the lamp after cleaning.
b. Copper long spoon handle, Period II. (cat.no. 
74, p.372).
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Pl.LXVIII. Iron Knife Blades Period II.
a. (cat.no.75, p.372).
b. (cat.no.76, p.373).
c. (cat.no.78, p.373).
Pi .LXIX. Copper round tray with series of compartments,
Period II. (cat.no.79, p.374).
a. As found in excavations.
b. After cleaning and restoration.
Pl.LXX. Bronze Mortar, Period II. (cat.no.80, p.374).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXXI. Bronze Candlestick, Period II. (cat.no.83, p.375).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pl.LXXII. a. Colour photograph of cast brass Bowl decorated
with Arabic inscription, Period II. (cat.no.84, 
p. 376).
b. As above, not colour.
Pl.LXXIII. Copper Bowis, Period II.
a. Cast bowl, turned with engraved decoration, 
(cat.no.86, p.377).
b. Copper bowl, heavily corroded with large piece 
missing, (cat.no.87, p.377).
Pl.LXXIV. a. Iron Kitchen utensil, the handle missing,
Period II. (cat.no.89, p.378).
b. Iron horse shoe, Period II. (cat.no.92, p.379).
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c. Iron half horse shoe, Period II. (cat.no.93,
p.379).
Pl.LXXV. a. Nine Iron nails, Period II. (cat.no.97, p.381).
b. Copper ladle, Period II. (cat.no.90, p.378).
c. Five Iron rings, Period II. (cat.no.95, p.380).
d. Colour photograph of the iron kitchen utensil, 
pi.LXXIVa.
e. Lead fragments (cat.no.119, p.388).
Pl.LXXVI. a. Bronze small hinge box, Period II. (cat.no.98,
p. 381).
b. Bronze cast handle, Period II. (cat.no.99,
p.382).
Pl.LXXVII. a. Bronze handle, Period II. (cat.no.100, p.382).
b. Bronze small door-knocker, Period II.
(cat.no.101, p.382).
Pl.LXXVIII. Conical bronze bell, Period II. (cat.no.103, p.383).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
Pi.LXXIX. Bronze ball-shaped bells, Period II.
a. Decorated in relief lines, (cat.no.104, p.383).
b. As above without decoration, before cleaning. 
(cat.no.105, p.384).
c. As above, after cleaning.
Pl.LXXX. Small bronze tray, Period II. (cat.no.107, p.384).
a. Before cleaning.
b. After cleaning.
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Pl.LXXXI. All Period II.
a. Bronze bead. {cat.no.109, p.385).
b. Copper button, (cat.no.112, p.386).
c. Copper circular-shaped object, (cat.no. 113, P»3
d. Two lead fragments, (cat.no.119, p.388). 
Pl.LXXXII. Colour photograph of objects already described, all
Period II.
a. Of pl.LXXI.
b. Of pl.LXV.
c. Of pl.LXIII.
d. Of pl.LXXX.
e. Of pl.LXXXIc.
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INTRODCJCTION
The thesis gives an account of the finds, with particular 
reference to the metalwork, which emerged from the three seasons 
of excavations at Tell Abu Skhayr. This is an important site 
since, up to the date of the excavations, neither fieldwork nor 
any study had been carried out in this area, apart from an 
advance report of some of the gold and silver coins found in the 
First Season of the excavations which was published in Sumer {see 
p.97). Tell Abu Skhayr does not figure under an identifiable 
name in any sources dating from before 1918 (see fig.Ia). 
However, from the information supplied in Chapter I, it is 
possible that Tell Abu Skhayr may have been a part of the village 
or the land of Sarsar. Tell Abu Skhayr is the largest 
geographical mound in this area at a distance of 13 kms. south of 
the present city centre, of Baghdad, at the boundary of the modern 
district of Hayy al“Mikanik. The location is 2 kms. from the 
public road of Baghdad to Babylon-Karbela.
From the study of the finds we can conclude that Tell Abu £khayr 
was an inhabited site during the cAbbasid period (3rd/9th C.) and 
was abandoned completely after the end of the Ilkhanid period 
(mid 8th/14th C.) This was probably due to flooding of the area. 
Today, the site is commonly known as Tell Abu Skhayr (there being
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no other official name attached to it), as verified by the 
elderly people of the region.
The area consists of a formidable group of mounds, each 
attributable to different periods. On the south side of Tell Abu 
§khayr, the dry marshes of Rijab are clearly recognisable (see 
pp. 35,36, fig.Ib), whilst the modern buildings of the Hayy al- 
Mikanik district now occupy the northern side of the mound. The 
areas lying to the east and to the west of the mound are used 
purely as agricultural land.
The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter I deals with the 
geography and history of the location and is divided into two 
parts: a) the identification of the site and b) the floods.
The attention of the State Organisation of Antiquities and 
Heritage (SOAH) was first drawn to this mound on 17th May 1976 
and, as a result, on the 21st July 1976 the first expedition 
began its work with the writer being appointed as Deputy 
Director. This Season lasted until 20th December 1976 and is 
considered the most important and valuable one because complete 
and nearly complete objects were found as well as hundreds of 
fragments. These finds included a substantial amount of coins, 
pottery, metalwork and glass in addition to shells, figurines and 
stones.
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During this First Season, foundations of buildings were also 
uncovered which gave us an idea of the plans, the materials, the 
architecture and the mural decorations of the houses, as well as 
the outline of lanes and alleys.
The Second Season took place between June and December 1977. At 
that time the work was completed in the First Layer and 
excavations began in the Second and Third Layers. Once more, 
many objects came to light including coins, pottery and 
metalwork.
The Third Season ran from February to August 1978. This work was 
undertaken to complete the previous excavations and to continue 
through to the Sixth Layer. The finds of this Season dated from 
both the cAbbasid and the Ilkhanid periods.
In Chapter III, there is a preliminary survey of the numismatic 
finds which were also used as evidence to date the site and to 
attribute the pottery and metal finds to the period to which they 
belonged. 1201 Islamic coins came to light during the three 
seasons of excavations. They included gold, silver, copper and 
bronze. In our study, these coins are divided into three 
categories: there were two hoards - one of gold and one of
silver, designated Hoard A for gold, and Hoard B for silver. The 
third category consists of loose site finds.
Chapter IV deals with the pottery finds which will be divided
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into two periods: the cAbbasid period (Period I) and the Ilkhanid 
(Period II). As far as possible, the finds have been arranged 
and studied in chronological order. They comprised glazed and 
unglazed wares, along with clay objects and figurines. There 
were a number of complete and incomplete vessels in addition to 
hundreds of sherds, all of which were representative of various 
types and sizes. We have studied and discussed in detail only 
the complete or nearly complete vessels and have also made a 
comparative study of some of them with other finds in the Islamic 
world. In our study, the pottery has been classified according 
to the dating of the'layers.
Since the metalwork is the main subject of this thesis, we have 
studied these finds in Chapter V in great detail. The metal 
objects were classified according to their chronological order. 
As with the pottery finds, the metal objects also came from two 
periods: the cAbbasid (Period I) and the Ilkhanid (Period II). 
The study of the coins and the pottery, however, enabled us to 
attribute the metal-objects either to Period I or to Period II. 
In addition, a comparative study is provided for both periods.
As with the pottery and coin finds, there were more examples of 
metalwork found in Period II. The materials of the metalwork 
found in this site comprise gold, silver, iron, copper, bronze, 
brass and lead.
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Conclusions are presented in the sixth and final chapter of the 
thesis. The Appendices, plates and figures are provided in 
Vol.II. The pottery figures are drawn according to different 
scales and the metalwork is presented in sketch form.
Throughout the present thesis, I have followed the system of 
transliteration used by the Bulletin of SOAS. I have used the 
definite article 'al-', as in al-Rashid, instead of as in ar- 
Rashid, Abu al-Fida* instead of Abu '1-Fida'. This represents a 
direct transliteration of the Arabic definite article. Arabic 
terms have been underlined. The usual Islamic historical and 
geographical works in Arabic were used; these are well enough 
known not to need comment. The names of countries and towns, e.g. 
Iraq, Mosul, Basra, are given without diacritical marks since they 
are the most commonly used forms. However, I have used a direct 
transliteration of the Arabic form when used on coins, as, for 
example, al-Kufa, Baghdad, al-Ba^ra and al-Mowsil. The dates 
associated with Islamic history are quoted with the hijri date 
first, separated by a stroke from the date according to the 
Christian calendar, e.g. 68/687.
The following is a glossary of the terminology of archaeological 
periods used. It does not reproduce a systematic periodication 
of the Islamic era but is based upon the finds discovered in our 
site.
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PERIOD I; cAbbasid Period 
PERIOD II: Ilkhanid Period
3rd/9th to mid 7th/13th century
Late 7th/13th to mid 8th/14th
century
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CHAPTER 1
AL-DAURA: ITS IMPORTANCE, GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION AND HISTORY 
A. The Identification of the Site
Tell Abu Skhayr-** is situated in the area of al-Dadra in the 
western part of Baghdad, known as al-Karkh, at a distance of 13 
kilometres (8.782 miles) south of the present city centre. It is 
at the end of the modern district called Hayy al-Mlkanlk, 
'District of the Technicians', near the now dry Hor Rijab, 'Rijab 
marshes', which is on the boundaries of the district of al- 
Mahmudiyya. The mound is 2 kilometres (1.243 miles) from the 
public road leading to Baghdad in the north and to Babylon or 
Karbala in the south (fig.lb).
The location is of great importance because it is surrounded by a 
network of rivers and canals. These canals flow from the 
Euphrates into the Tigris. They had the names of great canals 
like Nahr cIsa, Nahr Sarsar, Nahr al-Malik and Nahr Kutha, the 
most northern being the Nahr cIsa. It supplied water to the 
farmlands of western Baghdad. This site is also situated on the 
old trade and pilgrim route between Baghdad-Kufa and Makkah, 
known as Darb Zubayda. It is also surrounded by a number of
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sites of an earlier civilisation like al-Mada'in (Ctesiphon) and 
the round city of al-Mansur which was situated further north at 
the big bend of the river. There are still unexcavated mounds 
around this area dating from different periods but Tell Abu 
Skhayr is considered to be one of the largest and most important 
archaeological mounds in this locality {see map 2).
Indeed, we do not know the actual name of this mound or the 
settlement or the village in question since there are no official 
records or any special name given by the local people except Tell 
Abu Skhayr. This name is first mentioned on the official English 
map dated 1918 on which it is written Abu Sakhkhar {see fig.la), 
while it is written Tall Abu Sakhair on another official English 
map dated 193 8. The marshes, which are known as Hor Rijab, also 
appear on this map (fig.lb) while the State Organisation of 
Antiquities and Heritage (SOAH) registered this mound as Tell Abu 
Skhayr in the 1930s.^  It also registered the mound by this name 
on records of the Archaeological Iraqi map (fig.2) dated 1976^ 
since this is how it is known by the local population although, 
officially, nothing is known of its history.
Since the mound has only been excavated recently, between 1976 
and 1978, there is no name which is obviously associated with the 
name and, in order to make any attempt to identify it, a study of 
contemporary Muslim authors became necessary. Primarily, it is 
essential to discuss in detail the writings of various early
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authors who referred to this site as Sarsar. Some of them refer 
to Sarsar as a village, as land, or as the canal Sarsar. Others 
claim that there was a bridge of this name, while others again 
combine two of these.
j— *j> ws , Sarsar, an old Arabic term, is mentioned in the
Qur'an on three separate occasions; it is associated with the 
wind or is used to describe the wind. Literally, it means
fr
"clamorous wind". This term was explained as a strong and 
piercing cold wind. The village m  question could have taken 
its name from this Qur'anic word.
The geographer Suhrab wrote in his book Kitab caja'ib al-aqallm, 
which was produced between 289/901 and 334/945, about the canals 
and rivers which carried water from the Euphrates to the Tigris:
I_______________________ J..A  -■* I < s J j l  j — ’Oj — ^  (c .1  ^ - a j l )
^ o  ** »» a •V-b . -i
 0--- ^  & Ij * * *—r1 *V-3CJ
1 ^ *■ 1_____ > J I  ^  ^ ^  lu I a ». . i j  —- 1 1 i \  f t II j  ■{—■** j y o  l >  ^ >-31 ■! ■* ..»
♦ ( .il Ai_i q-o .)
And from it (the Euphrates) a canal called §arsar carries 
(its water) starting three farsakhs  ^below Damma. It is 
a large canal and its water is a dhaub (to melt away), 
and with its water the land was irrigated by dawali 
(s. daliya: a water-wheel) and shawadlf (s. shaduf:
counter-poised sweep for raising irrigation water) and 
over it a bridge and (on its banks) are orchards and 
villages and it passes through a part of Badurayya and 
empties its waters into the Tigris between Baghdad and
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al-Mada'in and it is four farsakhs distant from al- 
Mada'in on the west side (of Baghdad).^
In the same year about 290/902, Ibn Rusta, an Arab-Persian 
scholar wrote in his book Kitab al-aclaq al-nafisa, describing 
the distances in miles from Baghdad to Kufa:
j  n . *P^j—'O  ^ Q a j t—~j-0 T  ^• J  1.1. j  { —*» (jJI O--QJ
♦ JL—uoT J (jj  ^ *1 JjJI  oJI -■* O °»5 J 1 O T Y •—i—1 oJf J  { -•>
From Baghdad to the bridge of Nahr Sarsar it is 10 miles,
from the £ar$ar bridge to Nahr al-Malik is 7 miles, from
Nahr al-Malik to Nahr Kutha it is 4 miles.'*"^
Ibn al-Faqlh, the Iranian geographer, wrote a comprehensive book 
entitled Kitab al-buldan, about the year 290/902, in which he 
spoke about the Euphrates canals:
dj 1  ^ I ■ n 9 I ^  I  ^ ■ 11 ^^-3—Uj p—^ J . ,9^ JI [jJI ( O I _^aJ! J *
q 1 ■r' II  ^ ' - j  j  'n ^  ill—L_oJI 1— I I -J
* ^ q ■ I o I j q Jl^ a 9^5LJI ui . .i.u 1  ^ ’-j ^  sJI — j 5
Then it (the Euphrates) comes to Raqqa, then it divides 
and becomes canals. Among its canals are Nahr Sura, 
which is the biggest, Nahr al-Malik, Nahr Sarsar, Nahr 
cIsa, Nahr al-Saratain, Nahr al-Khandaq, Nahr Kutha, 
Nahr Suq Assad, Nahr al-Kufa and the old Euph rate s. ^
Al-Mascudl, the Arab historian and geographer and one of the most 
versatile authors of the 4th/10th century, who died in 345/956, 
in his book al-Tanbih wa al-ishraf which he wrote at the end of 
his life about 344/955, mentioned the Sarsar canal when he spoke 
about the Euphrates, saying:
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♦ iJ i^-j.^,;. I—(—h_jl-oj>-^ j —0^ —0 j —(— *1 j —■aJ|_J j —(--■ tjr0— ‘"rf O
They take their water supply from it (the Euphrates); 
Nahr cIsa, which ends in Madlnat al- Salam, otherwise 
known as the Rufayl, the Sarat, and Nahr Sarsar, all 
these empty into the Tigris.1^
Both the Arab geographers al-Istakhrl (d.346/957) and Ibn Hawqal 
(d.376/977) used almost the same words in their description of 
the west side of Baghdad; although, in addition, Ibn Hawqal drew 
two maps of Sarsar and its canal (Figs.3,4):
J A  ^^ I J I ^ t I "■ . "■  ^^  _i_£ <i 1 —m <> iA I ^ w A ■ JI
( a . I c J ^ ___ 0 ^ — 0  ^  ^ j U I  U-s-j i j - L  I o^o — lj l— i  O I  & — o j  i— I
^  1_o w jJ I 1 r1 ®J> o L- 6  — P J  • P — "O & l i - j  J - 9  I j j I L J I
j  iiL_L_oJI ^ i j J I  —" j-5 ij-I c v.» p-i w I ^j-3 *—j  u—b  ^ h'fcXi-j (j-o
■i i_
And between Baghdad and Kufa is the overgrown and 
unrecognisable sawad.1  ^ The canals flow through it from 
the Euphrates, the first from the Baghdad side being Nahr 
Sarsar and on its (banks) is the town of Sarsar, ships 
sail on it, and over it is a bridge of boats which 
caravans cross over. Sarsar is a small town, full of 
palm-trees, crops, and all kinds of fruit. It is three 
farsakhs distant from Baghdad and two farsakhs distant 
from Nahr al-Malik which is a large canal much wider than 
the Nahr Sarsar.14
In his book, Hudud al-calam,1  ^a Persian geographical treatise, 
composed in 372/982 for al-Sayyed al-Malik al-cAdil Abu al-Harith 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Farighun, prince of the province of Guzgan, 
or Guzganan (in Arabic / Juzjan, or Juzjanan), which lies in
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the north-western part of the present-day Afghanistan^, the 
unknown author refers twice to Sarsar and its canal:
0 J —4 j I ^  < 5^0  W*JV^ _T' o 1- J* o j ^-j
^ 3 3  0 -0 ' Sa- " 1— ^ 1  j — 9 J > l f O ^ 0 3  * ^ - 3 1 ^ ^ 1  j  — O - r '  * - 0
o— 0 1 O 1 O ^  l5JJ j  o  -,u-.-.' c .J—i—  ^ o-*J o O  J* 3  ^~/3 3  4- ^ 'V
t S 1-  ^ o ^ 1 3  ^  ‘ ‘ 1 3 ^  o — ■ o - * 0  o — ^  1 o — t— 11 J > f 3 sx-t-° O o
3 ----------*-----" J>’ 0 - H ~ °  t 5 0 o  0 ^ > 1 3 * 3  J ! 3 ------ •‘‘j r - ^  j r - <— "
g y i  ^  L ^ _ ,  e L - U J I  ^ — -  ^ -4 — £  O  L-4'., . . " * »5  I l i i - L — oJ I ^ 4 —  l ^ * T  J
After al-Anbar a canal called Nahr cIsa separates from it 
(Euphrates), goes down to Baghdad, and empties itself 
into the Tigris, and the people navigate this canal from 
the Euphrates to the Tigris. Lower down, another canal 
larger than Nahr cIsa separates from the Euphrates; it is 
called Nahr Sarsar and is utilized in the fields of the 
town Sarsar. Still lower down, a canal larger than Nahr 
Sarsar which is called Nahr al-Malik separated (from the 
Euphrates) and is utilized in the fields of the town of 
Nahr al-Malik.
The author also said:
O 1^ *  * - 0  3 — O — ^  3  ■* ° — ° -51—  j  o '  a  c
§argar, a prosperous and very pleasant borough through 
which flows Nahr Sarsar.'*'^
Al-MaqdisI, the Palestinian Arab geographer who lived in the 
4th/10th century, mentioned the village Sarsar and its canals 
when he described Baghdad, saying:
t d X - t J I  J) 4 j j  L ^ _ ^ U n  ^Jl j — 4_x)l o-ri'-d3 l S l A 51— ^  Oa_,I o j
®J O—
And Sarsar resembles the Palestinian villages; beside it 
is the canal. Similarly, Nahr al-Malik and the Sarat 
appear to be villages.
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,  sJI |0^_^ 1— tj-Lc i5^-s iiL!—oJI ^ ^  'A I ^—oJ(_j
And Sarsar, Nahr al-Malik are villages; they are situated 
on the Kufa route, and they are watered by the1 O
Euphrates.
Further on in his book, al-MaqdisI referred to the Sarsar canal 
when he described the Tigris:
I  ^ - I c I qV I I lA, .ft> ( j J  ->}J I ( j  » c |  a-----b - ^  J Lft> L_a-1_, — i
^  ^  *■ , ^ ______ _j > c ^  ^  , *> i d t j t ^  . ■ I iy— I J  I ^ O  1 ^ II O'-0
Then a number of canals meet it (the Tigris) in this 
province. These flow into it from the Euphrates in the 
Baghdad district, four canals, the Sarat, Nahr cIsa, Nahr 
Sarsar and Nahr al-Malik.^
Al-Jawhari, a scholar of the 4th/10th century (d.c.400/1009) 
referred to Sarsar in his dictionary Taj al-lugha:
d1 j-------------- aJl^'
o n
Sarsar is the name of a canal m  Iraq.
Al-BakrI, the Wazlr and Faqlh (d.487/1094) said:
  . I ■- ^ ~ I f I j j  J  L o  l~o-&> i-d-a-/ ft _> *> I— i I _j dJ_j f —
q  I  ^ *■ llj  c | l-\^j 6 I j 11 t -j—3 1 ft O  I ^ — 3-11 ( ^ o  ^
Nahr Sarsar - is a branch of the Euphrates as we 
mentioned when we spoke about al-Sarat and also about 
Nahr cIsa and Nahrawan; all of these canals empty their 
waters into the Tigris; Nahr Sarsar is situated near 
Baghdad. ^ ^
In his book Nuzhat al-mushtaq completed in 548/1154, the famous
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geographer, al-Idrisi, used almost the same words as al-Istakhri 
and Ibn Hawqal, but he measured the distance in miles, not 
farsakhs. He stated that the town of Sarsar is situated nine 
miles from Baghdad and from Nahr Sarsar to Nahr al-Malik is a 
distance of six miles. He added that there were many merchants
9 9
and markets m  the unfortified town of Sarsar. In describing
the Euphrates, al-Idrisi states that one of its branches leads to 
9-5
Sarsar.
The Andalusian pilgrim and famous geographer, Ibn Jubayr, who 
visited Iraq around 580/1184, gave a detailed description of this 
country. He paid special attention to the village of Sarsar when 
he reached it on the 3rd of Safar in the same year. He said:
(j-Lp _^o
I f j __.»f> (j-fl 1 *' „i ^  i I j  4 14 l-o .,u» >
^  ‘“9 - I C Cl# t ^JJI ^  ^-4 •<> ^ f^-LhSJI 1 ^ 1 LXj i (1 O
f j j - B  Lfe L _ j HpJI ( j_Lc |> Lhc Ol_i>Ap- 1^.. *1..II L, .^ c iirtjj »—■*> 1 t j - b
jpu. Uvl'Cus—- L-lljujj (j-* lg#L-s LlJ L£> >.’b 9 A-bJI
(■ Lr-*-^ O'0 ^  *»•> Ijj** O-jj-aJI I
Q—c *. ? t **■( • “ O-l-C I ki-9 Cli I 4ul>ij Q LJl_>^AJI £ I *1 I ^  I I. .»
L-o—-ft) | (jJI La^-i L-wal I ft-hu# 1 j  * -a.I-Lo^
v_J_i_lJI L_o-ft> L >  I j  L-o-ft) ft-j ft  -I II l—o L a ^..iu iP - j ^jJI (J t . o u t II iyjo
* p 0 - °  'gj^ oJI tiUJS !>o
► I ^ c t-SLpjJI j i O A ~ { -tr Lu-i j jpjLutJ tj—lc h- dl JitXoJIj) ^ #OaJI J—l-i-9 1 I ki-S—' L-lh£pJ
At dawn on Wednesday we departed from the aforementioned 
village (Zariran) and passed through Mada'in Kisra 
(Ctesiphon) as we have already described and ended at 
Sarsar which in beauty is a sister of Zariran or near to 
it. By its southern side flows a large canal which is a 
branch of the Euphrates over which is a pontoon bridge 
built on barges secured from bank to bank by huge iron
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chains in the manner we have described concerning the 
Hilla bridge. We crossed it and, passing through the 
village, halted for our noonday rest when we were about 
three farsakhs from Baghdad. This village {of Sarsar) 
has a lovely market and a large new congregational 
mosque; it is one of the villages that fill the soul with 
joy and beauty. And these two noble rivers, the Tigris 
and the Euphrates, whose fame it is not necessary to 
describe here, meet between Wasit and Basra. At Basra 
they empty into the sea. They flow from the north to the 
south. God favoured them with his blessing as he did 
with their brother the Nile, as is widely recognised. We 
moved from this place a little before noon on Wednesday 
and arrived at Baghdad before late afternoon, passing 
into the city through gardens and meadows of which all 
descriptions must fall short.(fig.5)
Yaqut (d.626/1229), the great Arab geographer and historian,
provided some useful data about Sarsar in his dictionary:
 Lc —LsluuJ  I I , 11
J^LsuJI L .^1 ^ —■ I <—< ' d-n1-9 J (j*1 c
And Sarsar consists of two villages in the Sawad of 
Baghdad, Upper Sarsar and Lower Sarsar; and both are 
situated on the banks of Nahr cIsa, which is sometimes 
called Nahr Sarsar. The canal derives its name from the 
two of them, and between the lower one and Baghdad isoc
about two farsakhs.
Then Yaqut added that:
qJ' 1 n l”< i US *\-3 JI iVn i ^_)-o  ^t H
I I "■ ^ ^—li-c i JI 1 t—* I ^  ^  t <fi^ 1  ^ ^ g—
 ^ —9^ A^o Lilt C rt /—3 I—tJLj lAtf Li 11 c 1 I
I Aj> ■ N -n
Sarsar is situated on the pilgr-im route from Baghdad; in 
the olden times (the village) was named Qa§r al-Dayr or 
Sarsar al-Dayr, several famous merchants and wealthy 
people came from there. Among them was the devout man
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Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. cAskar b. Muhammad b. Thabit, our 
good friend, and very generous friend who has been lauded 
by the poets.^
Abu Muhammad al-Qasim b. cUmar b. Mansur al-Wasitl was born in 
Wasit in Iraq in Dhul-gij jah in 550/1155. He was a famous 
grammarian, writer and poet who died in Aleppo on Thursday, 4th
He spoke highly of this man,
a---- .-j. pjh.. I m  dj^-9!
I ^ *» I—9 ^  I I
A 1 ,.S.n 11 I I Q **■•■■ -  ^  "*
Cj jou-jJb i^Jt p I Cuo^i I J
^ * • 1 ^  La 9 I  »i I 11
&™Lp il jo-j* i i o 0"*r?
I say to someone seeking (to make) a living who has 
become emaciated by journeys across the desert at night, 
and by thirst,
Head for the land of Iraq, for it is the land of rain and 
fertility, and stop at Sarsar
You will find there a permanent abode for those seeking 
hospitality; you will be of good cheer, and everything 
you need will be at your disposal
And if you are afflicted by adversity and misfortune, 
there repair to the family of ^Askar
They are a people who see death as a disgrace, unless 
they meet it between the spears, and under coats of mail
He of whom Ibrahim is a descendant, is one of the most
2 8noble, and best people.
In another book, Yaqut said:
of RabXc al-Awwal 626/1228.^^, 
saying:
rs. . *t 1 I  ■ 1—4 i.\ h> .;J I|j—Lc
_j I ^ % ojaiv. I ■ »-3 I
^ L-i til \ >*-l
5^ wuc Jl ^ L j (jJ I t J H <iLj..Lc
'*  UuJI^ 1 -il .9 I ^  • ■ |^5_J I *3 t
^-■>">■ |^ )-o I I O ^
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■■ ■g  ^  . i ^—Lf I )t> ^  ^ < p  < 1^1  ^I  ^L*JI  ^* ^,.1
O-0  ^  ^ ^  C d-^/3 O'.'1^ 1 Lr^  Uo-$—ola-c I (j6*^ ^ La^JI ^ ^ —,©^ t i i  I A s . . . .»
♦ f*^ 7i <Jj I ^  I A S — .
Upper Sarsar lies on the cIsa canal in Baghdad and Lower 
Sarsar, which is the greater, lies on the right side of 
the pilgrim route (after one day's journey fr 
Baghdad).
om
Al-cUmarI (697 or 700-749/1300-1348) in his book Masaiik al-ab§ar 
said:
^ 1 ,  d u /a ,  I o t j - l c  A i l — p j j ^ J I  j L i a  i^j- 9  i u A j  o  t —j  < i l_ )A  , j - o j
( jJ I  iC j—pJb ( j / l (  4 j L t  A-j 11 A J I ( j J I ‘ A -i 'V ^ -ll 1 .,“ “ ..■ ‘L ?-9 c / L
* . A ? "  I— o J I ^ c —'J) — *>? : b “ ' ..‘^  — ' * <-  ‘•■0  ■ *-<— ' * <v‘> °  V J W j  f*—1
•„uj(— o^-1 Al^ oJI ^ — tc-^J
. . . and also the river of Euphrates whose source 
originates from the Rum mountains (Turkey) and then to 
Malatiya, Sumaysat, Riqqa, Qarqlslya, al-Rahba, al- 
Dallya, cAna, Hit, al-Anbar; then it divides into several 
canals: amongst them Nahr cIsa, Nahr Sarsar, Nahr al- 
Malik, Nahr Sura and Nahr al-Sarat, which is the most 
famous.
Abu al-Fida) an Arab Syrian prince, historian and geographer who 
was born in 672/1273 and died in 732/1331, also mentioned Sarsar 
in the Taqwlm al-buldan which he completed in 721/1321:
J^ l 6j -*a o  'aa_L* .j— &  o' ‘i-U* 0"°j J*— jj-LamJI
^1 q^..,. (j-P j — p ^1 A s — . l— « tj*J? ol^_aJI ^-o A .9 “ uaJ!
u ..i C 1* tyJLe LjA_- I ^ r 3  J L J  t I ^_9 A- l —I A. ^ j - U
I I ^ 'f* Ai'i iAo /I ip^I _t S?""^ ^  Us# LuJjiJI
.  d U __ oJI O  * A—■_» A#> / I
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And Sarsar is a town on the right side of the Baghdad 
pilgrims' route; on first leaving Baghdad the town is the 
Lower Sarsar. Others have said it is one of the small 
Iraqi towns and its canal is the first one (flowing) from 
the Euphrates. Sarsar is three farsakhs from Baghdad. 
In al-Mushtarik also Sarsar is mentioned as being a 
village lying on the cIsa canal. It is called Upper 
Sarsar. In al-cAzizi it is stated that from Baghdad to 
Sarsar it is two farsakhs and from Sarsar to the town of  O 1 -
Nahr al-Malik it is two farsakhs. ± (see fig.6)
Abu al-Fida'also gave some useful data about the Sarsar canal 
when he spoke about the Euphrates branches, saying:
U  I ■ ■'« (j-S J  ^1 III .1 C lilll"*. ■ Cj I ^ - 3-11 ® J  J-
jiLJI A_i IC I—o —<0 (jJI iftl i i C)'tf i< ^ I
,'~i d l-Lo. II -* I O ” 1 ^ ^ o J b  ^  I >ft (j-9 U uCLj j
♦ |^l | OucJI - \ C ft 1> ift ^ I ^ ^ I ft I -^0 ft t*- .1 C to 3 1 “ trJ^
And one of them is Nahr Sarsar, and its divergence from 
the Euphrates is below the entrance to Nahr cIsa, and it 
traverses the Sawad of Iraq between Baghdad and Kufa, 
until it arrives at Sar?ar, and waters the settlements 
that are on it. It discharges into the Tigris between 
Baghdad and Mada'in. And another of them is Nahr al- 
Malik and its divergence is below Nahr £?arsar, and it 
waters the neighbouring part of the Sawad of Iraq, and it 
discharges into the Tigris near a l - M a d a ' i n . " ^
The famous Arab traveller, Ibn Battuta, who visited Baghdad in 
about 728/1327, described this city but did not mention the 
village. However, when he revisited Baghdad again in 748/1347, 
he spoke of it, saying:
‘A *. ■ ■ \ o p „A. (j-ll Cj^-3 Lui ft-LJI ft-2i &_9^5xj| (jJI 1 .-I ^ pUi
. ^  I ^  L o  A ft 'lw 3 I ift I ■ N
Then we went to Kufa, then to Hilla, then I travelled to
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Sarsar, and on to Baghdad which I reached in Shawwal in 
the year 748.33
The geographer and historian, Ibn cAbd al-^aqq (d.739/1338), 
emphasised this village Sarsar in his book Marasid al-It~t;ii~ac 
when he said:
■ ■ J^Lc idJULJI
t ^ . L x J !  ^ 9  ( j J  L^O uiJl A - j u j L >  ^ j - U  1 j t ^  ^  J 1 o J I  U t.Mi w .JI
a a  q C lJ )  **  ^..* ^  L -5 u u u w J I ( j i I . c  I  ^ j-AjuJI J a ju u J I  ^ u x >  L& w X^ j  ^L j5>
l^ _,. I , | A  ... O  | ^  j -  ^  | Q - O  *1.9 A   U l  <*L o > j  L *v O  I A A * P j p O
| ^  ,V> ..> —*u L_to I—4 L   ^ t% 1 l,c  j  I j  I
~y  y> \ \ Q - 0  A X  I 1 (  ..-> o .  |1J )  - J l  ( j J I  I u i j  < 1 /  I { . /  *) Q 1—S
Sarsar: two places in the district of Upper Baghdad, 
among the villages of Nahr al-Malik, the lower on the 
southern side of the Salb. A small town on the north 
bank of (the canal) and lying on the pilgrim route. Near 
the village there was a pontoon made from the wood on the 
Salb. The people used to place their goods near it. Ibn 
Mahasin, God bless him, built instead of it a barrage 
made of bricks with five small and large sluice gates, 
and he spent a great deal of money on it. This one is 
known as §arsar al-Dayr because there was a dayr 
(monastery) in this place. Its ruins can be seen until 
this day. A group of well-known merchants came from 
it.34
The Persian geographer and historian, Hamd Allah Mustawfl of 
Qazwln, who was born in 680/1281/82 said in his book Nuzhat al- 
qulub which he completed in 740/1339:
LIj o! I vi.j 'J}]
p  | ^ j |  ^  r- ** p   ^ Q ii J  ^  I ^  ( J - j - j J I  . h jyj ^
o-1 \ L—j 1 >  % I I pX J-j-Jtw
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From Baghdad it is two leagues to §arsar village, thence 
seven to Farashah (Euphrates), thence seven to the Nil 
canal, passing Nars village, the residence of Nimrod, 
where he threw Ibrahim into the fire.^ (see fig.7)
He also said:
—I O ^  >Q j P — i— ' iJmLO J— ^  ) ■ A L m* hi t> 1 —^t ^  I
o-t---- i? u"-* ^ ^ ^  ^
* ij C O I ^ ^
Numerous canals are taken from the Euphrates such as Nahr 
cIsa, Nahr Sarsar, Nahr al-Malik and Nahr al-Nahiyah on 
which lies the city of Kufa with its dependencies? then 
follow Nahr Sura, Nahr Kutha, Nahr Nars, Nahr Sarat and
~  ^fi *the old Nahr Furat (Euphrates).
cUbayd Allah b. al-Hurr b. cAmru al-Jacafi, one of the Bani Sacad 
tribe, was very famous, a brave leader and a good poet. He was 
killed in 68/687. In his account of Sarsar, Yaqut mentioned two 
verses composed by cUbayd Allah b. al-Hurr, which said:
Jj L - j o ____ 11— ^  L & .. o..Ai ,v  I t I—** J 4  ) jo
■C I ^ C«i> Lu I A. (jJ (j-/ I L-C
The day on which we met al-Khathcami and his horse we 
waited patiently by Nahr Sarsar.
One day you see me in ease and comfort, and another, pale 
and emaciated and covered in dust.^
In the detailed description by al-Tabari about the battle between 
cUbayd Allah b. al-Hurr and Wall al-ciraq, he said: 
jjdaJ ■ |L .he j A>~>JI i i j l A   ^ I 11 *A-.‘ C (j-J11 J uui—ifro 4-jJI l .>a .>.9
♦ p— p^-hiLJLi J O —  ^ ^  dt-n^d-9
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"Then Muscab sent al-Hajjaj b. Haritha al-Khathcami and 
Muslim b. cAmru to him (cUbaryd). They met him by Nahr 
Sarsar and he defeated them."
Ibn Khaldun, the Tunisian Arab historian, sociologist,
psychologist and philosopher (732-84/1331-82), mentioned Sarsar
several times in his book al-cIbar when he was describing the
events in Umayyad and cAbbasid times. About the activities of
the Khawarij in the time of Muscab when he was Wall (governor) of
Basra in the year 68/687, he said:
, I iX— oJI J —St> I I c I - v II — i u j  i  ^ j — ■p^j •o  I I I—f  I—
Al~Zubair marched with the Khawarij, and crossed the land 
of Sarsar, and raided the people of al-Mada'in.^
Again, Ibn Khaldun described the war between the Sufri Khawarij 
and the Umayyads in 76/695, saying:
^  I (JJ j  C ^LjuSUi (j-3-J
t  J -------q - j - j  (*  ^ ^  I )  f * i a ■** ^  9 ^ 5 J I  J j b  I
* £yTt-aM—‘
The soldiers of al-Hajjaj under the leadership of al- 
Harith b. cUmayrah b. dhi al Shicar numbering 3000 from 
Kufa, met with 90 men of Khawarij on the border between 
Mosul and Sarsar.^
Al-Qazwini, in another book called Tarikh-i guzida mentioned 
Sarsar canal when he spoke about an event that happened in 
77/696:
^1 JI Q l J - i-0  I £ y —I K - f - i . i l
j  I j  th I J  A - ,i Ul ^  l i j - 0  >-ujJJ C l W J J  1  I— >  I J  l i t  I ■ I
^ .L s o .  t i l l o .  Ax>7 i j L - j - ,  j  I j y j j
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And in Mosul was Shablb b. Yazld b. NacIm, the like of 
whom, as a clever horseman, did not exist among the Arabs 
and non-Arabs of that time, since he would strive alone 
against 200 or 300 men and if his enemy numbered 100,000 
horsemen, he never had more than 1000 horsemen. He faced 
Hajjaj, and they fought, Hajjaj was defeated and escaped 
to Kufa and was surrounded (by Shabib). No enemy could 
have troubled him so much as Shabib. Hajjaj came out 
against him and he deceived him and carried out a 
surprise attack on his house at night and took his wife 
Ghwalah Ghazar and his brother as captives. Shabib was 
forced to escape and boarded a ship to cross the canal of 
Sarsar.4 ^
The unknown author of the book of al-cUyun wa al-hada'ig spoke
about the two caliphs al-Amin and al-Ma'mun in the year 195/810,
Tahir entered the city of Ahwaz and then the city of
Yamama and then Bahrain, then cOman, then Basra; after
this he crossed via the land route to Wasit till he
arrived at Mada'in whereupon he was greeted by a large
army (belonging to his brother) which then dispersed.
Tahir then entered Mada'in after which he departed to
Sarsar where he built a bridge (on its canal), and then 
* * 4 ?proceeded to enter Sarsar.
In the same book, the author spoke about the dissension in Iraq 
during the reign of Caliph al-Ma'mun between the Kufis and the
saying:
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Khurasanis at Kufa, led by Abu al-Saraya and the cAbdullah b.
SacId al-Harashl (governor of Iraq whose authority was granted by
a1-Hasan b. Sahl), saying: 
i Q  i ] 1 o  t - *  j   ^ O t '  J v  1 " w O -?* o  — .w 'v .il
I t I ■ °  J j _ 9  I - * "  p  i - i 1* V i  4 | J  I - P  ~*| III I A J  L i u ^ J  U - 1 1 .  "  $ ■  i  u r  ( j - J   i u » J I  A  J i . l l  A s .
I ^ ) j u u J I  j >-j I £ — " t j " 9  * O — j - j J I  L o - ^  - ‘■ - i  j  < p j— a  jj— L k  & L I j )  d j j - j j  I .  ..^
Al-Hasan b. Sahl sent Harthama b. Acyan to Khurasan. 
Following this he then sent Harthama a letter ordering 
him to return. He arrived in Baghdad in the month of 
Shacban in a state of readiness to fight. Then he left 
Baghdad for Sarsar. He arrived at Sarsar (where Abu 
al-Saraya was waiting). The canal (Sargar) was between 
them. Then Abu al-Saraya returned to Qasr ibn Hubayra.^
Ibn Khaldun continued speaking about Sarsar as a land in the 
^Abbasid time^, when he described the events of the year 
196/811, saying:
1 ■ ^ ■A- i \  s a J  > i  v "jiu | ^  Li> Q ./ I j . o w
1 d - ^ - 3  * r ** ** t v  “ < ,j  , . e  — ■A-j  p  I— 9  i— 3  i i  I— o j
Al-Amin (the Caliph) was ready to fight Tahir (the 
Commander of al-Ma’mun) in 196/811. Tahir set up his 
position at Sarsar and the forces (of the Caliph) 
repeatedly met him there and he (Tahir) defeated them.^
This event was also described by al-Yacqubi:
• vil i\ -v .. q  o ^ — >«I j - 3 j j — (-!*_< j  fc<— b  j  I— A j
And Tahir reached Nahr Sarsar, four farsakhs from 
Baghdad.^  ^
Sarsar and its canal continued to be used as a place for fighting
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or as a military base throughout the cAbbasid period. Historians 
referred to it on several occasions i.e. the year 199/814,4  ^
200/815, 201/816, 202/817, 203/818,48 251/865 and 265/878.49
In his account of the reign of al-Ma'mun in the year 202/817 the 
historian al-Yacqubi informs us about a place called Khan al- 
hukm:
( OJ?-0 ^ < A —  >  I I  UljiaJI 1 txJI J A  J Q,.;I,.C O'f' ^  ■VilUO'^  ^L-SjJ
* ^ .. —  — i iQ ^.l-i.l».-yp , -I i p S  J1 aJ  (JI'  ^ ’
And Humaiyad b. cAbd al-Hamld (al-Ta'I al-Tusi, one of 
Ma'mun's commanders) was staying in a place called Khan 
al-hukm at Nahr Sarsar.^8
In the year 272/885 the famous poet al-Buhturi composed a poem in 
one verse in which he referred to Kutha and Sarsar:
(^ ™pj ‘P) j  ( ) Q ;.»-r> i^ x— t> I Jl «*■1 ■> * L i 1 '.i Qjjjj
It is a most unfortunate event that the area between — — • S ~|Kutha and Sarsar should be afflicted by the plague.
The philosopher and historian Ibn Miskawayh, who lived until the 
year 421/1030, mentioned Sarsar when he spoke of the events which 
had happened in the year 3 21/9 33, in the time of the Caliph
—  -i- 5?al-Qahir, when al-Qarmati revolted against him.
In his book a l - A n b a Ibn al-cUmrani (d.580/1184) relates 23 
verses, the works of the poet Ibn al-Hajjaj, in order to describe 
the cAbbasid caliph al-Ta'ic (363-81/974-91). Amongst these
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verses reference is made to Sar§ar:
I j^JI I 1 i \ n1^
I ^.1, '| 1 I £ — WI_J 1^ (J LaJ
! __<0.^)1 J  ^ya-will »Vi.o n.S
• ol 0 J  1™> L^ JLa-9
■'JL?'
Lv-
J —
-S— Lo (5 ii-o o — O-3 I
_j_9 L jj .jclU
-■-«. a  I j J  t_>o  I L i  L^_1x5_I
01 _?_M—
 ..■ »Q Cl»
A caliphate that does not go any farther, 
from Kalwadha to cAkbara.
Is shut in on all sides in a cage, were it a lark,
this cage would be too small to hold it.
Yet, it is so vast a caliphate that,
it has come to include many peoples - white and red.
Coming down to al-Nahrawan bridge at noon,
Hassun managed to prevent it from getting across.
Having found a lizard inside Sarsar,
cr o
it makes a vow not to go beyond Sarsar.
Ibn Khaldun stated that Nahr Sarsar existed in the year 
512/1118.54
Ibn al-Jawzi (510/1126 - 597/1200), in his book Manaqib
a1-imam afrmad b. franbal mentioned the canal of §arsar and also 
made reference to a mosque in this area, saying:
vil —i-j I A____9^SJI q-o <—■—L.i i I ; J Ls i (Jjp_aJI A--9>_W> (jCA-i
(*Jt________ U b  \ -Va. * I ‘. l-a-.V q . £ j p j |  ^y_i — £  I — *0------j— li >"■ V I .i I o U  K?**0
» d ■' '"*• G"^ 1 I I—91 i"iLi 1—31 d_La-^__. d^ G I ^ s —o-Li
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There is a man called Sadaqa b. al-Fadl who said 'I left 
Kufa for Baghdad possessing no money and arrived at Nahr 
Sarsar overcome with hunger; I entered a mosque there and 
fell asleep only to be suddenly awoken by a man stirring 
me with his foot; this man was Ahmad b. Hanbal.1-^
Ibn al- Taqtaqa, the Egyptian Arab historian who was born about 
660/1261 and who was contemporary with the Mongol Sultan Ghazan 
Khan, mentioned Sarsar when he spoke of the Minister of Caliph 
al-Mustanjid (555/1160); he referred particularly to the story of 
the Ministry of Sharaf al-Din, who was given a reception in 
Sarsar on his appointment when he came from Wasit:
I * »_J1 1M.i------- -XP Lj—* I Jl I P
♦ til I jJb (jJf p; 1*^
Adud al-Duwla went with his maukib (procession) crossing 
the Tigris to the western part (of Baghdad) and all the 
people went to Sarsar to receive him (Sharaf al-Din) 
there.5 6
The Arab historian Ghiyath al-Din mentioned Sarsar when he twice 
described the events of the fighting between Sultan Ahmad Jala'Ir 
and Tamerlane in the year 803/1400r saying:
a . l . **■ a -   ^■■■ | L S  i A ., U p t t—^ |  i  o ^  I ) I K  (tn.il q  1,5> 1 o
A —■ I  ^ *■ I . t)‘ ” '* ft| I A 1U I J  I I L a J ^  ♦ ^  L K .  ^■ > I ^  <t*-P ^jO  j  1. L_»
0 * —S O 1 G  I f - 2' *  ( j - l *  ^  O 1
( ( J—' t jj 1.^0^ 1  ^ V t O'*- pLu&JI < p I—»Ju_H (jJl I—lw  *. pj^jJI (j—11‘ fO *1"
t q q q  i * ®,JL? tirv o  o  I j p J j  w —I <3 —->  *> 11 4— st_l_9 (jJ I ^ —mxs
L^_< LS  ^ ( j^—>Lu>..Lcy I ! ) ( j t e I .w -Lc^ I l.P Lfc j^v „,wj
I C I i p-fr-X-h t p ^  I C ^  I I ^
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When Sultan (Ahmad) was extremely afraid of Timur 
(Tamerlane), his spies provided him with continuous news, 
and when they told him at the end of the year 802 (1399) 
that Timur wished to occupy Si was, ^  then he changed his 
mind to al-Sham (Syria) instead, the whole of which came 
under his rule, as will be further related in his 
(Timur's) story. Then he (Timur) returned to Qalcat al- 
Najaq which had been surrounded for about ten years. He 
halted there and captured it, also killing SayyidI cAli 
al-Aglashahl (Ahmad al-Aghlashay1 ) who was there. 
Following this incident Baghdad's army, under Faraj, 
revolted and war broke out. And Amir cAlI Qalandar came 
from al-Bandanjin, Jan Ahmad came from Bacquba and they 
crossed the Tigris near al-Mada'in; Farakhshah came from 
Hilla and Mika'Il came from al-Saib, all gathering at 
§arsar. Three thousand soldiers escorted them (bringing 
their weapons) and fighting took place between them and 
the Jagatay army (Timur's) near the building of Amir 
Ahmad.
Ghiyath al-Din also emphasized this story in his book, saying:
I " i ^  I —SLw-eJI 1 I l j l + \
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The prince Timur gave permission (orders) to a group of 
his soldiers to proceed to Baghdad and they obeyed him 
arriving on the west side; (they chose the south side of 
Baghdad to camp on).^ Somebody called Faraj was
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directed by Sultan (Ahmad) to remain in the city who 
revolted against prince Timur and refused to give him the 
country and he (Faraj) started to fight and strife. 
After the news of the arrival of the army (Timur's), the 
prince started to come from the countryside (to Baghdad), 
Amir cAlI Qalandar came from Mandili, Jan Ahmad came from 
Bacquba near al-Mada'in; they crossed the Tigris, 
Farakhshah came from Hi 11a. Mika'il came from Saib, all 
gathering at Sarsar. Three thousand soldiers escorted 
them and they met Timur's army, and fighting broke out 
between them near the Amir Ahmad building.^
Al-Zabidl (1145-1205/1732-1790) referred to Sarsar in his book 
Taj al-carus:
(  l ..o,^ n f lh .c  I )  . L iu .» II ^5 I * —Lp  < J I  Q 1 ..i * Q j - i io  1 5
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Sarsar consists of two villages upper and lower, the
lower one is the great one and it is situated two
hifarsakhs from Baghdad.
Some inhabitants of Sarsar became well-known in Baghdad and 
elsewhere. So far, four have been identified. The first, 
one IsmacIl al-Sarsari, both Ibn al-Athlr and al-Zabidl informed 
us about:
Ol ti*>— (j IC (jibj ^  ..—<P ^jJI P. t» 11 * I 6wXft> ■ .O I
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Al-Sarsari; this nisba to Sarsar, which is a village 
situated two farsakhs from Baghdad. Abu al-Qasim Ismacil
b. al-tfasan "b^ cAbdullah b. al-Haytham b. Hisham al- 
§ar?ari originated from it (§ar$ar). He was taught by 
Abu cAbdullah al-Mahamili, Abu al-cAbbas b. cUoqda and 
others; Abu Bakr al-Barqani and Abu al-Hussain al-Muhtadi 
spoke about him. He was a trustworthy man who died in
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the year 403 (1012).^
The second, Jamal al-Din Abu Zakariyya Yaftya b. Yusif b. Yahya b. 
Mansur b. al-Mu^mmar b. cAbdul Salam al-Ansari al-cIraqi al- 
Sarsari (588-656/1192-1258) was a Faqlh (jurisprudent, legist), 
Qur'an reader, literator, linguist and poet. He was taught the 
Qur'an by the followers of Ibn cAsakir al-Bata'ihi and learned 
the Hadith from cAli b. Adrls al-Yacqubi. He originated from 
Sarsar near Baghdad and later moved to Baghdad itself. Although 
blind, he wrote many books (which are still in manuscript form) 
in various fields of knowledge. During the invasion of Baghdad 
by the Mongols he was killed in a place known as Ribat al-Shaykh 
cAli al-Khabaz in Mufraram. His body was taken back to Sarsar for 
burial.^
The third was Najam al-Din Abu al-Rabic Sulayman b. cAbdullah b. 
cAbdul Qawi b. cAbdul Karim b. SacId al-Tufi^ al-Sarsari al- 
Baghdadl al-Hanbali (657-716/1259-1316). He, also, was a Faqlh 
and was learned in the field of religious matters as in other 
fields of knowledge. He was born in the village of Tufa which 
was a part of Sarsar. He moved to Baghdad in 691/1291 where he 
studied Fiqh from al-Shaikh Taqi al-Din al-ShirazI and also 
learned the Arabic language and the iladith. He then travelled to 
Syria in the year 704/1304 where he met al-Shaikh Taqi al-Din b. 
Taymiya. From there he went to Egypt to meet several scholars 
(cUlama') where he stayed for a while to teach in the schools of
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Nasiriyya and Mansuriyya. His last destination was Palestine 
where he became a Judge and Hanball Faqrh of al-Quds (Jerusalem) 
and al-Khalil (Hebron). He wrote numerous manuscripts. In 
710/1310 he died and was buried at al-Khalil.^
The fourth person was Abu al-Hasan cAli b. Ahmad al-Sarsari al- 
Linjari (. . . .-1037/. . . .-1627). He was one of the Masmudat- 
Kinana tribe (Berber tribe). He was a Sufi and wrote a fihrist 
(catalogue) about his tutors (shaikhs and his particular Sufi 
ways.^  ^
From the above study we can draw several conclusions:
(1) a. Ibn Khaldun mentioned the land of Sarsar in 68/687.
b. In the year 76/695 it was first referred to as 
Sarsar alone, by Ibn Khaldun, and latterly mentioned 
by al-Zabidl (d.1205/1790).
c. It was referred to as a village for the first time 
by Suhrab who wrote his book between 289-334/901- 
945, and was last mentioned by Abu al-Fida' in 
721/1321.
d. In 3 72/982 the author of Kitab frudud al-calam 
referred to Sarsar as a small town, as did Abu al- 
Fida in 721/1321.
e. The town of Sarsar was first mentioned by Ibn Hawqal 
who lived in the 4th/10th century, and lastly by Abu
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al-Fida' in 721/1321.
f. Yaqut who lived in the 6th/12th century referred to 
Sarsar as two villages (Upper garsar and Lower 
Sarsar) as did Qazwinl in 740/1339.
g. In the oldest period this village was known as Qasr 
al-Dayr or Sarsar al-Dayr.
(2) Sarsar had a canal called Nahr Sarsar. It was first 
referred to in the year 68/687 by the poet cUbayd 
Allah b. al-Hurr, and also by al-Tabari. This canal 
existed until 740/1339 according to Qazwinl.
(3) There was a bridge over this canal, according to Ibn 
Rusta who wrote his book in 290/902. Al-Istakhrl 
and Ibn Hawqal, who both lived during the 4th/10th 
century, described this bridge as constructed from 
boats, over which caravans crossed. Ibn Jubayr, who 
visited Sarsar in 580/1184, commented that this was 
built of pontoons secured from bank to bank by huge 
iron chains. Moreover, Ibn cAbd al-Haqq, who died 
in 739/1338, described it as being made of wood, 
adding that Ibn Mahasin replaced it with a bridge 
made of bricks with five small and large sluice 
gates.
4. Sarsar is situated on the pilgrim route from Baghdad 
to Kufa and Makkah.
5. It was a commercial and an agricultural
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settlement,^ with a lovely market and a large new
congregational mosque which still survived in
580/1184 when Ibn Jubayr visited it.®® Al-Yacqubi
informs us that, in the year 202/817, there was a
place called Khan al-hukm. In 803/1400, according
to Ghiyath al-Din, there was a building called the
6 9Amir Ahmad's building.
6 . This was a place used for holding receptions for 
important people under the cAbbasid Caliphs.
7. Several famous merchants, wealthy people, and others
of Sarsar's inhabitants became well-known in Baghdad
71and m  other Arab countries.
8 . Several battles took place at Sarsar from the
Umayyad period (the first was in 68/687) until the
— 7  2Timurid period (the last was in 803/1400), while
sometimes it was used as a military base although,
according to al-Idrisi, Sarsar was an unfortified
town.
9. Al-Istakhrl, Ibn Hawqal, Ibn Jubayr and Abu al-Fida' 
all claim that Sarsar was situated three farsakhs 
from Baghdad. Ibn Rusta said that the bridge of the 
Nahr Sarsar was at a distance of 10 miles from 
Baghdad. Ibn al-Athir and al-Qazwini stated that it 
was at a distance of two farsakhs from Baghdad.
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Yaqut said that Lower Sarsar was two farsakhs from 
Baghdad. ^
10. The maps provided by R.J.C. Broadhurst (fig.5), MR.
al-Feel (figs.6 , 7) and Le Strange (fig.8 ) locate
Sarsar in the same locality. However, both official 
English maps (fig.la,b) and the Iraqi Archaeological 
map (fig.2) show Tall Abu Skhayr in the same area of 
Sarsar and its canal.
Having assessed the foregoing information, I have deduced that 
Ibn al-Athlr and al-Qazwini's references to Sarsar must, in 
actual fact, have been to Lower Sarsar, while al-Istakhrl, Ibn 
Hawqal, Ibn Jubayr and Abu al-Fida' must have been referring to 
Upper Sarsar.
Therefore, Upper Sarsar is situated according to the modern 
equivalent, approximately 18 km. south of Baghdad, and Lower 
Sarsar is approximately 12 km. from Baghdad. The Nahr Sarsar is 
situated near Upper Sarsar.
The mound in question which is known today as Tell Abu Skhayr is 
situated 13 km. south of Baghdad. There is no other 
archaeological mound associated with it in this locality; and 
there is no other name such as Sargar existing in this area or 
elsewhere. We can, therefore, confidently state that the ancient 
measurements given by the authorities quoted above point to the
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same area and that the Sarsar land or village was situated on the 
old pilgrim route of Baghdad-Kufa and Makkah. Thus it is 
possible that the mound of Abu Skhayr could have been part of the 
village of Sarsar or part of the land of Sarsar.
It was clear from the excavations and from the finds that the 
area was used as agricultural land and that the village or town 
of Sarsar was a commercial settlement and an agricultural centre. 
It was also used as a station on the pilgrim route from Baghdad 
to Makkah. The settlement was inhabited up to the end of the 
Ilkhanid period (656-736/1258-1336) when it was probably 
abandoned, for reasons unknown. We may, however, assume that 
Baghdad saw dark days filled with afflictions such as plagues, 
earthquakes, fires, dissensions, wars, foreign occupation and 
natural disasters, the worst of which were floods which occurred 
frcm time to time.
These floods, we feel certain, may have been one of the principal 
causes of the final abandonment of Sarsar since the buildings 
were gradually destroyed, thus causing the decline of the 
settlement after the Ilkhanid period. Many quarters on the 
western side of Baghdad (al-Karkh) did suffer the same fate, in 
the end leaving only ruins behind, and because we did not find 
any objects dated after the Ilkhanid period in Tell Abu Skhayr, 
it is necessary to describe the floods in some detail.
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B. The Floods In The Baghdad Area
It is paradoxical that it was the abundance of water supply in 
Mesopotamia/Iraq which was the source of destruction and danger, 
after it had been one of the most important factors in the rise 
of civilizations during the various periods in its long history. 
Following our study of the floods which occurred in Baghdad, we 
may conclude that, during the cAbbasid era 150-350/767-961, the 
city experienced a period of safety because the government 
concentrated on irrigation projects. These included buildings, 
canals, barrages and drainage canals, and instruments to measure 
the level of the floods, Ibn al-Jawzi said that an instrument 
for measuring the water level in the Tigris existed in 293/ 
905-6^ but Dr. Susah has stated that the measuring instrument 
was made in 292/904 instead of 293/905-6, in accordance with the 
first recorded water level taken in 292/904. He added that there 
were two instruments for measuring the water of the Tigris, one 
on each bank, both of which could measure up to about 2 5 dhirac 
(21.5m)^. Although the Euphrates is further away from Baghdad, 
the floods from this river reached the western part of Baghdad 
and so another instrument was placed on this river. There were 
three readings recorded on this instrument between 316/928 and 
329/940. We have no record of exactly where the instrument was
located but perhaps it was at al-Anbar because this city was very
c* — 7 fiimportant at the beginning of the Abbasid period. All these
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works reduced the impact of the floods. In the middle of this 
first phase, 251/865, al-MustcaIn built barriers surrounding the 
west side of Baghdad. These barriers were primarily built for 
military reasons, but they helped to prevent damage by the 
floods. However, in the floods of 330/942 these barriers were 
destroyed. 77 At the end of the first phase, the damage caused by 
the floods of the Tigris and the Euphrates increased. This led 
the authorities to survey and record the changes in the water 
level.
The second phase took place in 350-550/961-1155. During this 
phase the western part of Baghdad was in danger, especially after 
the Diyala Dam was destroyed by flood, and the Euphrates flooded.
The third phase took place between 554-656/1159-1258 when Baghdad
fell to the Monguls. During this period, there were several
floodings. They were most severe in 567/1171, 614/1217, 653/1255
and 654/1256. They happened because the governing body
responsible for the lands and rivers was inefficient and not
7  ftenough attention was paid to controlling the floods. /0
Baghdad suffered also from floods in the Ilkhanid period but the 
historical records say there were dangerous floods in 676/1277, 
681/1282, 683/1284, 685/1286, 690/1291 and 720/1320.79
After the Ilkhanids, the Jala'irlds and the Timurlds ruled Iraq 
alternately from 738/1338 to 808/1405. During this period four
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floods took place, in 725/1325, 757/1356, 774/1373 and 775/1374. 
The flood for which most evidence remains is that of 774/1373, 
which is described by the Persian poet Nasir Bukhara1!. Nasir 
was born in Bukhara between 715/1315 and 720/1320 and possibly 
died between 781/1379 and 790/1388. He was a famous poet at the 
court of kings, princes, nobles, judges and ministers. From the 
year 773-4/1371-2^, Nasir lived in Baghdad where he met another 
Persian poet named Salman Sawaj! who was the court poet of the
O 1
reigning sultan. The water in this flood rose higher m  the 
Tigris than the average, and Salman composed the first hemistich 
of verse about this flood, saying:
Cl ll> I 6 I I I IM 4} 1 1 C t  y i I t j LmU) I I ^  rt 1 ^  ^
This year the Tigris had a drunkard's gait.
He then challenged Nasir in order to test him as a poet to
complete the verse. Nasir deliberated for a while, then said:
C . iu | A 11 l_*—I ^™i ^  J 5^ ' J
O o
Chained feet and foam on lips, a madman's fate!
Then he went on to write another eight verses of the poem
describing the flood:
I— l ■I.'V P I— J I m O I I A 1% ^
A I | J 4—i—J 1 i i j i  ^  ^  1— I
,^1---■A^ ^  C U S S i_.|
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^ ^  J-s“" O^ t 1 0 1 ^  ’-T'
A — ' I ^  I »w  A V 1-9 ^  I
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This year the Tigris had a drunkard's gait.
Chained feet and foam on lips, a madman's fate!
Around the citadel the waters swirl
Baghdad's the lamp, a moth the river's whirl 
The rainstorm cloud shoots down its raindrop arrows too;
Its army, like a flood, sweeps down on you 
With manly power the fortress to o'errun 
It's like a viper coiling in the sun 
Before the city's gate for every way,
Our guardian charm's a fable for today 
When Tigris, all the city's pride, its banks o'erflowed 
Its tears engulfed the buildings in its weeping 
Friend deserted friend in waters surging.
What chance had he who friends had none?
The Sultan's joy o'erturned in drunken fashion 
Grief's merchants cup was filled to overflowing.
Filled by my tears, the ocean reached the skies,
All heaven's stars therein like pearls reflected.
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Stone-hearted hills wept tears of crimson red,
ft ftThat these tall towers were now stark ruins fallen.
One hundred years after this flood, a Persian artist depicted it 
in a remarkable and unique miniature showing the bridge over the 
Tigris and examples of Islamic architecture such as mosques,
minarets and tombs. Moreover, it contains two lines of verses on
the upper side of the miniature (now in the BM MS Add.16561, 
fol.60a, dated 873/1463) which said:
L^j o I > C 1 (J I m-o I 1 ^
^  I ^  jS u o  u d  <-SSj) j  ij jii (J I—J
( J j - J  A. 1‘N v^^ jf i— OJM \ I „»
This year the Tigris had a drunkard's gait.
Chained feet and foam on lips, a madman's fate!
Around the citadel the waters swirl
Baghdad's the lamp, a moth the river's whirl.
In his reference to this miniature, Dr. Susah mentioned that this
flood occurred in the year 757/1356. He also stated that the two
verses in the miniature were probably composed by the Persian
poets cUbaId Zakani and Salman Sawajl, both of whom lived in the
ft 48th/14th century. However, Dr. Susah is not correct in his
statement. Firstly, the date of the flood which he says was in
757/1356 is mentioned in the manuscript and in Nadir's Divan as 
happening in 773/1237. Secondly, the first part of the verses 
was composed by Salman Sawajl and the remainder was composed by
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Nasir as I mentioned above. This issue is also discussed by 
Thomas W. Arnold. But he argued that all the verses were 
composed by Nasir of Bukhara who was at that time on a visit to 
Salman Sawajl. Arnold added that the miniature cannot claim to 
be an accurate representation of the flood but merely what the 
artist thought this great Islamic capital was like 100 years 
before, that is, before the devastation caused by the invader 
Timur. The manuscript was produced in Shirwan (Shirvan), one of 
the most northerly of the provinces of Persia. ^
As far as we know, this miniature is the oldest Islamic 
illustration depicting the flood of Baghdad.
The end of the Jala'irid period 814/1412 heralded another dark 
era for Iraq which lasted till 914/1508. During this period, 
three floods were recorded in 854/1450, 889/1484 and 901/1495. 
Between 914-1289/1508-1872 Safavids and Turks ruled Iraq 
alternately. Following the year 1048/1638 numerous floods were 
recorded with the most dangerous one occurring in 1067/1665. 
Disastrous floods continued to occur during the reigns of the 
Turkish Ottomans (1298-1336/1872-1917), the British (1336- 
1339/1917-1920) and the Iraqi government (1339-1376/1920-1956). 
From 1298/1336 until 1376/1956 the authorities kept official
ft ftrecords of the floods, when the authorities organised the
control of the waters by constructing dams and draining the
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rivers into reservoirs, but the floods, therefore, constantly 
covered the area of Tell Abu §khayr, the last being in 
1379/1956.87
Notes
(1) Literal meaning: Tell = mound, Abu = father, §khayr = 
rocks or stones, the whole meaning being 'the father of 
stones/rocks'. It was so-called because of the abundance 
of rocks, fragments of pottery and stones found on it.
(2) This pilgrim road from Baghdad and Najaf, Kufa to Medina-
Makkah, is known as the Darb Zubayda, after the wife of 
the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, who built reservoirs all 
along the route and provided endowments from her property 
for their upkeep. This road was studied by: B. Finster 
and J. Schmidt, Sasanidische und Fruhislamische Ruine im 
Iraq, (Baghdader Mitteilungen,8 ), Berlin (1976); B. 
Finter, Die Reiseroute Kufa, S'udi-Arabien in Fruhislam-
ischer Zeit, (Baghdader Mitteilungen,9), Berlin (1978),
pp.53-9; S.A. al-Rashid, Darb Zubayda, The Pilgrim Road
From Kufa To Mecca, Riyad (1980)
(3) Map fig.Ia was compiled from surveys of the survey party
M.E.F. up to May 1918, see map no. T.C.85 (B) Ctesiphon
dated 10.10.18, scale 1 :63,360; map fig.Ib published by
the War Office 1938, see map of Baghdad, scale 1:500,000.
(4) For more details, see Chapter II, pp.76-78.
(5) Map No.25, Mound No.5, Scale 1:253/000, in Afrlas al-
mawaqic al-athariyya fi al-cirag (Arabic text) by DA? 
Baghdad, Iraq, 1976.
(6 ) Qur'an, LXIX, 6 ; XLI, 16; LIV, 19.
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(7) See: al-§abunl, Safwat al-tafaslr, (Arabic text) Beirut
(1 9 8 2 ), Vol.Ill, pp.119, 286 , 435 , fn.4; The Koran 
Interpreted, trans. by J. Arthur, VOL.II., pp.186, 248, 
297.
(8 ) Farsakh (pi. farasikh) is an old Persian term for a 
measure of distance used in Islamic times. The farskh-i 
shari was officially fixed at 3 Arab mil (miles), each of 
1000 ba (fathoms), each of 4 canonical ells (cf. al-dhira 
al-shariyya) each of 49.875 cm. = 5.985 km. Both terms, 
farsakh and farsung, continue to be used in Iran today 
but the farsakh is the more usual. It has now been fixed 
at precisely 6 km., a Farsakh being about three and a 
half miles. (EI/^ 1965), Farsakh, vol.II, pp. 812-813.
(9) Suhrab, Ibn Sarabiyun, Kitabcaja1 ib al-aqa lim a 1 -
sabca ila nihaiyat al-°amara (Arabic text), ed. by Hans 
V. Mzik, Vienna, 1347/1929, p.124.
(10) Ibn Rusta, Kitab al-aclaq al-nafisa, (Arabic text), part 
7, ed. de Goeje, Leiden (1967), p.182.
(11) Ibn a 1-Faqlh, Mukhtagar Kitab al-buldan, (Arabic text), 
ed. M.J. de Goeje, Leiden (1302/1886), p.175.
(12) Al-Mascudl, Kitab al-tanblh wa al-ishraf, (Arabic text), 
ed. M.J. de Goeje, Leiden (1894), p.52.
(13) Sawad is an old Arabic term which here means: Blackness, 
black point or dark figure in the distance; villages, 
towns or large crowd.
(14) Al-Istakhrl, Kitab al-masalik wa al-mamalik, (Arabic 
text), ed. M.J. de Goeje, Leiden (1967), p.85; Ibn 
Hawqal, Kitab al-masalik wa al-mamalik, (Arabic text), 
ed. M.J. de Goeje, Paris, 2nd. ed., Leiden (1873), p.166.
(15) Kitab frudud al-calam min al-mashriq ila al-maqhrib, (a 
facsimile of the Tumansky manuscript), with an 
introduction and index in the Russian language by V. 
Bartol'd, see: Khudud al-cAlem, Rukopis' Tumanskogo S 
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CHAPTER II
THE EXCAVATIONS OF TELL ABU SKHAYR AT AL-DAURA
Tell Abu Skhayr lies 13 km. (8.782 miles) south of the present 
city centre, at al-Daura, a suburb of Baghdad. It is surrounded 
at a distance of 2.3 miles by five irregularly-spaced mounds 
attributed to various pre-Islamic periods which are marked on the 
archaeological map of Iraq (fig.2) but have not been excavated. 
Attention was called to our site following a casual find of some 
minor antiquities there. We are inclined to interpret this name 
(in classical form Abu Skhayr "Father of Little Stones") by 
reference to the stoney nature of the ground at this site, an 
allusion to the abundance of rocks, a common building material in
the area (Pl.IVa). Other sites in Iraq are designated in the
1 — . same way. Thus, Abu Skhayr would be a purely descriptive term.
The other possibility, that it may be the personal name of a
former owner, is less convincing, though there is possible
agreement in a statement in the archives that the whole area was
once known as Arad I Abu Skhayr.
The first indications of archaeological material at our site 
before the start of any excavation are to be found in reports 
dating from 1934 to 1975 made by the Iraqi Department of
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Antiquities (later titled State Organisation for Antiquities and 
Heritage). Casual finds of certain minor antiquities led to 
visits by the Department's Inspectors. The first report was 
written on 25th January 1934 and records that this mound was then 
known to the local inhabitants, as it is today, by the name Tell 
Abu Skhayr. The report also says, "Over the years people have 
removed earth from the mound to use as fertilizer for their land 
which had become barren. The area is now in ruins and is near 
Hur Rajab; it is considered a most important archaeological site".
At the time of a report dated 1 September 1936, it was said that 
the holding on this site was known by the name of AradI Abu 
Skhayr. It may be assumed, as has been suggested above, that the 
agricultural holding was named from the mound, rather than from 
some previous landowner called by that name; and it has no other 
name as far as we know. The report also stated that the site was 
situated 10 km. (6.214 miles) S.E. of al-Daura centre, when the 
railway line was built from Baghdad to Basra; it intersected the 
eastern end of the mound and a part of the feature was removed 
(Pi.Illb). The report added that damage was done to the mound by 
local farmers who dug into it and removed both the bricks for 
building and earth for fertilizing the land. It seemed that the 
damage had taken place not only in ancient times but also, 
perhaps, as recently as six months previously. Remains of the 
foundations of many buildings were discovered in the middle of
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the mound. The measurement of the bricks used for building was 
cm. x 31 cm. x 32f cm. (cAbbasid).
No organised excavation had been undertaken on the site since 
1918 until the date of this report. Another report dated 3 
September 1936 agrees with these conclusions and stresses that 
the damage was so extensive that the foundations, pieces of 
pottery, glass, copper coins and fragments of artefacts were 
visible and spread over the entire mound, and it appears that 
these too belong to the cAbbasid period. On 10 July 1937 the 
Finance Ministry sent a letter to the SOAH saying that the Abu 
Skhayr lands .... are numbered 8 in District 2, Abu Disher at 
al-Daura. This was published in the official records and the 
lands were thereafter considered to be Government lands. A 
report dated 31 May 1952 mentions that the mound was still being 
vandalised, and that there were many holes in many parts of it. 
Damage was recorded as continuing in the first of three reports 
from 1965. Dated 21 May, this noted that when the mound was 
surveyed the evidence showed it to be of great archaeological 
significance. The second report of 1965 dated 28 October was a 
result of the division of land allocated to the Society of 
Mechanical Workers' House Building Co-operative by the 
municipality of Baghdad and this included large portions of Tell 
Abu Skhayr.
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The final report before excavations began was dated 4 November
1975. This stated that the land had been surveyed and it was 
found that new buildings extended into the north of the mound and 
two houses adjoined it. This report added that there were many 
holes, and that also there were many fragments of unglazed 
pottery of monochrome types, glazed over decorations in relief, 
under glazed-painted wares, and bricks spread all over the mound. 
These showed the settlement to be of the Ilkhanid period.
The First Season
Though the attention of the SOAH Service was first drawn to the 
mounds and ruins of Baghdad in the middle of this century, 
extensive excavations of this site have taken place only in the 
last twenty years. The majority of these have been on mounds 
which belong to the pre-Islamic periods. As a result of the 
extension of modern buildings in al-Daura area, especially near 
Abu Skhayr Mound, on 17th May 1976 the SOAH Service decided to 
excavate this site, but this excavation was not successful 
because specialist workers were not available. On 13th June
1976, another archaeological group was formed of which I became 
the Deputy Director (Pl.IIb), and after some initial problems the 
Director and I found the right kind of specialist workers. This 
enabled the first full season of excavations to begin at this 
mediaeval Islamic site. This work took place between 21st July 
1976 and 20th December 1976, the excavations being made possible
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by the SOAH Service who also sponsored them. After a survey of 
the area was made it appeared that the mound covered an area of 
approximately 11250 sq. m., and the height above the level of the 
surrounding ground was estimated at about 7.5 m (Pi.Ilia).
On 1st August we chose the summit of the mound as the Bench Mark 
(Pl.Vb). From the top of the mound we marked out a square area 
measuring 20 m. x 20 m., subdivided into equal rectangles 
measuring 10 m. x 20 m.; one of them was divided into 8 smaller 
squares each measuring 5m. x 5 m. numbered from Al to A8 
(Pls.VI-X). We excavated these squares to one to two metres in 
depth. Parts of walls were revealed, some of which were damaged; 
some walls consisted of baked bricks and some were made of mud- 
bricks laid in gypsum. The bricks used measured 20 cm. x 20 cm. 
x 8 cm. The floor level was also revealed and this was paved 
with large bricks.^
When the floor level was reached, we moved on and divided the 
second rectangle numbered A9 to A16 (Pi s.XI-XII la ). This
completed the 20 m. x 20 m. square which was called area A. A 
further area around area A was excavated in the same way until 
the extent of this first stage measured 2000 sq. m. (Pl.XIIIb).
A Test Trench was laid on the central undisturbed part of the 
mound on the west side to investigate the stratigraphy in order
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to find out how many periods of occupation the site represented 
(Pis.XIV-XV). Seven layers of archaeological deposit were noted 
in this trench. The seventh layer was resting on the natural 
earth, the total depth reached during the excavations being 7.50 
metres (Table I).
This First Season is considered to be the most valuable and 
important one. This is because it recovered complete objects 
such as pottery, metalwork, coins, pieces of glass, shells and 
stones, all of which came from Level 1, the test trench, and the 
summit of the mound.^ The unglazed pottery included lamps, jars, 
figurines, two pilgrim bottles (zamzamiyya), a cup, bowl, jug, 
ewer, lid and stand. The glazed pottery included lamps, cups, 
beads, lids (pot-covers), two complete bowls, half a bowl, and 
four bulbous vases. In addition, there were many fragments of 
unglazed and glazed pottery, and one figurine made from clay. 
Other objects of differing materials were found such as pieces of 
glass, several stone objects and shells.
Metalwork included rings, a small box, an uncompleted bowl, two 
handles, two lamps, three bells, and beads. Iron metalwork 
consisted of rings, three knives, one complete and one incomplete 
horseshoes, different sized nails, plus two irregular pieces of 
tin. In addition, there were a few silver rings and one silver 
seal. One piece of gold jewellery was found, a gold ornamented 
earring.
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Two coin hoards were discovered, one of them of gold (Pi.XXII). 
Sixty-six gold dinars were inside one jar, and in a second were 
found 630 silver dirhams (Pl.XXIII). As well as these finds, 11 
gold dinars, two silver dirhams and 146 copper coins were found 
scattered on the site. All these coins date from the Ilkhanid 
period and bear the names of three Sultans, Ghazan, Uljaytu and 
Abu SacId. Also one gold dinar was found which belonged to the 
cAbbasid period and bore the name of the Caliph al-Mustacsim.
The work carried out also gave evidence for the plans of the 
houses, buildings, streets, lanes and alleys. The foundations in 
most cases were built of baked bricks and sun-dried bricks laid 
in gypsum. Lime was used as a substitute for gypsum in the 
foundations; some foundations and walls were built of mudbricks. 
Iwans, porches, rooms and arches were built of baked bricks laid 
in gypsum. The remains of the walls were plastered while some of 
the main halls and rooms,had stucco dadoes decorated with incised 
patterns. There is evidence that some of the walls had 
decorations depicting small arches. The halls, courts and rooms 
were paved with large and small baked bricks laid flat, some of 
which were triangular in shape and alternately coloured in brown 
and white. Their dimensions were 6 cm. x 32 cm. x 32 cm. The 
rooms were usually grouped around a central open courtyard and 
these courtyards were of various sizes.
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A number of small and narrow streets have been found on this site 
in the course of the excavations. Several cess-pits were found in 
the streets outside the houses (Pi.XVI). In some areas i.e. Area 
A layer II (PI.XVIII), fragments of column bases were also 
discovered but, unfortunately, they were all broken. They were 
built of bricks, thinly coated with white plaster. The walls 
were generally coated with white plaster and usually there was a 
lintel around the doors. Small semicircular recesses were found 
in the walls which must have served as places for hanging lamps 
or some small object. It was found that in almost every house 
alterations and additions had taken place. These were either 
structural, consisting of cutting a new door, blocking up an old 
one, dividing rooms into several parts with a partition wall, 
raising the floor-level in some rooms or courtyards, or 
decorative. Decorative change was apparently a very common 
occurrence and sometimes such interior decoration even bears 
witness to the changing,fortunes of the occupants of the house. 
Thus, at the end of the season, on 20th December 1976, it was 
considered that the first stage of an Islamic settlement dating 
from the Ilkhanid period 656-736/1258-1336 had been discovered.
The Second Season
/r
For the Second Season a new archae&logical group was formed to 
continue the excavation of this site. The work took place 
between June 1977 and 25th December 1977. It started by
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completing the excavations of a small area surrounding layer I 
which had been begun in the First Season. After the group had 
finished the excavations of layer 1, they cleared it (Pl.XIIIb). 
After the clearing of this layer, excavation started on layer II 
by dividing this area into squares which corresponded with those 
of layer I. When digging started in layer II, foundations and 
walls soon appeared. This layer consisted of the same materials 
as the first, that is, mud bricks and clay (Pls.XVII-XIX). When 
the excavation of layer II was completed, the foundations and
n
dirt were removed to reveal layer III (Pl.XIXb).
The objects discovered throughout the Second Season came from the 
three layers but the majority were from layer II and comprised 
unglazed and glazed pottery, stone, glass, metalwork and coins.
The unglazed pottery included different shapes of jars, cups or 
beakers, one pilgrim bottle zamzamiyya, one deep bowl, one lamp 
and figurines. The glazqd pottery, included different types and 
shapes of jars, lamps, cups, bowls, lids, beads, two uncompleted 
bowls and one magnificent drug jar albarello. In addition, there 
were many fragments of unglazed, glazed and celadon pottery in 
various colours such as red, brown, green, yellow, white and 
blue.®
The number of stone objects and glass objects was limited, 
comprising both complete objects and fragments. Metal objects
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made of copper and bronze consisted of rings of different sizes
and shapes, three complete bowls, a tool, a mirror-back, a clamp,
several pieces of metal and one gold earring. Coins found were
two gold dinars, five silver dirhams, 233 copper coins and some
— . 9broken coins. These dated from the Ilkhanid period.
The Third Season
Yet another group of excavators-^- ® was formed for the third season 
(2nd February to 10th August 1978). Work started by removing the 
foundations uncovered in layer II (PIs.XVII-XIXa) over an area 
measuring 25 m. x 10 m. After the clearance, a digging continued 
on the east side of the mound and revealed the foundations and 
walls of layer III (Pl.XXla). These were built from mud bricks 
measuring 22 cm. x 22 cm. x 5 cm. The objects uncovered in this 
excavation were few in number, but included some beads, a stone 
utensil, a copper lamp, copper coins and four pieces of silver 
coin, fragments of glazed and unglazed pottery, all attributed to 
the cAbbasid period.
The excavations continued on the south side, the area (A) 
measuring 20 m. x 10 m. Here, the top (layer I) was removed and 
then the second (layer II) which included interesting finds such 
as fragments of glazed pottery dating from the Ilkhanid period 
and the foundations of three brick-built houses. The work then 
moved to the west side of the mound to continue along the wide
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foundations revealed in the test trench dug in the First Season. 
After these foundations had been uncovered a group of houses 
could be seen built over one another at three different periods. 
In addition, fragments of glazed pottery, pottery dishes, copper 
tools and copper coins were also discovered.^
Below layer I work started from the Bench Mark towards the south, 
south-east and west in order to uncover layer II. At 
approximately 50 cm. below level I foundations built of mud 
bricks appeared, measuring 19 cm. x 19 cm. x 6 cm. Three layers 
of mud bricks were discovered at intervals which could have been 
used for the foundations of the first period building. The area 
of excavations here of layer II measured 25 m. x 37| m. Groups 
of building foundations appeared which seemed to be rooms and 
corridors. Between these were bread ovens, and cess-pits had 
also been dug, lined with bricks, into which waste could flow 
through clay pipes. It is possible that these features belonged 
to layer I. The objects found in this excavation were unglazed 
pottery jars, a decorated copper bowl, copper coins, rings, one 
large decorated jar, zoomorphic children's rattles made from clay 
with beads inside and other children's toys in the shape of 
animals. In addition, there were also pottery lamps and one 
pottery bowl. ^
Digging extended into the layer II (Pl.XVIIIa) to the south of 
the area A uncovered during the first season. Many foundations
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of blocks of houses surrounded by three streets were uncovered in 
area A. In area B, between two blocks of houses, one house 
foundation was discovered, and to the south of this area one tomb 
with a group of graves was uncovered. However, in this latter 
area no digging was undertaken since it seemed to be a burial 
place. Beyond area B to the south stumps of walls appeared made 
from bricks measuring 22 cm. x 22 cm. x 5 cm., and here were 
found fragments of pottery, ceramic ware, pieces of glass and 
coins. Because these objects belong to the Ilkhanid period, it 
was considered that the layer II in which they were found dates 
from this period.
The expedition then chose an area 20 m. x 40 m., in layer II, 
which was cleared to gain access to layer III below. The 
foundations of two houses which had contained many rooms were 
uncovered, the bricks used being mudbricks measuring c. 18 cm. x 
18 cm. x 5 cm. The walls of these rooms facing onto the 
courtyard of the housed were reinforced by buttresses (the same 
kind of decoration was found in layer IV). Work in layer III was 
completed. The objects excavated in the layer III were from the 
cAbbasid period, dating from the early 7th century/13th century. 
Work proceeded to layer IV, revealing important buildings. 
There were the foundations of three houses or perhaps these were 
of one house in three parts; as well as the three ranges of rooms 
facing onto one main court, each cluster of rooms had its own
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courtyard. The walls facing the main court were reinforced by 
buttresses. The bricks used in these buildings measured 20 cm. x 
20 cm. x 6 cm. The objects discovered at this stage were 
pottery, ceramics, and glass, which may belong to the late 6th 
C./l2th C.
The excavators then removed the remains of layer IV and decided 
to excavate a part of layer V measuring 15 m. x 35 m. The depth 
now from layer IV to the top of layer V measured 1.7 7 m. Over 
most of the area chosen there appeared ashes, 25 cm. thick and it 
is possible that the roofs of the houses in this area had been 
made of wood. The area was subdivided into two parts, 5A and 5B, 
and both parts were excavated to the depth of 25 cm. below the 
ashes. The level of the ground appeared to be surrounded by the 
remains of many walls to which changes had occurred due to 
rebuilding. Two corridors in 5A had been divided into rooms for 
one house. The buildings of this stage were built from 
mudbricks. (From the objects found in this layer it is possible 
to date it to the end of the 5th C./l 1th C. to the beginning of 
the 6th C./12th C.).
They then continued the excavations to the lower layers VI and 
VII. Between these two levels was a-layer of rubble and soil at 
a height of 33 cm. The ruins of two houses were revealed, 
separated by an area which could have been a part of a street.
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In layer VII the remains of foundations also appeared. In both
layers VI and VII the materials used were mudbricks measuring 14
cm. x 20 cm. x 6 cm.; 19 cm. x 20 cm. x 5 cm.; 19 cm. x 20 cm. x
7 cm., and 19 cm. x 20 cm. x 10 cm., though occasionally the
1 3length of brick measured more than 20 cm.
The work continued to the north of the Bench Mark over an area of
23 sq.m., and foundations were uncovered which belonged to layer
VI. The work then extended 3 m. to the north to a depth of 60
cm., revealing foundations of about eight rooms of differing
size. To the south and south-east of the area appeared a
courtyard. The foundations of these buildings were made from mud
and burnt bricks. The objects discovered in this level were
pottery, a small pottery lamp, two incomplete pottery jars of
different sizes, a large copper ring utensil, pieces of glass,
and a large incomplete ceramic bowl coloured yellow, brown and 
14green.
The objects discovered throughout this season were stone, ivory, 
glass,15 pottery, metalwork and coins. The unglazed pottery 
consisted of jars, figurines, a pilgrim bottle, bowls, cup, jug, 
mortar, and fragments. The glazed pottery included lamps, three 
incomplete and one complete bowl, jars, cups, beads, a lid and 
fragments coloured yellow, green, brown and blue. Stone objects 
included beads and several fragments. In addition, there were 
pieces of ivory and glass. Copper and bronze objects found were
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six lamps, four bracelets, beads, one ring, a complete and 
incomplete bowl, a pot-lid, one small spoon, two tools, nails, a 
pestle and mortar, a bell, copper jewellery, and a piece of 
mirror-back. The iron objects included a ring, a knife, a small 
scythe, and an irregular piece of tin. There were two silver 
dirhams, 104 copper coins, and several broken coins. These coins 
dated from the Ilkhanid period. In addition to these, three 
silver coins were found belonging to the Atab.ek Sultan, and one 
silver coin dating from the Ottoman Sultan Salim II.
As a result of these three seasons of excavations which took 
place between 1976-1978 at Tell Abu Skhayr it appeared that the 
mound covered an area of approximately 11250 sq.m.; the highest 
point of the mound was estimated at about 7.5 m. Of these 
discoveries, the two most important ones come under two headings:
a. Architecture and mural decoration - this having been 
described previously.
b. The artifacts - the finds comprises metalwork, pottery, 
coins, and small items of ivory and glass. The 
metalwork, pottery and coins recovered from the site show 
great variety; with the metalwork forming the major part 
of this thesis. The coins and pottery have been studied 
in lesser detail in order to provide evidence for dating 
the site.
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The result of the researches has not been published up to the 
present time, except for one article dealing exclusively with the 
coins which were found in the First Season of the excavations.-^
The Stratigraphy
In Tell Abu Skhayr, as in any other mound in Iraq and, perhaps, 
in all Islamic countries, there has often been a tendency for 
settlement to continue in one place over a long time. This mound 
was formed by the accumulation of rubble as new buildings were 
erected on top of the collapsed ruins of older ones. Applying 
the basic principles of stratigraphy, it is possible (although 
not altogether without difficulty) to demonstrate the relative 
ages of this superimposed material.
At this site, seven layers can clearly be recognised. The total 
depth from the top of the mound to the virgin soil is 7.5 m. 
(Layer 1 - Layer VII).
Layer I and II
Most of the important features such as size and shape of bricks, 
dated coins, character of figurines and pottery, the metal 
objects etc. in these two layers are identical. These layers may 
be regarded as outlasting the Ilkhanid period by several decades; 
so that the period lasted from the late 7th/13th to the early 
8th/14th century.
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Layer III - VII
This occupation produced no single object dateable to the 
Ilkhanid period, in contrast to Layers I and II which were 
extremely rich in such evidence. These are divided into sub­
periods which together lasted from the 3rd/9th century until 
about early 7th/13th century (cAbbasid) according to the features 
such as size and shapes of bricks, character of the pottery and 
the metal objects, etc. (see Table I).
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Notes
See: Atlas al-mawaqic al-athariyya fl al-ciraq, Baghdad, 
(1976) (Arabic text), i.e.: Baghdad: locations nos.6 , 30 
in map 24,* no.5 in map 25; no.17 in map 26; Basra: 
nos.4,5,6, in map 38; Dhr Qar: nos.11a, 134, 136, in map 
65; Ta'mim: no.48 in map 100; Wasit: no.51 in map 134.
Al-waqa’ic al-ciraqiyya, no.1266 on 29 June 1933; no.1546 
on 30 November 1936.
Field members of the 1976 expedition were: Dr. T.G. al- 
Janabi (Director), Mr. A.H.A. al-Shammari (Deputy 
Director), Mr. K. Abdullah (Site Supervisor), Mr. S. 
Ismail (Clerk) and the photographer, Mr. Q. Aklah. For a 
short period, Mr. N. al-Rawl, Mr. G. Abdul Karim and Mr. 
A. Ghaidan (Surveyor) also took part in the excavations.
Report dated 21.8.1976 in the SOAH, Baghdad, Iraq.
Registration Book No.1/100 (The Excavation of Tell Abu 
Skhayr at al-Daura - Baghdad, First Season 1976).
Records Dept., IM, Baghdad, Iraq.
Field members of the 1977 excavation were Mrs. H. Abdul 
Khaliq (Director), Mr. S. Mustafa, Mr. A. I. Sacid, Miss
I. Alwan and Miss N. Abdul Karim.
Report dated 1977, in SOAH, Baghdad, Iraq.
See: Registration Book No.2/100 (The Excavation of Tell 
Abu $khayr at al-Daura - Baghdad, Second Season 1977). 
Records Dept., IM, Baghdad, Iraq.
The result of the researches is not published yet; the 
study of these objects will be detailed in this thesis.
Field members of the Third Season were Mrs. H. Abdul 
Khaliq (Director), Mr. K. Mansur, Mr. R. Yousif, Mr. S. 
Mustafa, Mrs. A. Aw an, and Mrs. A. Hashim.
Report dated 6.3.1978, in SOAH, Baghdad, Iraq.
Report dated 13.7.1978, op.cit.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
Report dated 1978, op.cit.
Report dated 31.7.1978.
See: Registration Book No.3/100 (The Excavation of Tell 
Abu Skhayr at al-Daura - Baghdad, Third Season 1978). 
Records Dept., IM.
See: M.D. Lutfi and Dr. T.J. al-Janabi, "al-Maskukat al- 
muktashafa fl t.ell abi skhayr, al-daura, al-mawsim al- 
awwal", 1976 (Arabic text), in Sumer, Vol.XXXIV, 1-2, 
1978, pp.205-222.
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CHAPTER III
THE NUMISMATIC EVIDENCE
During the three seasons of excavations which were carried out at 
Tell Abu £?khayr, the substantial number of 1201 Islamic coins 
came to light; of these coins, 996 were more or less complete, 
another 205 were in fragments. Since such coins often bear exact 
dates or are dateable by their rulers and types, they are of 
value in defining the absolute chronology of the various 
associated levels. This information in turn assists in dating 
accompanying artifacts, particularly metalwork and pottery. 
Furthermore, evidence for the economic activity of a wide range 
of local mints, and their relations with the metropolitan area is 
provided by the numerous mint-names attested on the issues. The 
quantity, and often excellent preservation, of many of the 
specimens throws additional light on the numismatic art and 
design of the period, chiefly that of the Ilkhanids. Moreover, 
the mints and legends recorded on the coins are often of interest 
for questions of administrative history.
As we have said, the total of coins found during the three 
seasons' work was large, and may be shown as follows:
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Metal Complete Illegible Fragmentary Total
Gold 76 76
Silver 262 201 180 643
Copper & 
Bronze 28 429 25 482
366 630 205 1201
The present treatment is limited to a preliminary survey of the 
salient features of the numismatic finds, to be read together 
with the catalogues of metalwork and pottery. Advance reports of 
some of the gold and silver coins discovered in the First Season 
of the excavations were published by both Dr. al-Janabj. and Mrs.
The above totals of coins fall into three find-categories. There 
were two hoards, one of gold and one of silver coins, designated 
Hoard A and Hoard B. The third category consists of loose site- 
finds. Of the last, ten pieces were of gold, thirteen of silver, 
and 482 were of bronze or copper. These categories will be 
described separately.
Hoard A: All Gold
Hoard A consisted of 66 gold coins. Like Hoard B, they were 
found in a small earthenware jar (below, no.156a, p.251 and 
fig.25e, Pl.LIVa on 24th October 1976 in square A 13, in a 
chamber on top of the mound. Of the 66 pieces, ten were
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deciphered and illustrated in the article mentioned above. These 
66 were the only gold coins discovered on the site, apart from 
ten loose coins described on pp.122-128 below.
These 66 gold coins in the hoard are issues of Ilkhanid Uljaytu 
Khudabanda. Of his two major types, distinguished by the 
geometrical outlines of the areas, only one specimen is of Type 
1, with obverse cinquefoil and reverse double square. All the 
remaining 65 are of Type 2, with obverse circle, and reverse 
lobed quatrefoil. This change of type has to be associated with 
Uljaytu's change of madhab from the Sunni to the Shica branch of 
Islam. According to Howorth and Spuler, this change took place 
after the year 707/1307. However, Type 1 bears the names of the 
rightly-guided Caliphs, Abu Bakr, cUmar, cUthman and cAlI, and is 
presumably characteristic of the Sunni period. We have found no 
specimen of this type dated later than 707/1307. Type 2 carries 
in the margin the names of the 12 imams of the Ithnay cashariyya 
Shlca, and probably belongs to the period after the conversion. 
The earliest date found with this type is 709/1309. It is thus 
not clear what coinage was issued in 708/1308. The question of 
Uljaytu's conversion to Shlcism, and its reflection in 
numismatics will be further discussed on pp. 139-142 below.
Of the 65 coins of Type 2 which form the remainder of this hoard, 
not all have mint and date plainly legible. There are 14 
specimens of which both the mint and date are clear, and these
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are described in detail below. So far as the other 52 gold coins 
of the hoard are concerned, complete readings are not yet 
available, and in some cases the specimens may be entirely 
defaced. Further study by numismatic specialists is therefore 
necessary to extract the residual evidence of the hoard, and in 
our catalogue the remaining coins are represented simply by their 
excavation and museum numbers, which will make possible their 
identification in the trays of the IM. This preliminary account 
makes clear the general chronological horizon and character of 
Hoard 1. The mints identified are Arran, Arbil, Isfahan, 
Baghdad, al-Basra Sawa, Shiraz, Sultaniyya, Maragha, and al- 
Mawsil. The last date attested in the hoard is 712 A.H.
Catalogue of Hoard A: Gold
In the catalogue that follows, 14 of the gold coins are issues of 
Uljaytu Khudabanda dateable from his known years of reign (703- 
716/1303-1316). Ideally-preserved specimens of the reign bear a 
marginal legend containing a mint-date formula. On many 
specimens of the coins, however, part or all of this formula is 
struck or weakly-struck off the flan, and in such cases 
attribution is not possible from cursory inspection.
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Uljaytu Khudabanda (703-716/1303-16)
Type 1 (fig.9b)
Maragha - 7XX A.H.
No. 16562 ms. W:8.200 gm. D: 24 mm.
Obv. Area with ornamented 
double pointed pentagon,
« Ul
1^1 a_____ I
1.
Rev. Area, within square 
and outer circle, 
p hc^ll ^LJa_l—ttJI
L—h—iwl—II 1m ■ c
A < lo aJLJI jJi
Margin, in segments between Margin, in segments between
pentagon and outer circle, square and outer circle,
u U ♦ ^ L-oJLc * a^S- * I t&o * * * * * / Lp I Jf-o
PI.XXVIIa
Type 2 (fig.9c
2. Arran - 709 A.H.
No. 16551 ms. W: 8.600 gm. D: 26 mm.
Obv. Area, with double Rev. Area within quatrefoil
circle
A I I I  ijr3
_ |^| a____l 1^ -i, MjU pl_,|
a  |-------------------------------------- <—•!---- 9_; dUL-o ^Ls^ll ^UaJLJI
d Lll ,jJLp ^L_J:
~ .'~Lj II ) A-—o~s o j^-j.1-11^  I ^uJl
Margin, Margin, in spaces between
^  J* ^ 1  quatrefoil and outer circle
C a - L j  Cr"^ 3-°^ 9 ^  d-7*-9 i>°
- '■ ^  t ^ o l j L o >  (Uljaytu sultan)
PI.XXVIId
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3. Sawa - 709 A.H.
No. 16601 ms. W: 8.600 gm. D: 28 mm.
As above. cr*/ •••• /  v >  p i .x x v n e
4. Arran - 710 A.H.
No. 16539 ms. W: 8.800 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the following date: ■f hUU^ ^ A  C j A *JH. ^ I ^  Lm)
5. Arbil - 710 A.H.
No. 16567 ms. W: 7.900 gm. D: 15 mm.
As above, but the following date: -“ "J
PI.XXVIIf
6 . Isfahan - 710 A.H.
No. 16591 ms. W: 4.200 gm. D: 23 mm.
As above, but the mint place was written twice on the lower 
segment of the obverse and on the margin of the reverse :
1
Margin: a -o ....j  f o' t"**p'
PI.XXVIIIa
a____Ul
„ 111 a____ I
A 1
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7. al-Basra - 710 A.H.9
No. 16582 ms. W: 4.200 gm. D: 23 mm.
As above, but the following date: ..j
cf. S.L. Poole, cat,VI (1881), No.126/p.44
Pl.XXVIIIb
Baghdad - 710 A.H.
9.
No. 16541 ms. W: 7.700 gm. D: 26 ram.
As above, but the following date
PI.XXVIIIc
Sultaniyya - 710 A.H.
No. 16593 ms. W: 8.600 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the folowing date a / 4_^ LkJL
PI.XXVIIId
10. Shiraz - 710 A.H.
No. 16599 ms. W: 8.700 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the mint place was written twice in the same way 
as No. 6.
Margin: ^ C| n  11 A. *m. ... J | ^  , ■*?
PI.XXVIlie
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11. Arbil - 711 A.H.
No. 16592 ms. W: 8.500 gm. D: 28 mm.
As above, but the following date: -""j tbjW-vy
12. Baghdad - 712 A.H.
No. 16545 ms. W: 8.100 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the following date: <v"1^  v,/*
13. Sultaniyya - 712 A.H.
No. 16584 ms. W: 8.600 gm. D: 28 mm.
As above, but the following date: A*
14. al-Mawsil - 7XX A.H.
No. 16543 ms. W: 4.300 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the date is illegible: *•** /
PI. XXIXa
j | 4  \ j, h
PI.XXVIIIf
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15. No. 16536 ms.
16. No. 16537 ms.
17. No. 16538 ms.
18. No. 16540 ms,
19. No. 16542 ms.
20. No. 16544 ms.
21. No. 16546 ms,
22. No. 16547 ms.
23. No. 16548 ms.
24. No. 16549 ms.
25. No. 16550 ms,
26. No. 16552 ms.
27. No. 16553 ms.
28. No. 16554 ms,
29. No. 16555 ms,
30. No. 16556 ms,
31. No. 16557 ms,
32. No. 16558 ms,
33. No. 16559 ms,
34. No. 16560 ms,
35. No. 16561 ms
36. No. 16563 ms
37. No. 16564 ms
38. No. 16565 ms.
39. No. 16566 ms
40. No. 16568 ms
41. No. 16569 ms.
42. No. 16570 ms.
43. No. 16571 ms.
44. No. 16572 ms.
45. No. 16573 ms.
46. No. 16574 ms.
47. No. 16575 ms.
48. No. 16576 ms.
49. No. 16577 ms.
50. No. 16578 ms.
51. No. 16579 ms.
52. No. 16580 ms.
53. No. 16581 ms.
54. No. 16583 ms.
55. No. 16585 ms.
56. No. 16586 ms.
57. No. 16587 ms.
58. No. 16588 ms.
59. No. 16589 ms.
60. No. 16590 ms.
61. No. 16594 ms.
62. No. 16595 ms.
63. No. 16596 ms.
64. No. 16597 ms.
65. No. 16598 ms.
6 6. No. 16600 ms.
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Hoard B: All Silver
The hoard was found in an unglazed earthenware jar (no.156b, p. 
251 ), similar to that which contained Hoard A. Hoard B 
consisted of 630 silver coins. Of these coins, 450 were more or 
less complete, but of these only a limited number bore date or 
mint inscriptions that were legible. Another 180 coins are 
represented by fragments, which are here ignored for purposes of 
cataloguing. 21 were previously deciphered and illustrated in 
the article mentioned above.^ The museum numbers cited in the 
catalogue are provided with suffixes. The suffix msm stands for 
maskukat muthaf, a designation reserved exclusively for silver 
coins. Coins which were deemed by the museum staff to be 
illegible carry the suffix mssh, indicating maskukat mushawatm 
'illegible coins'. The coins when first found were fused 
together in a single mass. The site-number allotted to the 
complete hoard was 91 TDB. Since the jar was taken directly to 
the museum for counting.of the coins, the museum numbers were 
allotted immediately, and there was no need for separate site- 
numbers for individual coins.
So far as we have been able to ascertain, all the coins found in 
this hoard were of the Ilkhanid period. Four were identified as 
representing an issue of Ghazan Mahmud. These all comprise a 
single major type, distinguished by the geometrical outline of 
the areas, with obverse, cinquefoil, and reverse, double circle
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surrounded by a dotted border (fig.9a). The earliest date found 
on coins of Ghazan is 700/1300, which occurs on two specimens. 
The mints of these, which are clear, are respectively al-Basra 
and Baghdad. A third specimen bears the mint-name Arbil, but the 
date is not clear. The fourth has both the mint and date broken. 
Museum numbers of these coins will be found in the catalogue.
The remaining 450 coins are issues of Uljaytu (703-716/1303- 
1316). His silver in the hoard conforms to a single major type, 
with geometrical borders similar to those of his gold dinars of 
Type 2: with obverse circle; and reverse, lobed quatrefoil. As 
in the case of the gold, this type is to be associated with his 
Shlca period. The earliest date occurring for this type and the 
earliest occurring on it in the hoard is 709/1309. Not all of 
the coins represented have the mint and date plainly legible. 
There are, in fact, no more than 29 specimens with both the date 
and the mint clear. A further 5 have only the mints legible. 
Particulars are listed in the catalogue. The remaining 211 have 
legible areas, and can thus be attributed to Uljaytu, but have no 
legible mints or dates. The further group of 201 characterized 
as mushawaha have also the areas defaced, but what traces can be 
seen suggest that these too are issues of Uljaytu.
The latest date attested in Hoard B is 712 A.H., which is the 
same closing year as in the case of Hoard A. It is thus evident 
that, in all probability, both were deposited on the same
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occasion since the jars were found close together, by the same 
person. Both Lu^fi and al-Janabi examined coins nos. 35 and 36 
and stated that the places of their mint were Bishapur and
cr , . . .
Habash. This is a misreading of the inscriptions on the coins 
which, I believe, read - Nisabura and Arjish - since these were 
Ilkhanid mint places. This is vouched for by Zambaur and 
Codrington who mention it in their catalogues. Moreover, Habash 
was not mentioned in any of the Islamic numismatic collections.
The other identified mints are Akhlat, Arran, Arbil, Arzanjan, 
Isfahan, Baghdad, Nisabur, Tabriz, al-Hilla, Sawa, Siwas, 
Sultaniyya, Shiraz, Kashan, al-Mowsil, Nakhchewan, Hamadan, Wasit 
and Yazd.
In the ensuing catalogue there is a total of 38 silver coins. Of 
these, four are issues of Ghazan Mahmud, dateable from his known 
years of rule 7 03-716/1303-1316. Intact examples of the reign 
carry a marginal legend containing a mint-date formula. 
Unfortunately, on many specimens of the coins, part or whole of 
the formula is struck or poorly struck off the flan, thus not 
permitting attribution from a summary examination.
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7Catalogue of Hoard B: Silver
Ghazan Mahmud (700/1300)
1. al-Basra - 700 A.H.
No.23327 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 26 mm.
Obv.Area, with ornamented 
double pentagon,
ill 4
A 1 II
A _ _II
,-v—
Jl il
a LI I UJ>
Rev: Area within circle 
surrounded by a dotted 
line,
fJjjaXdO ^  I Lfi
.ya .■ I i_
Margins'—° * .*^ /'~7j^ y ° / p Lu^ 
cf. BM.AR.1.0, 4.20 gm. B. Hannon, 2 exch.1968, 10/68
PI.XXVIa
2 . Arbil - XXX A.H.
No.23326 msm.
As above, but the 
Obv.T JUIill 4_ Jl il
Cf.BM.AR.8.209 gm., year 699, Anon, 2 pres. 23, 16, 1967
PI.XXVIb
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3. Baghdad - 7 00 A.H.
No.23272 msm. W: 4.200 gm. D: 26mm.
Cf. BM.AR.85, 2.13, Lt.Col. C. Jackson 4, 1933, 15, 74.
PI.XXVIc
4. No Mint - 7XX A.H.
No.23238 msm.
As above. The part which consists of the mint and year is 
missing.
PI.XXVId
Uljaytu Khudabanda
All of these silver dirhams are similar to the second type of 
the gold dinars.
Tabriz - 709 A.H.
No.23361 msm. W: 4.000 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the following date: a--
PI.XXIXb
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Sawa - 709 A.H.
No.23204 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the following date : ^
7. Sultaniyya - 709 A.H.
No.23208 msm. W: 4.00 gm. D: 25.5 mm.
As above, but the following date : .WJ) , y^ Lk.1-
Similar to the dirham No.9327 A in the IM. Similar also to 
the dirham No.12044 ms. See: al-Bakri, "Nuqud", in al- 
Maskukat, 3, pp.35-6, fig.5.
No.23322 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the following date: *—  ^^  ^ 1 j>-■ ,u vj * 3
PI.XXIXc
8. Slwas - 709 A.H.
Pi.XXIXd
9. Kashan - 709 A.H.
No.23216 msm. W: 3.800 gm. D: 26.5 mm.
As above, but the following date: a tlw /
PI.XXXa
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xo. Hamadan - 709 A.H.
No.23262 msm. W: 4.100 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the following date:---a-- / o|-J“oJbv ^
Pl.XXXb
11. Yazd - 709 A.H.
No.23310 msm. W: 4.200 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the following date: a £ *"*“ /
12. Akhlat - 710 A.H.
No.23321 msm. W: 3.900 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the following date:  ^ * [i mij rt 1 i ■ ijh I 0 ^0
Pl.XXXc
13. Arran - 710 A.H.
No.23347 msm. W:4.100 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the mint place was written twice on the lower 
segment of the reverse and on the segment of the margin:
d— 1 - jb I > I
til ________J L_o joJajc If I ^  L b J L J I
1 1 1  I— «  “ j i  L i l j  lj if I
*»*■n a ■»I i v % l ■ \ 11
a^JLo a Ul ui_l>
o' ‘rV**
A * f i  ,0. ^ ti n»^ —-W-C j A—luuu Q  I ^  L j  U j^ * P
PI.XXXd
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14. Arbil - 710 A.H.
No.23187 msm. W: 3.300 gm. D: 25 mm. 
As above, but the following date:
15. Isfahan - 710 A.H.
No.23352 msm. W: 3.500 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the name of the mint place was written twice, in 
a similar way to No. 6 .
cf .BM. No date, 1949, 8-3-359. <v~ *'‘>,|>-tu,J
Pl.XXXf
16. Baghdad - 710 A.H.
No.23351 msm. W: 4.100 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the following date: o—'^  / 4-Zu"
PI.XXXIa
17. Tabriz - 710 A.H.
No.23311 msm. W: 4.100 gm. D: 24.5 mm.
As above, but the following date: A 'VA.-n-P— “■ C j A-JUJ
Similar to No.2990 ms in the IM. See: al-Bakri, "Nuqud", in 
a 1-Maskukat, 3, p.36.
S.L. Poole, Add.II, cat.X (1890), No. 138p, p.103; 
cf. BM.AR.1.05, 4.22, 1921, 41.
j a ‘>,i.u I
PI.XXXe
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18. al-Hilla - 710 A.H.
No.23353 msm. W: 4.200 gm. D: 28 mm.
As above, but the following date: A v >
S.L. Poole, Add.II, cat.X (1890), No. 134g, p.103.
19. Sultaniyya - 710 A.H.
No.23207 msm. W: 3 .800 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the following date: a— ^
Pl.XXXIC
20. Shiraz ~ 710 A.H.
No.23333 msm. W: 3.400 gm. D: 29 mm.
As above, but the name of the mint place was written twice in 
the same way as No. .6 . , t
A    *1.0 V  ^  C  A  i uu / |
S.L. Poole, Cat.VI (1881), No.136, p.49.
PI.XXXId
21. Kashan - 710 A.H.
No. 23349 msm. W: 4.200 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the following date: a
Pi.XXXIe
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22. Kashan - 710 A.H.
No. 23206 msm. W: 4 . 000 gm. D: 2.6 mm.
As above, but :
This dirham has two mint towns: Isbahan was written
on the end of the legend of the obverse and Kashan
was written on the segment of the reverse:
L3—®
& ... . |0 L__l I
t_,LviUU p — tuc^Jl 0I hJ I
I_j c Q I h I w ^l*i . I j3ua I
j i o I Ar>-
oJSJLo a Lfl
d______  \ O It ,LJJJ^  C &—UJJ j ^  I—W t—S L
Pl.XXXIf
23. Kirman - 710 A.H.
No.23328 msm W: 3.600 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the following date: * y *  '<Li« / o1-0^  /
PI.XXXIla
24, al-Mawsil - 710 A.H.
No. 23350 msm. W: 3.600 gm. D: 22 mm.
As above, but the following date: y e  / > ^ y
S.L. Poole, Cat.VI (1881), No. 135, p.49.
PI.XXXIIb
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25. Arran - 711 A.H.
No. 23345 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 25 mm.
Similar to No.13., but the following date^  j /o'j1
Mar:
PI.XXXlie
26. Arbil - 711 A.H.
No. 23323 msm. W: 4.000 gm. D: 27.5 mm.
As above, but the following date: A   ^ j.w C I J A uu 3^^ I—J
PI .XXXIId
27. Baghdad - 711 A.H.
No. 23315 msm. W: 4.100 gm. D: 25.5 mm.
 ^ ft * ■‘“ 0 \-Cu_C I A I J H—> U wP
As above, but the following date:
BM.AR.1.05, 4.33 gm., 1967, Annon., 2 pres. 23, 20.
PI.XXXIIe
28. Tabriz - 711 A.H.
No. 23294 msm. W: 4.000 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the following date^*-" ^  / t>-U u ‘ V-j**
Similar to No. 12046 ms in the IM. See: al-Bakri, "Nuqud", 
p. 36.
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29. al-Hilla - 711 A.H.
No. 23369 msm. W: 3.800 gm. D: 27 mm.
As above, but the following date: * J  ^
S.L. Poole, Cat.VI, (1881), No. 141, p.50, No. 142, p.51.
Pi.XXXIIf
30. Sultaniyya - 711 A.H.
No. 23367 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 22.5 mm.
As above, but the following date: a ^ A=k| /
PI.XXXIIIa
31. Kashan - 711 A.H.
No. 23223 msm. W: 3.600 gm. D: 25.5 ram.
As above, but the following date:
S.L. Poole, Cat. VI (1881), No.143, p.51.
Pl.XXXIIIb
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32. al-Mawsil - 711 A.H.
No. 23242 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 27 mm. 
As above, but the following date: a— I j  A 'mi l_ j^ p
PI .XXXIIIc
33. Baghdad - 712 A.H.
No. 23184 msm. W: 4.100 gm. D: 25.5 mm.
As above, but the following date: 4— * -‘"J ♦♦
PI.XXXIIId
34. Arzanjan - 7XX A.H.
No. 23213 msm. W: 3.500 gm. D: 26 mm.
As above, but the mint date is illegible O Jo 1 V
PI .XXXIIIe
35. Nisabur - 7XX A.H.
No. 23344 msm. W: 3.600 gm. D: 24 mm.
As above, but the mint date is illegible
PI.XXXIIlf
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36. Arjish - 7XX A.H.
No. 23317 msm. W: 4.200 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the mint date is illegible: /
PI.XXXIVa
3 7 . Nakhchehwan - 7XX A.H.
No. 23234 msm. W: 3.600 gm. D: 25 mm.
As above, but the mint date is illegible, part of it is 
missing. ...... i -r j
PI .XXXIVb
38. Wasit - 7XX A.H.
No. 23233 msm. W: 3.700 gm. D: 23 mm.
As above, but part of it is missing: ...... /    / la-,1 ^
PI .XXXIVc
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39. 23122 msm.* 57. 23140 75. 23158
40. 23123 58. 23141 76. 23159
41. 23124 59. 23142 77. 23160
CM 23125 60. 23143 78. 23161
43. 23126 61. 23144 79. 23162
44. 23127 62. 23145 80. 23163
45. 23128 63. 23146 81. 23164
46. 23129 64. 23147 82. 23165
47. 23130 65. 23148 83. 23166
48. 23131 6 6. 23149 84. 23167
49. 23132 67. 23150 85. 23168
50. 23133 6 8. 23151 8 6. 23169
51. 23134 69. 23152 87. 23170
52. 23135 70. 23153 8 8. 23171
53. 23136 71. 23154 89. 23172
54. 23137 72. 23155 90. 23173
55. 23138 ■ 73. 23156 91. 23174
56. 23139 74. 23157 92. 23175
{*) Nos. 39-249 accompanied by msm.
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93. 23176
94. 23177
95. 23178
96. 23179
97. 23180
98. 23181
99. 23182
100. 23183
101. 23185
1 0 2. 23186
103. 23188
104. 23189
105. 23190
106. 23191
107. 23192
108. 23193
109. 23194
110. 23195
111. 23196
112. 23197
113. 23198
114. 23199
115. 23200
116. 23201
117. 23202
118. 23203
119. 23205
120. 23209
121. 23210
122. 23211
123. 23212
124. 23214
125. 23215
126. 23217
127. 23218
128. 23219
129. 23220
130. 23221
131. 23222
132. 23224
133. 23225
134. 23226
135. 23227
136. 23228
137. 23229
138. 23230
139. 23231
140. 23232
141. 23235
142. 23236
143. 23237
144. 23239
145. 23240
146. 23241
147. 23243
148. 23244
149. 23245
150. 23246
151. 23247
152. 23248
153. 23249
154. 23250
155. 23251
156. 23252
157. 23253
158. 23254
159. 23255
160. 23256
161. 23257
162. 23258
163. 23259
164. 23260
165. 23261
166. 23263
167. 23264
120
168. 23265
169. 23266
170. 23267
171. 23268
172. 23269
173. 23270
174. 23271
175. 23273
176. 23274
177. 23275
178. 23276
179. 23277
180. 23278
181. 23279
182. 23280
183. 23281
184. 23282
185. 23283
186. 23284
187. 23285
188. 23286
189. 23287
190. 23288
191. 23289
192. 23290.
193. 23291
194. 23292
195. 23293
196. 23295
197. 23296
198. 23297
199. 23298
2 0 0. 23299
2 0 1. 23300
2 0 2. 23301
203. 23302
204. 23303
205. 23304
206. 23305
207. 23306
208. 23307
209. 23308
2 1 0. 23309
2 1 1. 23312
2 1 2. 23313
213. 23314
214. 23316
215. 23318
216. 23319
217. 23320
218. 23324
219. 23325
220. 23329
221. 23330
222. 23331
223. 23332
224. 23334
225. 23335
226. 23336
227. 23337
228. 23338
229. 23339
230. 23340
231. 23341
232. 23342
233. 23343
234. 23346
235. 23348
236. 23354
237. 23355
238. 23356
239. 23357
240. 23358
241. 23359
242. 23360
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243. 13362 246. 23365 249. 23370
244. 23363 247. 23366 250-450. 23371- 
23571 
ms sh245. 23364 248. 23368
LOOSE SITE FINDS
(a) Gold
Ten loose coins were found on the site. Nine were excavated 
during the First Season and one was excavated during the Second 
Season. Of the nine coins which were excavated during the First 
Season, eight were found in the first layer and one was found in 
the Test Trench, north-west of the Bench Mark in the third layer. 
This dinar was an issue of the last cAbbasid Caliph al-Mustacsim 
Billah (640-656/1242-1258) and has the date 644 A.H. as well as 
the mint-name, Madlnat al-Salam. Among the eight coins which 
were found in the first layer, one gold dinar was an issue if the 
fifth Mamluk Sultan, al-Mansur Sayf al-Dln Qala'un, ruler of 
Egypt an<3 Syria (678-6^9/1279-1290). As on many specimens, the 
mint and date of this example are off the flan, but Balog has 
shown that this type belongs to al-Iskandariyya, and has
Q
published a specimen dated 681 A.H. . The issue is not common, 
and was formerly unrepresented in the IM. Its appearance in the 
Tell Abu §khayr results from travel or trade.
The remaining gold coins pertain to the Ilkhanids. Two of these,
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16620 (42 TDB/1) and 16623 (45 TDB), are issues of Ghazan Mahmud, 
and the others of Type II. Three further coins of Uljaytu are 
fractional denominations in gold, 42a, 43a and 43b TDB/^. These 
specimens are easily traceable from their numbers in the trays of 
the Iraqi Museum, but their weights are not available at the 
moment of writing. We assume them to be half-dinars.
With regard to the stratification, all the coins mentioned in 
this summary came from the first layer of the excavation and were 
found during the First Season, excepting only No. 16643 ms (55 
TDB/ ), a dinar of Uljaytu found in the second layer during the 
Second Season. We see from the fact that the reign is the same 
as that of the higher finds that the chronological separation of 
the layers is not considerable enough to be reflected in the coin 
finds.
The total of loose gold coins is therefore 10, of which five are 
described in detail below. Four of them were deciphered and 
illustrated in the article of Janabi and Lutfi mentioned above.^  
We have added No. 16623 to the list. So far as the remaining 
five are concerned, they are all of Uljaytu, but complete 
readings are not yet available, and in some cases the specimens 
may be entirely defaced. Further study by numismatic specialists 
will therefore be necessary to extract the residual evidence of 
the remaining coins. In our list, these remaining five are 
represented simply by their museum and excavation numbers, which
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will make possible their identification in the trays of the 
museum.
SCATTERED SITE FINDS - GOLD
C ABBASID
al“Mustacsim Billah 
640-656/i242-1258
1 . Dinar - gold
Madlnat al-Salam - 647 A.H,
No. 16604 ms (39 TDB) W: 14.100 gm. D: 27 mm.
Obv: Area
,i oUl
iJUl ill A I il
 I i) j
aJLJl
h-
n
Rev: Area
JU  Ol^JI
~1  03w#
<} A ... III
* A„>-Lc A UI 0  U
O' 9
4^ar 1^—- * jiil 1 i^Ai a 1 1
11 o “1 uiJ v ,'^J I ^  utu A \ i» p iUJI A-j
Mar: ( 5 I L..> <\ Iiw^j I A, .I, 11
* IS o — I C A j ^.1l.j.iiJ ^ i J I
Qur'an, IX, 33.
PI .XXIVb
Similar to all gold dinars which were struck by him during his 
reign. There is another gold dinar which has the same date and
mint place, W: 6.55 gm. D: 28 mm. in the IM No. 347s (in al-Saraf 
room, cabinet 4). cf. S.L. Poole, Cat.I (1875), Nos. 503-511, 
pp. 170-171.
II. RAHRI MAMLDK
a1-Mansur Sayf al-Din Qala"un 
678-689/1279-1290
2 . Dinar - gold
(al-Iskandariyya)
(c. 681/1282)
No. 16602 ms. (38 TDB/1) W: 7.200 gm. D: 22 mm,
Border on both sides circular line.
Obv: The legend was written 
inside a double line 
circle; centre:
o- .^Jl
A U l ill A II il
A  ^11 J iOXj
1—j  A_J— 1 
O—()it^
Rev: The legend was written 
inside a double line 
circle; centre:
o---
Jl ,-.LhJLJI
«jaJI^ I >ill v s j in ^ l^axJI 
u  -v iLpJl QjiLs
Mar: illegible traces Mar: illegible traces
cf. Balog, 113, No. 119, pi.119, on which the mint-name can be 
read.
Pl.XXIVc
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III. IUKHANID
Ghazan Mahmud 
695-703/1295-1303
3. Dinar - gold - No Mint (XXX A.H.)
No. 16623 ms. (45TDB/1) W: 4.500 gm. D: 20 mm.
Obv: Area, with ornamental
double pointed pentagon: 10
JUI ill A li il
JUI  ^ A o
Rev: The legend was written 
inside a circle:
>^1 jL-f
< 2  '--w - y A-Ar
r ^ ~
(Mong) Tngri-Yin "of God"
Kuvun-dur "by the
power"
0*3*-* " Ghazan Mahmud"
(Arab)
(Mong) Ghasanu "of Ghazan"
Margin: in segments between pentagon 
and outer circle,  j  'Lum
Pi.XXVa
There is another undated gold dinar in the No. 592s (in cabinet 6 
in al-Saraf room). Similar to coin No. 8799 ms. See al-Bakri, 
"al-cUmla al-islamiyya fi al-cahd al-ilkhanl al-maljfuza f i al- 
muthaf al-Giraqi", in SUMER, Vol.XXV, nos.1-2, 1979, p.122.
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4. Dinar - gold - No Mint (7XX A.H.)
No. 16620 ms. (42a TDB/1) 
As above.
PI.XXVb
Uljaytu Khudabanda 
703-716/1303-1316
(a) Gold 
Type 1
al-Basra - 7XX A.H.
5. No. 16622 ms. (44 TDB/^) W: 4.200 gm. D: 21.5 mm. 
As No. 1 .p.100.
Obv: Area, with ornamental
double pointed pentagon,
&_
3\ <v_
Ul
Jl 3
JJI J^—
Rev: Area within square and 
outer circle,
,1-1*-I -H
( L-ju jJ! L^J C
ijX— — OA-O
A ^  .Lo 1 A J >
Margin: in segments between 
pentagon and outer 
'circle 
— U ♦ o1-0-^  * * Jr'-t
Margin: in segments between 
square and outer 
circle 
. . . . . .  j #♦♦♦♦* i ■ n
PI.XXVIIb
Similar to No. 595 s., W: 4.500 gm. D: 21 mm., dated 704/1304 and 
minted at Yazd, now in the IM. See: al-Bakri, "Nugud", pp. 28- 
2 9. There is another gold dinar, mint obscure, year 7XX, now in 
the BM, similar to this type. See S.L. Poole, Cat. Vol.VI, 
London (1890), No. 128, p.102, Pi.XXVIII.
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6 . No. 16643 msm (55 TDB/^) W: 2.200 gm. D: 19 mm.
As above. j  / o1-0^  / / •♦*♦*♦
cf. Tabataba'I, No. 7, p.22.
PI.XXVIIc
7. 43a TDB/ small denomination, found m  the 1st layer, Sq.A2, 
First Season.
8. 43b TDB/1 small denomination, found in the 1st layer, Sq.A2, 
First Season.
9. 42b TDB/^, a gold dinar was found in the 1st layer, Sq.A2,
First Season.
1 -r* —10. 46 TDB/ , a gold dinar was found m  the 1st layer, Sq.A2, 
First Season.
(b) Silver
During the three seasons of the excavations, 13 loose silver 
coins were found. Of the 13, 4 came from the excavations and 9 
from spoil tips and surface finds. Of the former group, all are 
silver issues of Uljaytu. Particulars of mint and date are not 
available and were possibly effaced. The site and museum numbers 
listed below will make possible a first check of the coins and 
indicate their distribution on the site.
The remainder were casual finds, 1 found on top of the mound 
during the Second Season, no. 24870 msm (93 TDB/^) issues of 
Uljaytu, and 8 during the Third Season. 3 (77a-c TDB/^) were
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attributed by the IM to Qutb al-Din Muhammad, Atabek of Sinjar 
(594-616/1197-1219), mint obliterated and date illegible. A 
fourth (164 TDB/3) was found during the Third Season on 10.8.1978 
and was an Ottoman issue, not precisely attributed but with mint- 
name . Islambul. The last four are so far undeciphered but it 
is to be hoped that a final examination in the Museum might 
produce several more attributions, notwithstanding that the 
condition of the specimens is poor.
Excavation Finds: 
UT-JAYTU KHUDABANDA
1. 106a TDB/1, First Season, layer 1, 14.11.1976.
2. 106b TDB/ 1 " " " "
3. 141 TDB/^, Third Season, layer 1, sq.10, 19.7.1978.
4. 161 TDB/^, Third Season, layer 2, 9.8.1978.
Spoil Tip and Surface Finds:
The following coins nos. 5-7 are illegible but are attributed by 
the IM to Qutb al-Din Muhammad b. Zengi (594-616/1197-1219)
■ A tabek of Sinjar.
5. No. 77/la (77a TDB/1) W: 13.200 gm. D: 26 mm. (Pl.XXIVa)
6 . No. 77/lb (77b TDB/1). As above.
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7. No. 77/lc (77c TDB/-*-) As above.
8 . No. 93 TDB/ 3 (24870 msm), Second Season 23.9.1977, issue of 
Ul jaytu Khudabanda.
OTTOMAN
Salim Khan III 
1203-1222/1788-1807
Silver - yuzluk 
Islambul - 1203/5 A.H.
9. No. 106 msm (164 TDB/3) W: 31 gm. D: 45 mm.
Rev:
( ) Tugh ra '
t j  9 J j f  t> O I
u * r
This type of coin illustrates the wide range of silver coins 
circulating during the Salim reign.
cf. S.L. Poole, Cat. Vol.VIII (1883), no. 783, p.237; M. 
Broome, A Handbook of Islamic Coins, London (1985), pi.257,
p.162.
10. 77d TDB/3, Third Season, 27.5.1978.
11. 123a TDB/3, Third Season, 18.9.1978.
12. 123b TDB/3,
13. 123c TDB/3,
Obv:
I K JLw
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(c) Bronze and Copper (fulus)
(Pls.XXV-XXVIII)
Of copper and bronze coins, 480 came to light during the three 
seasons of the excavations carried out at Tell Abu Skhayr. They 
are as follows:
Season Complete Illegible Total
First 6 183 189
Second 24 169 193
Third 7 91 98
37 443 480
will be noted from the above list that a very high
of the copper and bronze coins are categorized as illegible (MS 
Sh), and even in the case of those that are complete, few 
satisfying identifications have been possible. Small fragments 
of coins are disregarded in the above count. Even for those 
substantially preserved, conditions were conspicuously worse than 
for Mongol coins from other excavations in the region, i.e. at Wa- 
sit and Ghubayra. It seems clear that the reason for this was 
the repeated severe flooding, which has already been discussed.^ 
Few base metal coins at depths relatively close to the surface 
and unprotected by containers can be expected to retain legible
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traces in these conditions. In the museum lists, those entries 
followed by the letters MS Sh are thus categorized as indecipher­
able.
In summary, we may say that the majority of coins deciphered 
belonged to the Ilkhanid period. Fragmentary words and 
geometrical outlines suggest that they are, perhaps, again 
issues of Ghazan, Uljaytu and Abu SaGfd. In due course, a 
revision of this material will be desirable, but no exaggerated 
hopes need be entertained of the number of descriptions that 
could ultimately be achieved.
The following catalogue of copper and bronze coins is arranged 
with the excavation number given first, the total amount of coins 
second, the Museum number third, followed by the excavation layer 
and date found. This arrangement is for clarity because, in some 
cases, the Museum has not so far allocated their own numbers.
First Seasons
32 TDB/1-34 (3599 ms sh'), Layer I, Sq.A. , 14.11.76
33 TDB/1-6 (3623 ms sh; 23881 ms sh), Layer II, Sq.A., 10.11.76
101 TDB/1, Layer IV, Test Trench, 14.11.76
102 TDB/1-9, Layer III, Test Trench, 14.11.76
103 TDB/1-8 (3624 ms sh), Layer 1, 14.11.76 
106c TDB/1-51, Layer I, 14.11.76
123 TDB/1-37 (23882 ms sh; 23883 ms sh; 3622 ms sh), spoil tips,
18.12.76
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127 TDB/1-34 (23878-80 ms sh; 3625 ms sh), Layer I, 18.12.76
153 TDB/1 (23864 ms sh), spoil tips, 18.12.76
154 TDB/1, Layer VI, Test Trench, 18.12.76
Second Season:
66 TDB/1-4 (24890-94 ms sh), Layer II, 3.12.77 
68 TDB/1-14 (3768 ms sh), Layer III, 3.12.77
70 TDB/1-20 (24871-88 ms sh), Layer, III, 4.12.77
71 TDB/1-134 (8308 ms sh), Layer I, 4.12.77 
80 TDB/1-21 (8325 ms sh), Layer II, 18.12.77
Third Season:
78 TDB/1-5, Layer III, Sq.l, 27.5.78
79 TDB/1-10, Layer II, Sq.l, 27.5.78 
109 TDB/1-4, Layer I, Sq.3, 12-15.6.78 
112 TDB/1, Layer VI, Sq.6 , 17.6.78 
119 TDB/1-8 , Layer III, 18-19.6.78
141b TDB/1-7, Layer I, Sq.10, 19-31.7.78 
161b TDB/1-7, Layer II, 9.8.78 
164b TDB/1-25, spoil tips, 10.8.78 
165 TDB/1-6 , Layer II, 10.8.78 
166-7 TDB/1-25, Layer II, 10.8.78
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ILKHANID
Uljaytu Khudabanda 
703-716/1303-1316
1. No. 153 TDB/1 (23864 ms sh), Pl.XXXVa.
2. No. 127 TDB/ 1 (23878-23880 ms sh), Pl.XXXVb.
3. No. 23878 ms sh. W: 1.100 gm. D: 20 mm.
4. No. 23879 ms sh. W: 1.200 gm. D: 20 mm.
Abu Sa^d Bahadur Khan 
716-36/1316-36
5. No. 33 TDB/ 1 (23881 ms sh), Pl.XXXVe.
6 . No. 123 TDB/ 1 (23882-23883 ms sh), Pi .XXXVf,
7. No.70 TDB/ 2 (24871-24888 ms sh), Pis.XXXVI.
8 . No. 24871 ms sh, W: 1.300 gm. D: 18 mm.
9. No. 24872 ms sh, W: 1 .000 gm. D: 18 mm.
10. No. 24873 ms sh, W: 3.000 gm. D: 19 mm.
11. No. 24874 ms sh, W: 3.600 gm. D: 19 mm.
12. No. 24875 ms sh, W: 3.200 gm. D: 21 mm.
13. No. 24876 ms sh, W: 1 .100 gm. D: 20 mm.
14. No. 24877 ms sh, W: 1.300 gm. D: 17 mm.
15. No. 24878 ms sh, W: 3 .0 0 0 gm. D: 22 mm.
16. No. 24879 ms sh, W: 2.800 gm. D: 22 mm.
17. No. 24880 ms sh, W: 2 .0 00 gm. D: 22 mm.
18. No. 24881 ms sh, W: 1.700 gm. D: 20 mm.
XXXVII,
XXXVIII.
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19. No. 24882 ms sh, W: 2 .0 00 gm. D: 20 mm
20. No. 24883 ms sh, W: 1.500 gm. D: 20 mm
21. No. 24884 ms sh, W: 3.500 gm. D: 24 mm
22. No. 24885 ms sh, W: 3 .000 gm. D: 20 mm
23. No. 24886 ms sh, W: 3.100 gm. D: 22 mm
24. No. 24887 ms sh, W: 3.300 gm. D: 18 mm
25. No. 24888 ms sh, W: 1 .2 00 gm. D: 16 mm
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CONSPECTUS OF REPRESENTATION
Qutb al-Din Muhammad -Atabek
594-616/1197-1219
al-Mustacsim Billah cAbbasid
640-656/1242-1258
al-Mansur Sayf al-Din Qala'un Bahri Mamluk 1
678-689/1279-1290
Ghazan Mahmud Ilkhanid 6
695-703/1295-1303
Uljaytu Khudabanda Ilkhanid 117
703-716/1303-1316
Abu SacId Bahadir Khan Ilkhanid 21
716-736/1316-1336
Salim Khan III Ottoman 1
1203-1222/1788-1807
General Notes
The majority of these coins belong to the two Ilkhanid Sultans, 
Ghazan and Uljaytu. The Uljaytu coins constituted the largest 
section. Among the unusual artistic features which characterise 
these coins was the use of the geometrical form^and the lobed
medallion. Although this decorative phenomenon was known during 
the pre-Ilkhanid period, it nevertheless became widespread under 
the rule of Ghazan and Uljaytu. It was also used in some of 
their architectural decorations where the frames contain 
decorations made of bricks, plaster or tilework. Usually the 
decorations are of plant or geometrical designs, or both. We do 
not observe these motifs in book bindings and metalwork.
This artistic phenomenon which appeared on the coinage of the 
Ilkhanids was in harmony with the spirit of the age which, during 
the Ilkhanid period, witnessed a great and comprehensive 
flourishing in the fields of architecture and decorative arts. 
All works of art, whether large or small, were decorated with 
various plants and geometrical designs. The coins which form the 
subject of this chapter are a clear indication of this 
phenomenon. Likewise, one can observe the influence of the 
arabesque design, so frequently used at that time. We can find 
this decorative design on these coins. It sometimes covers half 
of them or else appears to fill gaps between some of the letters, 
as in dirham no. 23327 msm. The coins of the Ilkhanid period are 
generally characterised by the fact that they are clearly struck 
and are considered suitable for museum exhibitions. Similarly, 
the existence of gold Ilkhanid coins indicates implicitly the 
stability of the political situation of the time and the economic 
prosperity witnessed by the Ilkhanid empire during the Islamic
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Middle Ages.
Ghazan"s Coins
Both gold and silver coins have one character and one feature
(fig.9a). Their characteristics are as follows:
(a) The obverse of these coins consists of five pointed lobes.
The legends have been fixed regularly in the centres; the 
margin is situated between the two circle lines and the 
dotted line. These are all surrounded by a circle line in 
the rim of the coin.
(b) The reverse of these coins consists of a circle with the
legend fixed regularly in the same place inside this 
circle. A dotted line surrounds this circle.
(c) On the obverse the legends are written in floral kufic
script. The reverse consists of two kinds of script, 
Arabic and Uyghur. The Arabic is written in floral 
naskhT; the Uyghur script is written on the upper and 
lower segments of the legends.
(d) Some of these coins are decorated with an ornament 
over the word "Allah1.
(e) The religious formula on the obverse of the gold and
silver coins of this sultan consists of the shahada: 
"There is no God just Allah and Muhammad, His messenger"
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 Ul Jj v a Ul yi o Il il with three words: "May the
blessings of Allah be upon him": * ( a-i-li ) *
on the left and right segments. The reverse of these
coins consists of sane words written in Uyghur script.
2. Uljaytu*s Coins
The coins of this sultan possess the following features;
according to their legends:
(a) These were minted from 7 04-707/1304-1307 and bear the
Sunni expression: the names of the four rightly-guided 
caliphs.
(b) The coins which were minted from 709-716/1309-1316 bear
the Shlca expressions: the names of the twelve imams
acconpanied by the words ,lCAlI is the favourite of Allah."
(c) The gold coins of this sultan consisted of two types:
First type: (fig.9b)
These coins bear the names of the four rightly-guided 
caliphs. All the legends have been fixed regularly in the 
same places; there is an ornament which decorates the 
obverse of these coins consisting of five pointed lobes 
surrounded by two circle lines and another dotted line. 
Furthermore, the reverse of these coins consists of a 
double square and inside the square there is sometimes an
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arabesque. For examples of this type see pi. XXVI la,b.
Second type: (fig.9c)
This type does not bear the names of the four rightly- 
guided caliphs but does bear the names of the. twelve imams 
,and the Shlca expressions. The obverse of these coins 
consists of a four-lobed rosette in the centre; on each 
lobe there is a small circle attached with a dot in the 
centre. It is then surrounded by a circle, followed by a 
line of dots. We can see that there is no particular 
place for the legends (contrary to the First type). For 
example, the expression "To Allah belongs the order before
and after."  ^» •’ o— J-^—s o-° ^ — °5H <> U an(j ^he
Uyghur script are sometimes written on the upper part of 
the right side of the corner of the coin, and sometimes 
on the left upper side; this also applies to the year and 
the place of mint. It seems there is no specific format 
with this type of coin. The reverse consists of a regular 
central circle with the Shl°a expressions. The names of 
the twelve imams are written around the central circle 
which, in turn, is surrounded by another circle and a 
dotted 1ine.
(d) All Ul jaytu's silver coins are similar to the First type 
of his gold coins.
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(e) In order to give an approximate date to the undated gold 
and silver coins the following comparative study,
1 p
according to their types, will prove useful:
First type {fig.9b) Second type (fig.9c)
1. There are no coins of this 
type bearing the names of 
the twelve imams.
2. In the IM there is one gold 
dinar of this type bearing 
the names of the four 
rightly-guided caliphs and 
dated 704/1304. al-Bakri, 
"Nuqud" in al-Maskukat,
Vol.3, pp.28-29
3. There are no gold, silver or 
copper coins belonging to this 
type dated after 704/1304.
4. There are no coins of this 
type dated between the years 
709-716/1309-1316.
5. There are numerous undated 
gold, silver and copper coins 
of this type which were found 
and which can, without doubt, 
be attributed to the Sunni 
period of Uljaytu between
704-707/1304-1307.
1. There are no coins of this 
type bearing the names of the 
rightly-guided caliphs. All 
coins of this type bear the 
names of the twelve imams.
There are no gold, silver or 
copper coins of this type 
dated before 709/1309 which 
have been found.
Several gold coins of this 
type are dated between 710- 
714/1310-1314. al-Bakri, 
“Nuqud11, pp. 32-36.
There are several silver 
coins of this type dated 
between 709-716/1309-1316. 
a1-Bakri, "Nuqud", 
pp. 32-36.
There are several copper 
coins dated 710/1310. al- 
Bakri, "Nuqud11, pp. 42-43.
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6 . The undated coins of this 
type which were found can 
without doubt be attrib­
uted to the Shlca period 
of Uljaytu dated 709-716/ 
1309-1316.
According to the above points we can attribute the two 
gold dinars no.l*?*AP9 no.g«p-12 7to the First type and 
they may be dated between 704-707/1304-1307.
As there is no coin pertaining to the years 709-716/1309- 
1316 related to the Sunni expression, I believe that 
Uljaytu adhered to the Shlca faith from his conversion in 
the year 709/1309 until his death in 716/1316.
(f) Uljaytu used titles, surnames and expressions of grandeur 
and honour applied to himself as a royal protocol - the
sultan's full titles are:
I *■- V II ■A ■ I C j  "■ ■ I lj)l l^-o )j I 1— 1 , .l L o  I 0 Ub_LJI (j-Jjj-oJi
. ft Si.. I, o ft. -   I II I'a- «Xo>h-o fti.\Jt..i 1
"The lord, the greatest sultan, the master who curbs 
nations, the sultan Uljaytu, succour of the religions and 
the world, Khudabanda Muhammad may Allah perpetuate his 
kingdom."
These titles were not only used on coins but also on 
buildings which this ruler had ordered to be constructed, 
such as the minaret of al-Kifl in Iraq. They were also 
used on a number of metal objects.
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(g) The religious formula of Uljaytu's coins is as follows: 
First type (all gold) (fig. 9b)
The obverse of these coins consists of the shahada; this 
is similar to the obverse of Ghazan's coins. The margin 
of the obverse consists of the names of the four rightly- 
guided caliphs. The reverse consists of: his names,
titles and two expressions: "Succour of the religion and
the world" 0 l^ J^I and "May Allah
perpetuate his kingdom" *—
Second type (gold and silver)(fig.9c)
The obverse of these coins consists of the shahada in the 
centre; and with the Shlca expression: "cAli is the
favourite of Allah" a Ll1 o b s? ^ written in the
lower part of the segment. There are three words written 
on the upper, right and left side of the legend: "In the
name of Allah the Generous" . 14_________ *__LJI f_The
margin of the obverse contains the names of the twelve 
imams. 1 ^ The centre of the reverse consists of the names 
and titles of Uljaytu with the expressions of a similar 
nature to the first type of coin. The margin of the 
obverse consists of one Qur'anic verse on the upper left 
side:1  ^"To Allah belongs the order before and after".
The scripts used on these coins were those commonly used during
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the time of the Ilkhanid empire, namely Arabic and Uyghur. The 
improvement of the Mongol alphabet began with Ghazan and is 
preferable in coin design to the Kufic. The use of more or less 
complicated geometrical frameworks to contain the inscriptions 
and the sprinkling of tiny geometrical figures in the field are 
devices which relieve the monotony of inscriptions. There are 
many examples of this type of coin which have survived. The 
finest coins are those of Uljaytu. The inscriptions are arranged 
with considerable taste and the effective use of the pentagon and 
4 lobes is similar work to that found in architectural ornaments. 
The kufic character, where it still survives, has lost its 
rigidity and is ornamented. The favourite script, however, is a 
highly decorative naskhl. This fine period was of short duration 
for the art of the coinage rapidly shared in the collapse of the 
empire of the Ilkhanids. The Ilkhanid coinages have legends in 
Arabic script, both naskhi and kufic. These scripts were written 
in different styles and were as follows:
Scripts Used On These Coins
Ruler Metal Obverse Reverse Mint
Ghazan Gold Kufi & Naskhi Naskhi & 
Uyghur
Silver Naskhi Uyghur & Arbi1
Naskhi
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Ruler Metal Obverse Reverse Mint
Ghazan
Uljaytu
Silver
Gold
1st type
Gold
2nd type
Silver
Simple Kufic
Simple Kufic
Uyghur & 
Naskhi
Kufic & Naskhi Simple
Naskhi & 
Uyghur
Naskhi & 
Uyghur
" " Naskhi
Simple Naskhi
Kufic & Naskhi Simple 
Naskhi
Simple Kufic & "
Naskhi
Naskhi Naskhi
Kufic & Naskhi
al-Basra
Arbil
Arran
Isfahan
al-Basra
Baghdad
Sawa
Sultaniyya
Shiraz
al-Mawsil
al-Basra
Maragha
Ikhlat
Ikhlat
Arran
Baghdad
Nisabur
Kashan
Hamadan
Tabriz
al-Hilla
The multiplicity of minting towns may be regarded as another 
remarkable feature of this period: al-Basra, al-Hilla, al-Mawsil, 
Arbil, Arjlsh, Arran, Arzanjan, Baghdad, Hamadan, Ikhlat,
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Isfahan, Kashan, Kirman, Maragha, Nakhchewan, Nisabur, Sawa, 
Shiraz, Slwas, Sultaniyya, Tabriz, Wasit.
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TABLE II
TOTAL OF COINS
Season Complete Illegible Fragmentary Total
GOLD .
1st 75 75
2nd
3rd
3rd
SILVER
1st 251 ' 201 180 452 + 180
2nd
76 - 76 76
262 201 180 463 + 180 643
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1st
2nd
3rd
Total
COPPER AND BRONZE 
5 168 17 173 + 17
23 169 2 192 + 2
92 6 92 + 6
28 429 25 457 + 25 482
366 630 205 1201
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TABLE IV
INDEX OF YEARS AND MINTS
AH Date Mint Metal Ruler
Missing Missing AR Qutb a1-Din Muhammad
r 1 AR ! 11
11 I AR H
647 Madlnat al- 
Salam
AU al-Mustacsim Billah
Iskandariyya AU a1-Mansur Qala'un
700 Baghdad AR Ghazan Mahmud
11 al-Basra AR I
Missing Arbil AR 1
11 1 AR I
I I AU I
I 11 AU I
709 Arran AU Uljaytu
11 Sawa AU I
11 Ramadan AR I
If Kashan AR 1
11 Sawa AR 11
If Slwas AR 11
11 Sultaaniyya AR I
I Tabriz AR 1
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A.H. Date Mint Metal Ruler
709
710
710
Yazd AR Uljaytu
Arran AU "
Arbi 1 AU
Baghdad AU < "
.al-Basra AU "
Isfahan AU "
Shiraz AU "
Sultaniyya AU "
Akhlat AR
Arran AR "
Arbi 1 AR 1
Baghdad AR "
al-Hilla AR
Isfahan AR "
Kashan AR 1
AR
Kirman AR "
al-Mawsil AR 1
Shiraz AR "
Sultaniyya AR "
Tabriz AR "
Arbil AU
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A.H. Date Mint Metal Ruler
710
II
tl
ir
I
VI
li
i
Missing
11
I
I
IV
IV
I
I
ri
VI
Arran AR
Arbil AR
Baghdad AR
al^Hilla AR
Kashan AR
al-Mawsil AR
Sultaniyya AR
Baghdad AR
al-Basra AU
al-Mawsil AU
Maragha AU
Arzanjan AR
Nlsabur AR
Arjish AR
Nakhchwan . AR
Wasit AR
- AU
Missing CU
_ CU
Uljaytu
Abu SacId
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AH Date Mint Metal Ruler
Missing Missing CU Uljaytu
ft II CU Abu SacId
1203 Islambul AR Salim III
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Notes
(1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8 )
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
See: "al-Maskukat al-muktashafa fl tell abi Skhayr fl 
al-0aura, al-mawsim al-awwal 1976", (Arabic text in 
Sumer, Vol.XXXIV, No. 1-2, 1978, pp.205-222.
H. Howorth, History of the Mongols from the 9th to the 
19th Century, London (1888), Vol.Ill, p. 580; B. Spuler, 
History of the Mongols, based on Eastern and Western Acc­
ounts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, Trans, 
from the German by W. & S. Drummond, London, (1972), p.211.
All coins of this hoard were registered under the number 
37 TDB/1•
See fn.l.
"al-Maskukat", Sumer, pp. 207, 216, 217
E. Zambaur, Die Munzpragungen des Is lams, Vol. I., Germany 
(1968), pp.40, 259; O. Codrington, A Manual of Musalman 
Numismatics, Amsterdam (1970), p.129, 194.
All coins of this hoard were registered under the name 91 
TDB/1.
Balog, The Coinage of the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt and 
Syria, New York, 1964, p.112, fig.112.
See fn.l.
Both Lutfi and al-Janabx mentioned that the obverse of 
this coin consists of five arches and also mistakenly 
interpreted the Mongol script to mean the name of Ghazan 
Mahmud but used the name of Uljaytu instead. See "al- 
Maskukat" in Sumer, p.208.
See pp.63-69 and Appendix B.
There is another type of coin belonging to Uljaytu which 
is present in the IM. The obverse of these coins 
consists in the centre of a six lobed rosette surrounded 
by the name of the twelve imams; these are then 
surrounded by a circle. The reverse consists of an eight 
lobed rosette ending with a small circle. The margin 
consists of the year and place of mint which is then 
surrounded by a circle. Several gold dinars minted in 
Baghdad in 714 are now in the IM (see al-Bakri, "Nuqud
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
al-sultan Uljaytu khudabanda" in al-Maskukat, Baghdad, 
(1972), Vol.3, p. . There are also several silver coins 
dated from 710-716/1310-1316 (al-Bakri, p.32). This 
third type was only minted during the mentioned years and 
bears the Shlca expressions.
There is a coin minted at Wasit in 704/1304 which has 
titles in addition to the names of the four caliphs. 
This coin bears two Qur'anic verses. See S.L. Poole, 
Cat. Vol.VI, London (1881), p.46, no.129.
There is a silver dirham in the IM similar to these coins 
but this bears: "In the Name of Allah the Great"
jAjJI * &___LJi . instead of "Allah the Generous"
' i *  ^ i 1 ♦ p  in t>
These coins bear solely the forenames of the twelve 
imams.
Qur'an, XXX, 4.
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CHAPTER IV
THE POTTERY FINDS
The majority of the pottery finds from all the three seasons at 
Tell Abu Skhayr were of two periods: the cAbbasid and the
Ilkhanid. From both periods the finds included glazed and 
unglazed wares and clay objects and figurines. Among them were 
complete vessels and, as frequently happens in excavations, there 
were numerous fragments of various sizes. In this thesis only 
the complete or nearly complete vessels are described and 
discussed. It is considered that this study is not a final 
report of the excavations. To include the thousands of fragments 
here will not really add to our argument or help in dating the 
objects described. Finally, we may point out that because of the 
present war situation in Iraq, all the museum objects and 
excavation finds are now packed away and are not available for 
research.
The classification of the pottery discovered is arranged 
primarily in chronological order, the earliest types i.e. those
I
found m  the deepest layer (VII)x being described first. Each 
type is followed by its respective catalogue of finds and every
t
item within the catalogue is indicated with two numbers. The 
first IM number is i.e. 12342-c? the second number
indicates the site's excavation number: 107 TDB/ i.e. T for
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Arabic Tulul 'mounds', D for Daura, B for Baghdad. A number 
after strokes indicates: Registration book of the First Season
of excavation 1976; /* Registration book of the Second Season of 
excavation 1977; / Registration book of the Third Season of 
excavation 1978.
The excavated pottery is thus divided as follows:
Period I Period II
cAbbasid period Ilkhanid period
(3rd/9th to mid-7th/mid“13th C) (Late 7th/13th to mid-8th/14th C)
A. Glazed wares A. Glazed wares
Al. Monochrome A1. Monochrome
A2. Splashed _
A3. Underglaze painted
B. Unglazed wares B. Unglazed wares
C. Clay objects & figures C. Clay objects and figures
PERIOD I
cAbbasid Period 
(3rd/9th to mid-7th/mid-13th C)
A. Glazed wares
About one-third of the excavated pottery finds of this period 
were glazed but they show a wide variety not so much in different
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techniques but rather in shapes, colours and design. These 
glazed wares presented two distinct groups of pottery, namely:
A. Monochrome glazed, and
B. Splashed wares
Al« Monochrome glazed wares (nos. 1-13, figs.l0-12a, ^
PI s. XXXIX&-C)
These monochrome glazed wares presented a wide range of colours 
from blue, through green and turquoise to brown. All these 
colours were applied in various hues. The paste of all these 
wares was rather soft earthenware, mainly buff in colour. The 
wares were mainly heavily potted; they were large objects, their 
walls frequently measuring 1-2 cm. in thickness. Although the 
glaze has not been tested, it appears to be lead glaze.
Unfortunately, none of the excavated objects is perfect - almost 
every piece lost either part of the neck, or one of the handles, 
or part of the body or the base. The glaze after excavation 
peeled off easily and was apt to decay.
Some of the excavated wares have moulded decoration like Jug no. 
10 (fig. lid) showing chevron patterns in the centre of the body. 
Another object, a lamp (no. 2, fig. 10b) has punched concentric 
circles on the top of the body, while the base is decorated with 
a six-pointed star in low relief. A bowl (no. 9, fig. 11c) 
inside at the base has a series of circles surrounded by tiny 
dots.
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As regards the types of ware, they fall into the following 
categories: two small vases, three lamps, several jars of
different types, among them one albarello, one beaker, one bowl, 
one jug and one lid.
Both the small vases have pear-shaped bodies with low necks on 
flat bases. Vase no. 1 (fig. 10a) is the oldest one covered with 
a turquoise glaze, whilst the other one (no. 1 1 , fig. lie) is 
covered with a brown glaze. The lamps presented two different 
shapes, the oldest (no. 2, fig. 10b) has an almond-shaped body on 
a flat base with a long pointed spout; its handle is missing. 
The outside of the base is decorated with a six-pointed star in 
relief. This type of pattern can be seen on other vessels whose 
origins can be traced back to the 3rd/9th C: glazed relief ware 
was made in Iraq, particularly at Samarra’. According to Grube 
this ware was introduced into Egypt by artists who had been
n
trained in the royal ateliers in Baghdad. The other two lamps 
were of identical shape with a wide circular body, one end with a 
pointed spout (nos. 7, 8 , fig. lib). Both of them still retain 
the tiny handle which is attached opposite the spout below the 
rim. The jars fall into two types: those without handles (no. 3, 
fig. 10c, no. 4, fig. lOd and no. 12, fig. Ilf) and one which is 
attributed to the early 7th/13th C. (no. 13, fig. 12a). There 
was only one jug with a pear-shaped body and short neck with a 
single handle attached to it (no. 10, fig. lid). The beaker is
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of a small size, coated with a turquoise glaze on the oval body 
and on the short neck (no. 5, fig. lOe). The lid is of a domed 
shape with a central knob and coated with a blue glaze (no. 6 , 
fig. 11a, Pi. XXXIXb). There was only one bowl (no. 9, fig. 11c) 
with a flat base and straight flaring sides, the glaze applied 
only in the interior.
(1) SMALL VASE
12342-c (107 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body with low neck, projecting 
round lip; flat base coated with turquoise glaze; the 
glaze is now highly iridescent.
Ht: 7 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.3 cm.
Base Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 5 
Third Season 1978 
cAbbasid period, 4th/10th C.
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(2) LAMP
12355-° (124 TDB/3)
Red paste; almond-shaped body; small circular mouth; long 
spout in triangular form; decorated with seven circular 
holes; flat circular base, decorated with a stamped star 
pattern; covered with green glaze; the handle is missing. 
Ht: 3.5 cm. t
Diam: 10.8 cm.
Excavated in the cess-pit of layer VI, Sq. 8
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
(3) JAR
12296-° (58 TDB/3)
White paste, straight outward sides with short neck; deep 
foot-ring; covered with turquoise glaze on both sides.
Ht: 8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 3.5 cm
Base Diam: 2.7 cm
Excavated in layer V 'Bf, Sq. 4
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(4) JAR
12280-° (42 TDB/3)
White paste, pear-shaped body; low neck; base has well 
defined foot; covered with blue gaze.
Ht: 21 cm.
Mouth Diam: 12 cm.
Base Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer V, Sq. 3 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(5) BEAKER
12287-° (49 TDB/3)
White paste; oval-shaped body; flat wide rim; flat base 
covered with turquoise glaze on both sides; restored.
Ht: 9.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 .6  cm.
Base Diam: 3.8 cm.
Excavated in layer V rB', Sq. 1
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(6 ) LID
12329-° (94 TDB/3) (Pl.XXXIXS#
Lid of a glazed pottery vessel; white paste; domed body 
surmounted by a knob, composed of several elements, 
including a small flange around the top; sloping surface, 
covered with blue glaze which is now iridescent.
Ht: 2 cm t
Diam: 5.4 cm.
Excavated in layer V 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(7) LAMP
12301-° (63 TDB/3)
White paste, wide circle-shaped body; short spout; tiny 
handle; flat base; covered with green glaze on both 
s ides.
Ht. 3.7 cm.
Diam: 7.8 cm.
Excavated in layer 5 'B', Sq. 7
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(8 ) LAMP
12294-° (56 TDB/3)
As previous example; covered with green glaze on both 
sides.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A', Sq. 8
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(9) BOWL
12251-° (13 TDB/3)
Buff earthenware with straight flaring sides, decorated 
with large circles surrounded with small dots; inside 
covered with dark blue glaze.
Ht: 9 cm.
Mouth Diam: 23 cm.
Base Diam: 6 .6  cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 4 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
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(10) JUG
12259-c (21 TDB/3)
White thin paste; pear-shaped body, short neck, everted 
lip; flares from sloping shoulder; with moulded 
decoration of three grooves on the top of the body; 
recessed base; remains of a handle; incised plain looped 
handle; covered with turquoise glaze.
Ht: 11 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.2 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 6 
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
(11) SMALL VASE
12107-c (107 TDB/1) (Pl.XXXIXc)
Similar to vase no. 1, covered on the upperside from 
outside with brown glaze.
Ht: 6 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4 cm.
Base Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer III, test trench 
First Season 1976
cAbbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
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(12) JAR
12271-c (33 TDB/3)
White paste; cylindrical body, narrow and slant neck, 
flat rim and flat base; it has two holes, one on each 
side of the shoulder; covered on both sides with 
turquoise glaze; a small part of the rim is missing.
Ht: 17.8 cm ,
Diam: 10.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7.5 cm.
Base Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 4 
Third Season 1978 
cAbbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
(13) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
12250-c (12 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body with wide and long neck; 
projecting rimj the shoulder is high and rounded; flat 
base covered with blue glaze, part of the rim, base and 
handles are missing.
Ht: 23.5 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 4
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
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A2. Splashed ware (no. 14, fig. 12b)
There was only one complete bowl and several fragments of this 
type. Here only the bowl is mentioned (fig. 12b). It is made of 
buff earthenware and inside it is decorated with splashes of 
green and brown over yellow, covered with a transparent 
colourless glaze. This kind of ware has been found in quantity
i
at Samarra’and is ascribed to the 3rd/9th century.
(14) RESTORED BOWL
12359-° (128 TDB/3)
Buff earthenware, flaring sides with incurved rim; inside 
with splashes of green and brown over yellow, generally 
covered with a transparent colourless glaze which is 
highly iridescent.
Ht: 9.8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 24.5 cm.
Base Diam: 13.2 cm.
Excavated in layer VI 'B1, Sq. 5 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 3rd-4th/9th-10th C.
B- Pnglazed wares (nos. 15-39), (figs. 13-15, Pis. XXXIXa,d, XLa 
The unglazed pottery found in Tell Abu Skhayr consists of various 
types of vessels. There are several storage and water jars, two 
beakers, a cup, a pitcher: there is a pilgrim bottle amongst the
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vessels, known in Iraq as zamzamiyya, two lamps, one lid, and 
some fragments of different vessels. All these items show 
different shapes and sizes.
These wares all seem to have been made either on a slow wheel or 
on a fast wheel. Those which were formed on a slow wheel have 
regular profiles; however, we may add that this effect can also 
be obtained, even in the case of large vessels, by the use of a 
wooden disc which is made to revolve by manipulating the vessel 
itself as it is formed. Others which were made on fast wheels 
have irregular profiles. These finds seemed to be in the 
majority. Finally, some vessels are formed by pressure of the 
fingers and no evidence has been found of the use of the coil 
technique.
The decorations and designs of the unglazed pottery were executed 
in various techniques. The simplest method was the incising of 
horizontal wavy lines, or simple plant motives, into the body of 
the vessel.
The pottery differs widely in texture and in colour according to 
the clay used and to the temperature of the kiln. The paste may 
be of fine texture in some pots, rough in others. It can be 
porous, dense or hard, while its colour is mostly buff, yet 
cream, red or brown in various shades also occur. The buff 
colour in certain pots is so light that it is almost white, while 
the brown in some cases is very dark.
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The vessels vary much in section; some pieces are 2 cms. while 
others are merely 4 mms. The large vessels which were discovered 
in the excavations were used as water-coolers and these were all 
decorated (nos. 16, 20, 27, 30, 32). The largest one (no. 32) 
measured 75 cms. in height, 18.5 cms. in diameter on top; the 
smallest vessel, a cup (no. 35), was only 4 cms. high and 2.5 
cms. in diameter.
The unglazed pottery which was excavated was of different shapes 
and was meant for various purposes. Some of these vessels were 
decorated with designs either incised or carved, in relief. The 
incised decorations were cut with a stylus, a reed point or with 
a comb, while the carved designs and decorations were sometimes 
combed with relief design in the barbotine technique. This was 
executed either by a sharp tool or the workman's nail. The 
decoration in relief was done either by stamping, pinching, or by 
pulling out the clay itself.
The barbotine is prepared according to the two latter processes. 
Fragments of a large jar were found (no. 38) decorated with a 
stylized leaf of scrolls applied in relief and dotted and incised 
concentric lines. The same barbotine technique is observed on 
Samarra pottery of the 3rd/9th century. This technique belongs 
to the earliest years of Islam.
Two other fragments had incised linear ornament revealing
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different techniques, where barbotine was combined with moulding 
and stamping.
A minority of this pottery was decorated. These decorations were 
of various designs, some being in the form of bands in parallel 
lines (figs. lid, 12, 13) surrounding the neck or the body of the 
pots. There was only one example of a pot (no. 19), its body 
decorated with irregular black painted lines and simple splashed 
dots. Another jar (no. 27) had its body decorated with painted 
black dots and two lines in red around the shoulder. Other 
pieces of pottery (nos. 30, 32) were decorated with incised
geometric designs such as lines, squares and wavy lines. Many 
fragments were also found of varying sizes and bearing similar 
decorations to those already mentioned.
The unglazed wares are presented here according to their 
chronological order, i.e. according to the layers they were found 
in. The discussion will start with the earliest layer, namely 
layer VII, representing the 3rd/9th century.
Layer VII - 3rd-4th/9th-l0th century:
Among the finds which can be attributed to this period are seven 
vessels. These are four jars (nos. 15, 16, 19, 20), (figs. 12c, 
d, f, 13a). Three of these have two handles. Jar no. 15 (fig. 
12c) has a globular body with a high sloping shoulder. The 
second jar no. 16 (fig. 12d) has a pear-shaped body. The third 
jar of this group no. 20 (fig. 13a) is the largest one; it has a
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pear-shaped body with low neck. All these jars are made of white 
paste with a buff surface and have flat bases. The other jar no. 
19 (fig. 12f) has one handle; it is made of red clay with a pear- 
shaped body, a low neck and is on a flat base.
Two lamps, nos. 17 and 21, are made of white paste with a buff 
surface; their bodies are of a wide circular shape with a short
i
spout on a flat base. These lamps are similar to the glazed 
lamps of this period.
One two handled pitcher also came to light (no. 18, fig. 12e). 
It has a globular body which tapers down to the cylindrical, 
clearly defined foot on a flat base. A similar vessel of this 
type was found at Nishapur.^
Layer VI - V - 5th-llth century:
There are 10 vessels which were excavated on the fifth layer of 
the location; these can all be attributed to the 5th/llth 
century. All of these vessels are made of white paste with a 
buff surface. They consisted of one beaker (no. 22, fig. 13b, 
Pl.XXXIXd). It has straight outward sloping sides with a short 
wide neck and high shoulder on a flat base. There were also 
eight jars (nos. 23-30) which can be divided into three clear 
categories, based on the number of their handles.
(i) Jar with one handle: Three jars of this group were found 
(nos. 23-25, figs. 13c, d, f). All of these have pear­
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shaped bodies. The jars reveal certain differences in 
the shape of their necks and of their bases. Both jars 
nos. 23 and 24 rest on shallow recessed flat bases, 
whilst jar. no. 24 has a short neck. Jar no. 25 
possesses a long neck with a shallow recessed base on a 
deep foot-ring.
i
(ii) Two-handled jars: Three jars belonging to this group were 
excavated. One of these, no. 26, has a globular body 
with a high sloping shoulder and the greatest width of 
the vessel only a third of the height from its flat base. 
Jar no. 27 has a pear-shaped body and a low neck with a 
shallow recessed base. Jar no. 28 (fig. 14b) was poorly 
made with a cylindrical upward tapering body becoming 
more concave towards the flat base with a low narrow 
neck.
(iii) Three-handled jars: Two jars (nos. 2 9 & 30) of this group 
were discovered. They have amphora-shaped bodies with 
wide necks and rounded bases.
Layer IV - Late 6th/12th to Early 7th/13th century:
The wares which were found on the third and fourth layers can be 
attributed to the late 6th/12th and early 7th/13th century. The 
finds consisted of six vessels, all made of white paste with buff 
surfaces. There are two jars (nos. 32 and 33). The first one
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(fig. 14f) has a pear-shaped body with a long neck on a flat
base. The second jar (fig. 14e) has an amphora-shaped body with
rounded base and a long neck.
One cup with a single handle (no. 34, fig. 15a, Pl.XLa) came to 
light. It is of an oval form with a concave neck on a tall 
conical foot-ring. Another vessel was a beaker (no. 35, fig. 
15b) which has a pear-shaped body with a nearly vertical neck on 
a flat base. One pilgrim bottle with one handle (no. 37, fig.
ex.
and a circular body was found. Its neck is short with a 
rounded mouth; one side of the body is flat while the other side 
is convex. The last vessel of this group was a lamp, no. 37, 
which is similar to the previous example (nos. 7 and 8 ). It is
of identical form to the glazed lamp of the same period.
Hundreds of unglazed pottery fragments were also found at Tell 
Abu Skhayr. These fragments derive from different vessels; they 
are made of either white paste or red clay, and are of different 
sizes and shapes. Three of these fragments merit special 
attention. The first fragment is of a jar (no. 38) which was 
found in the sixth layer and may be attributed to the 5th/llth 
century. It is made of white paste. The other two fragments, 
also made of white paste (no. 39), are of irregularly fired 
earthenware and in the form of circular discs.
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(15) JAR
12363“° (132 TDB/3)
White paste, globular body; high sloping shoulder with 
greatest width of the vessel only a third of the height 
from the flat base. Lower attachment of two handles on 
shoulder and to the rim of the mouth; parts of the body 
and the base are missing.
Ht: 8.5 cm. '
Mouth Diam: 4.8 cm.
Base Diam: 4.2 cm.
Excavated in layer VII, Sq.7 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 3rd-4th/9th-10th C.
(16) JAR
12362-° (131 TDB/3)
White paste, pear-shaped body; flat base; three handles 
are attached to the shoulder and to the neck; the 
shoulder is decorated with incised and concentric lines; 
parts of the mouth, the neck and the handles are missing. 
Ht: 31 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11 cm.
Base Diam: 9.5 cm.
Excavated in layer VII, Sq. 7 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 3rd-4th/9th-10th C.
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(17) LAMP
12377-° (146 TDB/3)
White paste, wide circular-shaped body with short spout; 
flat base.
Ht: 2 cm.
Diam: 4.3 cm.
Excavated in layer VII, Sq. 8 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 3rd-4th/9th-10th C.
(18) PITCHER
12326-° (91 TDB/3)
White paste, globular body which tapers down to the 
cylindrical clearly defined foot; flat base. Two handles 
attached to the shoulder and to the neck, one of which is 
missing; a part of the neck and the mouth are missing.
Ht: 5.3 cm.
Diam: 5.2 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2 cm.
Base Diam: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 3 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
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(19) JAR
12330-° (95 TDB/3)
Red clay, pear-shaped body, low neck, flat base; 
decorated with irregular black painted lines and simple 
splashed; a part of the neck, the mouth and the handle 
are missing.
Ht: 18.5 cm. j
Diam: 13 cm.
Base Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 6 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
(20) JAR
12300-° (62 TDB/3)
White paste, pear-shaped body; low and narrow neck; flat 
base; two handles attached to the shoulder and to lower 
part of the neck; the shoulder is decorated with incised 
lines.
Ht: 44 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.5 cm.
Base Diam: 10.2 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 2 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
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(21) LAMP
12322-° (87 TDB/3)
Similar to no. 17; a part of the spout is missing.
Ht: 8.5 cm..
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 3 
Third Season 1978 ,
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
(22) BEAKER
12285-° (47 TDB/3) (Pl.XXXIXd)
White paste, high shoulder; straight outward sloping 
sides; short wide neck; small flat base.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 cm.
Base Diam: 4.6 cm.
Excavated in layer V, Sq. 7 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(23)
(24)
JAR
12290-c (52 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body, neck is mostly missing; 
shallow recessed and flat base; decorated with two 
incised lines below the neck; the handle and the mouth 
are missing.
Ht: 12 cm. ,
Diam: 8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 cm.
Base Diam: 4.3 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A',Sq. 2
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, 5th/11th C.
JAR
12295-° (57 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body, short neck, shallow 
recessed and flat base; part of the neck and the mouth 
and the handle are missing.
Ht: 12.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5.4 cm.
Base Diam: 4.2 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'B1, Sq. 6 
Third Season 1978 
cAbbasid period, 5th/11th C.
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(25) JAR
12308-° (70 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body, long neck, shallow 
recessed base; deep foot-ring; the neck is decorated with 
one incised line; the handle is missing.
Ht: 16.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 . 6 cm. >
Base Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'B', Sq. 7
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(26) TWO-HANDLED JAR
12289-° (51 TDB/3)
White paste; globular body, wide neck with thick vertical 
rim; two handles are attached to the shoulder and the 
grooved neck, flat base; the body is decorated with 
painted black dots and two lines in relief around the 
shoulder; part of the neck is missing.
Ht: 14 cm.
Diam: 12 cm.
Mouth Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A', Sq. 7
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/11th C.
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(27) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
(106 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body, low neck, remains of two 
handles which were attached to the shoulder and possibly 
to the neck; shallow recessed base; the neck and the 
shoulder are decorated with two incised lines; part of 
the neck and a part of the! rim are missing.
Ht: 20 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9 cm.
Base Diam: 8 cm.
Found in the rubble of layer V
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(28) JAR
12319“C (84 TDB/3)
White paste, poorly made; cylindrical upward tapering 
body becoming more concave towards the flat base; the 
neck, the mouth and two handles are missing.
Ht: 18.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 8 cm.
Base Diam: 5.5 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A'
Third Season 1978 
cAbbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(29)
(30)
JAR
12293-° (55 TDB/3)
White paste, amphora-shaped body with rounded base; wide 
neck; three handles are attached to the upper part of the 
shoulder and to the rim; the body and the shoulder are 
decorated with incised geometrical designs such as lines, 
square and zig-zag lines; p^rt of the mouth is missing. 
Ht: 70 cm.
Mouth Diam: 20 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A', Sq. 8
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, 5th/llth C.
JAR
12292-c (54 TDB/3)
As the previous example; the body is decorated with 
incised lines, parallel running concentric lines and 
dots; part of the body and one handle are missing.
Ht: 77 cm.
Mouth Diam: 18.5 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A1, Sq. 8
Third Season 1978
cAbbasid period, 5th/11th C.
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(31) LID
12105-c (100 TDB/1) (Pl.XXXIXa)
Lid of an unglazed pottery vesel, white paste; domed body 
surmounted by a knob; composed of several elements; 
including small flange around the top; flat surface with 
sharply upturned vertical rim; irregular shape.
Ht: 3.5 cm. *
Excavated in layer V of the test trench 
First Season 1976 
cAbbasid period, 5th/11th C.
(32) TWO-HANDLED JAR
(110 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body, long neck, flat base; 
remains of two handles attached to the shoulder; a part 
of the mouth is missing.
Ht: 16 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9 cfn.
Base Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer IV in the test trench
First Season 1976
cAbbasid period, 6th/12th C.
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(33) JAR
12323-° (88 TDB/3)
White paste, an amphora-shaped body with rounded base; 
long neck, two handles attached to the shoulder and to 
the neck.
Ht: 29 cm.
Diam: 15 cm.
t
Mouth Diam: 8.7 cm.
Excavated in the cess-pit in layer IV, Sq. 3
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 6th/12th C.
(34) CUP
12199-° (59 TDB/2) (Pl.XLa)
White paste, oval body; concave neck; tall conical foot- 
ring; a handle attached to the shoulder and to the neck. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer III 
Second Season 1977 
°Abbasid period, 7th/13th C.
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(35)
(36)
BEAKER
12265-° (27 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; high shoulder; nearly vertical 
neck; body tapered to small on flat base.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.8 cm.
Base Diam: 3.4 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 7
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 7th/13th C.
PILGRIM BOTTLE 
12256-° (18 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; circular-shaped body; short 
neck; circular mouth; one side of the body is flat, the 
other side convex; two handles attached to the shoulder 
and to the neck; decorated with one incised line around 
the centre of the body; a part of the neck and the mouth 
is missing.
Ht: 12 cm.
Diam: 10.5 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 4 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 7th/13th C.
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(37)
(38)
(39)
LAMP
12255-° (17 TDB/3)
Similar to glazed lamp no. 7.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer III, Sq. 8
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 7th/13th Ci
JAR FRAGMENT 
12350-° (177 TDB/3)
White paste; decorated with barbotine design of scrolls 
applied in relief and dotted, incised concentric lines. 
Diam: 15.5 cm.
Thickness: 1.7 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 3 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
IRREGULAR FIRED EARTHENWARE PIECES (TWO)
12304-° (66 TDB/3)
White paste; circular disc-shape, one with two small 
holes, the other with one.
Excavated in the debris of layer V, Sq. 4 
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th-6th/llth-12th C.
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C- Clay objects and figurines
Period I
(nos. 40-44) (fig. 16, Pl.XLb)
The clay objects which were produced in this period were made of 
white clay with buff surfaces. The clay objects found consist of
t
one whistle and one rattle. The whistle (no. 41, fig. 16a) has a 
bird shape. The rattle (no. 42, fig. 16b) has a ball shape, 
decorated with incised lines.
The figurines of this period were made of both white and red 
clay, decorated with simple moulded or incised scroll-work to 
indicate the details of the bodies, or to indicate the flanks and 
the fur. Two figurines came to light: no. 43, fig. 16d, 
Pl.XLb has a small dog-shape and the third piece (no. 44, fig. 
16e) has a shape of an unrecognizable animal. In contrast to 
pre-Islamic figurines these types of object seem to hold no 
religious significance and were, in fact, toys for children, 
called in Arabic licab or banat.~*
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(4°) FIGURINE (TOY-HALF OF A DOLL)
12336-° {101 TDB/3) (fig. 16c)
White clay, buff surface; doll-shaped body; simply 
moulded; decorated with incised scroll-work to indicate 
the details of the body; the legs standing together; 
dressed in a skirt; the upper part of the body is 
missing. i
Length; 7 cm.
Excavated in layer VI 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 4th/10th C.
(41) WHISTLE
12286-° (48 TDB/3) (fig. 16a)
White clay, buff surface; in the form of a bird; whistle 
vent beneath the body; two finger holes on each side of 
the body; bifocated tail forms the mouth piece.
Length: 5.8 cm.
Excavated in layer V 'A1, Sq. 1
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
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(42) RATTLE
12303-° (65 TDB/3) (fig. 16b)
White clay, buff surface; in the shape of a ball, 
decorated with incised lines.
Excavated in layer V 'B', Sq. 7 
Third Season 1978 
°Abbasid period, 5th/llth C.
(43} FIGURINE (TOY-DOG)
(54 TDB/2) (fig. 16d, Pl.XLb)
Red clay, buff surface; small dog-shaped body, simply 
moulded; decorated with incised scroll-work to indicate 
the flank and the fur; parts of the legs are missing. 
Length: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer III
Second Season 1977
°Abbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
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(44) FIGURINE (TOY-UNKNOWN ANIMAL)
12241-° (3 TDB/3) (fig. 16e)
White clay, buff surface; shaped in the form of an 
unrecognisable animal; most parts are missing.
Length: 12.5 cm.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer III, Sq. 3
Third Season 1978
°Abbasid period, early 7th/13th C.
Period II 
Ilkhanid period 
(late 7th/13th to the mid-8th/I4th)
Although some of the earlier traditions of glazed pottery 
techniques survived in this period, several new styles also 
emerged in the second half of the 7th/13th century. A treatise 
written by Abu al-Qasim in 1301 is invaluable for the 
understanding of the materials used in the pastes and glazes of 
this period. This document also explains the techniques of
fT
different types of pottery.
A. Glazed wares (nos. 45-134)
The glazed wares of this second period fall into two categories 
only, namely:
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Al. Monochrome glazed
and
A3. Underglaze-painted wares
Al. Monochrome glazed wares {nos. 45-134, figs. 17-21)
Of the second period pottery this group was the largest, 
including 90 complete or near-complete wares. Their paste is 
mainly white and all are heavily potted. The colour of the glaze 
varies from blue, which is the most common, to turquoise, green, 
yellow and brown. Once more the glaze used on these objects 
appears to be lead glaze, although we have to point out here as 
well that, so far, no chemical analyses have been carried out on 
any of these pieces.
The types of ware in this second period are even greater because 
of the larger number of finds than in the previous one. They 
include three bowls, one small vase, one pitcher, a few beakers 
and different types of jars, lids and lamps.
To examine these vessels in detail, we turn first to the three 
bowls (nos. 45-47, figs. 17a-c). The first of these (no. 45, 
fig. 17a) is comparatively deep with a concave base and standing 
on a shallow foot-ring. The second example (no. 46, fig. 17b) 
has flaring sides, once more on a foot-ring. Unfortunately, only 
one-half of it remains. The third one is of the same shape as 
the previous one but is decorated with incised lines on its
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exterior under the blue glaze.
There is only one small vase in this group (no. 48, fig. 17d) 
which has a bulbous body on a foot-ring, but its rim is now 
missing. The pitcher (no. 49, fig. 17e) again has a globular 
body with an everted and wide rim with an unusually narrow base. 
Similar vases and pitchers were discovered in Iran at various 
excavations, particularly at Jurjan near the Caspian Sea and at 
Ghubayra in Kirman province. The latter examples are of 
particular interest because they also date from the Ilkhanid 
period. It seems there was a close co-operation between the 
potters of Iraq and Iran during this period and we shall return 
to this problem again when discussing the jars and the 
underglaze-painted group.
The four beakers (nos. 50-53, figs. 17f, 18a-c) vary in shape but 
in size three of them are small, namely two of them are 5 cm., 
one 6 cm. (Pl.XLI) while the fourth is the largest, measuring 
10.5 cm. All four are(coated with different coloured glazes, 
namely green, turquoise, yellow and blue. None of them has any 
surface decoration.
There are eight jars without handles, their shapes and sizes 
varying from 5 cm. to 16 cm. Four of them are of the albarello 
type which is well known from Syria. Similar vessels were 
excavated at Hama and these were likewise dated to the late 13th 
and 14th centuries. These types are also known from Iran where
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they are grouped with the Sultanabad wares. The Iranian wares, 
however, are mainly underglaze-painted. Amongst the Syrian 
equivalent, again we find underglaze and lustre-painted but 
monochrome glazed types are also well represented.
The jars which are provided with handles may be divided into two 
sub-groups: those which have only one handle and those with two 
or more handles. Of the first sub-group, i.e. with one handle, 
we have excavated only one example (no. 62, fig. 19f) which has a 
pear-shaped body standing on a deep conical foot-ring. There are 
four jars with two handles (nos. 63-66, figs. 20a-d, Pls.XLII, 
XLIII), three of them coated with blue and one with green glaze. 
It is once more worthwhile pointing out here that almost 
identical two-handled jars were excavated at Ghubayra and once 
more they are of the Ilkhanid period. Jar no. 66 (fig. 20d) is 
decorated with two concentric lines on its shoulder. The last 
example of the jars was originally provided with three handles 
(no. 6 8, fig. 21a, Pl.XLIV) of which only one remains. It is 
covered with a blue g'laze. Three or four-handled jars were 
frequently used in contemporary Iran, and they are attributed to 
the Sultanabad wares.
Of the lids we have five examples (nos. 69-73) of very similar 
shape and they are very close to the cAbbasid examples we 
discussed above. They are coated with blue and turquoise glaze. 
The lamps reveal three distinct types. The first type has an
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open wide circular body with a short pointed spout and a flat 
base (Pl.XLVa,c). There are nineteen examples of these (nos. 74- 
92, fig.2id) and they are coated with blue and turquoise glaze. 
They are almost identical to those which were discovered in 
Period I. The second type has a closed circular body with a 
small round opening on top, a small handle attached at the back 
and an open spout opposite (Pl.XLVb, XLVIa). Forty-one examples 
(nos. 93-133, fig. 21b) of this type were excavated, covered 
again in blue and turquoise glaze. The third type, which is an 
outstanding example, has an oval shaped closed body supported by 
a tall cylindrical shaft which, in turn, rests on a round flat 
base (no. 134, fig. 21c, Pl.XLVIc). This lamp is more intricate 
in its design and is a unique example of its type, originating 
from this site. All three types of lamp were also excavated at 
Ghubayra’ and in several other sites in Iran and Iraq.
(45) BOWL
12333-c (98 TDB/3)
White paste, thin, straight wall; flaring sides with 
incurved rim; deeply concave base with sharp edges; 
covered with turquoise glaze.
Ht: 4.7 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.7 cm.
Base Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II 
Third Season 1978
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(46) BOWL
12180-° (4 TDB/2)
White paste; thin translucent wall; flaring sides with 
incurved rim; on small base with sharp edges covered with 
a turquoise glaze; part of the body is missing,
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 19 cm. ,
Base Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(47) HALF OF A BOWL
12089-° {76 TDB/1)
As the previous example; decorated with incised lines on 
the outside.
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Rim Diam: 14 cm.
Base Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(48) SMALL VASE 
12097-c (87 TDB/1)
White paste; bulbous body which tapers to narrow neck; 
high foot-ring, covered with highly iridescent blue glaze 
on both sides.
Ht: 5 cm.
Base Diam: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer 1 
First Season 1976
(49) PITCHER 
12176-c (9 TDB/2)
White paste; globular body; open and everted neck covered 
with blue glaze.
Ht; 4 cm.
Diam: 5.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(50) BEAKER
12248“° (10 TDB/3)
White paste; cylindrical body; flat base; low neck with 
flat ring; covered on both sides with green glaze; a 
small part of the rim is missing.
Ht: 10.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7.2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 8 
Third Season 1978
(51) BEAKER 
(70 TDB/1)
White paste; flat base; covered with turquoise glaze on 
both sides which is highly iridescent.
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7 cm.
Mouth thickness: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(52) BEAKER
12209-° (90 TDB/2)
As previous example; covered with yellow glaze 
Ht: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(53) BEAKER
(30 TDB/2) (Pl.XLI)
White paste; cylindrical body with everted lip; deep 
foot-ring; covered on both sides with blue glaze which is 
now iridescent.
Ht: 6 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.5 cm.
Base Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(54) JAR
12370-c (139 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body; flat base; covered with 
blue glaze; the mouth is missing.
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.4 cm.
Base Diam: 3.2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 17 
Third Season 1977
(55) JAR
(12 TDB/2)
White paste; globular body with low and short neck; 
projecting round lip; shallow recessed base; covered with 
brown glaze.
Ht: 6 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2 cm.
Base Diam: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(56) JAR
(40 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body with short and everted lip; 
shallow recessed base; coarse grey earthenware; covered 
with turquoise glaze on both sides which is now 
iridescent.
Ht: 8.5 cm.
Diam: 5.3 cm.
Excavated in layer II. Test trench 
First Season 1976
(57) JAR
12095-c (83 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body, slightly projecting 
collar, concave neck, everted rim; covered on both sides 
with blue glaze which is now iridescent; a small part of 
the rim is missing.
Ht: 10 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.5 cm.
Base Diam: 3 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(58)
(59)
JAR
12100-c (93 TDB/1)
White paste; cylindrical and slightly concave body; 
rounded lower part with flat base; slightly everted lip; 
covered on both sides with blue glaze which is now highly 
iridescent.
Ht: 8.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4 cm.
Base Diam: 5.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
JAR
(79 TDB/1)
White paste; cylindrical body; low neck and slightly 
projecting rim; short foot-ring; covered on both sides 
with blue glaze which is now iridescent; parts of the 
mouth, neck and shoulder are missing.
Ht: 11.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 . 8 cm.
Base Diam: 6 .8 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(60) JAR
(95 TDB/1)
Thick white paste; cylindrical body; low foot-ring; 
covered inside with blue glaze which is now highly 
iridescent; parts of the neck and mouth are missing.
Ht: 16 cm.
Base Diam: 7.5 cm.
I
Excavated in layer 1 
First Season 1976
(61) JAR (SMALL ALBARELLO)
12109-° (112 TDB/1)
White paste; cylindrical fluted body; high shoulder; 
clearly defined foot; short cylindrical neck; projected 
lip; covered with turquoise glaze on both sides.
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(62)
(63)
JAR
12888-c (50 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body with deep conical foot- 
ring; covered with blue glaze; the mouth and handle are 
missing.
Ht: 17.5 cm.
Body Diam: 15 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
TWO-HANDLED JAR 
(16 TDB/2) (Pl.XLII)
White paste; pear-shaped body with flat base; covered 
with blue glaze; one handle is missing.
Ht: 17.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9 cm.
Diam: 15 cm.
Base Diam: 6 cm.'
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(64) TWO-HANDLED JAR
12351-c (118 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body; low and wide 
neck with a flat rim; two handles of which only one 
remains, attached to the shoulder and to the upper part 
of the neck; flat base; covered with blue glaze on both 
sides; one handle and a part of the rim is missing.
Ht: 10 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7 cm.
Base Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 15 
Third Season 1978
(65) TWO-HANDLED JAR
(115 TDB/1) (Pl.XLIII)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body; low neck; 
projecting rim; two handles attached to the shoulder and 
the neck; flat base; covered with blue glaze on both 
sides; part of the rim and part of the base is missing.
Ht: 12 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(66) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
12383-c (152 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body with high shoulder, narrow 
and low neck; two handles attached to the shoulder and to 
the upper part of the neck; flat base; decorated with two 
concentric lines on .the shoulder; covered with green 
glaze.
Ht: 31 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11.5 cm.
Base Diam: 10 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 22 
Third Season 1978
(67) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
12309-c (71 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body, low neck, 
projecting rim, flat base; covered with blue glaze; the 
rim and the handles are missing.
Ht: 17 cm.
Mouth Diam: 10 cm.
Base Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. 9
Third Season 1978
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(68)
(69)
(70)
THREE-HANDLED JAR
12214-c (94 TDB/2) (Pl.XLIV)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body, low neck 
with flat rim, flat base; three handles attached to the 
shoulder and to the neck; covered with blue glaze which 
is now iridescent; two handles are missing.
Ht: 35 cm.
I
Mouth Diam: 12.5 cm.
Diam: 18 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I 
Second Season 1977
LID
12099-c (89 TDB/1)
Similar to the glazed lid of Period I, no. 6 .
Ht: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 197’6
LID
12187-° (70 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(71)
(72)
(73)
LID
12208-° (87 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LID
(25 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LID
12183-° (73 TDB/2)
As previous example; a part of it is missing. 
Diam: 9 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(74)
(75)
(76)
LAMP
(47 TDB/1) (Pl.XLVa)
White paste; has a wide circular-shaped body with short 
spout and flat base; covered with blue glaze.
Ht: 2 cm.
Length: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12189-c (40 TDB/2)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze.
Ht: 2.5 cm.
Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(20 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 3 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 1977
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(77)
(78)
(79)
LAMP
(73 TDB/2)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
12317-c (82 TDB/3)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Third Season 1978
LAMP
12178-c (11 TDB/2)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Length: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(80)
(81)
(82)
LAMP
(61 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
(35 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht. 3.7 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. B2 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12246-c (8 TDB/3)
As previous example.
Ht: 3.8 cm.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Third Season 1978
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(83)
(84)
(85)
LAMP
12358-c (127 TDB/3)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 14.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 14 
Third Season 1978
LAMP
12204-c (72 TDB/2) (Pl.XLVc)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 9.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(75 TDB/2)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 9 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 1977
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(86)
(87)
(88)
LAMP
12249-c (11 TDB/3)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, Sq. 1 
Third Season 1978 ,
LAMP
12069-c (5 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 8 . 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A3 
First Season 1976
LAMP
(47 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Diam: 10.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 1977
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(89)
(90)
(91)
LAMP
(19 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Diam: 10 cm.
Excavated in layer 1 •
Second Season 1977 }
LAMP
12202-° (65 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 5 cm.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II 
LAMP
(67 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(92) LAMP
12096-° (84 TDB/1)
As previous example. 
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 10.5 cm. 
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(93) LAMP
(111 TDB/1)
White paste; oval-shaped body; small cylindrical neck 
with open lip, circular mouth; two long spouts; flat 
base; the handle is attached to the shoulder and to the 
rim; covered with blue glaze.
Ht: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(94) LAMP
12112-° (117 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 1.9 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(95)
(96)
(97)
LAMP
(32 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 3 cm.
Length: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(34 TDB/2)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 3 cm.
Length: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(85 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 3.4 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(98)
(99)
(100)
LAMP
12357-° (126 TDB/3)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Diam: 5.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 14 
Third Season 1978
LAMP
(43 TDB/2)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Length: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
12338-° (103 TDB/3)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Length: 10 cm.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 11
Third Season 1978
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(101)
(102)
(103)
LAMP
(51 TDB/1)
As previous example; the handle and the mouth are 
missing; covered with blue glaze.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. B 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12081-° (58 TDB/1)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12068-° (19 TDB/1) (Pl.XLVb)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Diam: 9.8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. B.
First Season 1976
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(104)
(105)
(106)
LAMP
12339-c (104 TDB/3)
As previous example.
Five lamps 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 12 
Third Season 1978
LAMP
(50 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze 
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12186-° (33 TDB/2)
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(107) LAMP
(38 TDB/2)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 7 cm. 
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(108) LAMP
12082-c (60 TDB/1)
As previous example; oval; decorated with four 
geometrical medallions, filled with floral designs; 
covered with blue glaze which is now iridescent.
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 7.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I 
First Season 1976
(109) LAMP
12076-c (52 TDB/1)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze.
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I
First Season 1976
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(110) LAMP
12079-c (55 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(111) LAMP
12084-c (63 TDB/1)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze; the handle is 
missing.
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(112) LAMP
12098-c (88 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(113)
(114)
(115)
LAMP
12103-c (98 TDB/1)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
(108 TDB/1)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12174-c (50 TDB/2)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
L: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(116)
(117)
(118)
LAMP
(1 TDB/2)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
12177-c (10 TDB/2)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
12175-c (6 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(119)
(120)
(121)
LAMP
(7 TDB/2)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm. 
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(8 TDB/2)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm. 
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
(14 TDB/2)
As previous example. 
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 8 cm. 
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(122)
(123)
(124)
LAMP
(78 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht: 4 cm.
Length: 9 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977 !
LAMP
12244-c (6 TDB/3)
As previous example.
Length 4.2 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 5 
Third Season 1978
LAMP
(39 TDB/2)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Length: 7.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 1977
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(125) LAMP
(48 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze; oval; the handle 
and the mouth are missing.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Length: 8.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A10 
First Season 1976
(126) LAMP
12086-° (72 TDB/1)
As previous example; the spout is missing. 
Ht: 4 .5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
( 12 7) LAMP
(75 TDB/1)
As previous example; with turquoise glaze. 
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(128)
(129)
(130)
LAMP
(78 TDB/1)
As previous example; with blue glaze.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12093-° (81 TDB/1)
As previous example; the spout is missing.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
(14 TDB/1)
As previous example; part of the spout is missing. 
Ht: 4.6 cm.
Diam: 7.3 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. 14 
First Season 1976
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(131)
(132)
(133)
LAMP
(23 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 4.6 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.7 cm.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A16 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12101-c (94 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
(91 TDB/2) (Pl.XLVIa)
As previous example.
Ht: 5.5 cm.
Length: 10 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer II
Second Season 1977
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(134) LAMP ON STAND
12065-c (16 TDB/3) (Pl.XLVIc)
Oval-shaped body with spout and small opening on top; 
body is supported by a tall cylindrical stand which in 
turn is resting on a flat base, the sides of which are 
missing just on the handle attached once to this base and 
to the body; covered with blue glaze; the spout is also 
missing.
Ht: 9 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.8 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. B7 
First Season 1976
A3. Underglaze-painted wares (nos. 135-139)
This group reveals close connection to contemporary pottery of 
Iran and even to that of Syria. In Iran this pottery is 
generally labelled as "Sultanabad" ware. The name rightly or 
wrongly was attached to a group of underglaze-painted wares which 
were collected by Arthur Upham Pope and his team in and around 
Arak which, in medieval times, was called Sultanabad.^ Sultana­
bad, or, rather, the Arak region, may have been responsible for 
the production of some of these wares, but there is also evidence 
that further north, around Tabriz and Sultaniyya similar pottery
was likewise manufactured. David Talbot Rice claimed that he
—  8 found such wares at Sultaniyya.
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Reitlinger believed that this type of pottery was first made in 
Syria and that this influenced the production of Iranian ware, 
and here we may add, if that was the case, of Iraqi pottery as
Q
well. Lane, however, rejected this theory and suggested that if 
there were any influence of one pottery on the other, then that 
influence went from the East to the West, i.e. from Iran to 
Syria.^  ^
If the latter were the case, then while neither of these 
suggestions can be proven on the evidence available today, it is 
clear that contemporary Iraqi pottery shared the inspirations 
current in both Syrian and Iranian pottery at this period. 
Similar material has also been found in south-eastern Iran at 
Ghubayra’.
At Tell Abu Skhayr five underglaze-painted wares were excavated. 
These include two bowls, two small vases and one albarello.
The two bowls (no. 135, fig. 21a, Pl.XLVII and no. 136, fig. 21b) 
were both heavily potted, their bodies being coarser than those 
of the relevant Iranian examples. Both were painted in 
manganese-purple and blue under a colourless transparent glaze. 
The two bowls are different in shape but have similar 
decorations. Their wedge-shaped designs recall contemporary 
Iranian examples, not only from north-west Iran but also from 
Ghubayra.^ They are also similar to contemporary Syrian 
bowls.^
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Two small vases were also found on this site. The first one {no. 
137, fig. 22) is made of white paste and has a bulbous body which 
tapers to a narrow neck with everted flat rim on a high foot-ring 
and is covered with colourless glaze, painted with cobalt blue 
lines under the glaze. The second vase (no. 138, fig. 22d, 
Pl.XLVIb) is similar to the preceding one; it is covered with a 
colourless glaze and decorated with black lines and blue bands. 
A vase similar to this one was found in Egypt and attributed to a
1 o
later period. J
One outstanding underglazed painted drug jar, an albarello (no. 
139, fig. 22e, Pl.XLVIII), was also discovered. It is made of 
white earthenware, the outside painted in turquoise, black and 
blue under a clear and colourless glaze. The body is divided 
vertically into several bands, alternating with blue cross 
hatching and black scroll work; below and above the base 
decorated with a series of leaves and dots; on the shoulder a 
pseudo-naskhi inscription; on the series of blue roundels and 
lines. This type of* ware is generally attributed to the 
Sultanabad district.-^ Similar albarellos were also produced in 
Iraq, and m  Syria particularly at Raqqa and Rusafa and 
attributed to the 6th-7th/12th-13th century.
(135)
(136)
BOWL
12111~c (116 TDB/1) (Pi.XLVII)
White paste; semi-globular body of fine potting; 
cylindrical foot-ring; with a blue glaze and painted with 
manganese purple under a colourless transparent glaze; 
it is wide-shaped, decorated inside with bands of cross 
hatchings between scroll and arabesque.
Ht: 4.9 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11 cm.
Base Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
BOWL
12110-c (113 TDB/1)
White paste, drum-shaped body on a low foot-ring, covered 
with similar glaze to previous one; decorated on the 
outside with simple geometrical lines; a part of it was 
missing; restored.
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(137) SMALL VASE 
12116-° (126 TDB/1)
White paste; bulbous body which tapers to narrow neck 
with everted flat rim on a high foot-ring; covered with 
colourless glaze; painted with cobalt blue lines under 
the glaze.
Ht: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Test trench 
First Season 1976
(138) SMALL VASE 
12064-° (15 TDB/1)
As the previous example; decorated with black lines and 
blue bands; part of the neck and the mouth are missing.
Ht: 4.7 cm.
Mouth Diam: 3 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. no. A6 
First Season 1976
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(139) ALBARELLO
12192-° (48 TDB/2)
White earthenware, outside painted in turquoise, black 
and blue under a clear and colourless glaze; vertically 
facetted body on small foot-ring; narrow neck; facets are 
alternately decorated.
Ht: 25 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9.5 cm.
Base Diam: 10 cm.
Excavated in the north-western side of layer II 
Second Season 1977
B. Unglazed wares of Period II (nos. 140-193)
Large numbers of these wares were excavated which can, with 
certainty, be attributed to Period II. In body shape and 
techniques of decoration they hardly differ from those of the 
earlier period. Here again, as in Period I, only the complete or 
near perfect wares are mentioned.
The basic pottery design used in Period I is continued in the 
pottery of this period with the addition of further 
ornamentation. This decoration is utilised on a small number of 
the wares of this period, in the form of incised parallel lines 
running round the centre of the body or the neck of the vessel 
(nos. 142, 157, 160, 163, 167, 168, 169, 182). On occasions the 
incised lines are accompanied by an undulating incised pattern
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(no. 159) or by two lines of punched dots around the body of the 
jar (no. 164). On one jar (no. 171) incised zig-zag parallel 
lines adorn the body. The new ornamentation attributed to Period 
II can be seen on jar no. 143 in the form of double ringed 
circles between double incised lines with the area between being 
filled with punched dots decorating the body of the pilgrim 
bottle. One jar (no. 169) has its neck decorated with a collar 
in relief. An ornament in relief similar in appearance to a 
horse-shoe with a few incised dots on its surface and a vertical 
line attached to it below embellishes jar no. 172. Another 
similar example, jar. no. 173, has a neck decorated with a horse­
shoe shaped ornament. Geometrical patterns i.e. vertical lines 
and dots, adorn the neck and two-thirds of the body of jar no. 
169.
Relief medallions adorn the body of jar no. 175. These relief 
medallions are of particular interest and they may even be taken 
as a symbol of the maker's mark. Other examples of use of these 
relief medallions can be seen on fragments of vessels 
(Pl.XLVIXa). This ornamentation was done either by stamping, 
punching or by adding soft paste. Arabesque ornaments in one 
line with a moulded design in those lines were found on the body 
of jug no. 181. Arabesque designs associated with geometrical 
ornaments, and incised lines decorate stand no. 190. One example 
of an inscription was found on a fragment of a vessel no. 192
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(Pl.XLVIXb). This consisted of an Arabic inscription written in
the naskhl style within a band: — I j  Ji— la^ i j  a------ -^
' (D) Splendour and eminence,  Arabic inscriptions were
used widely on pottery and metalwork of Iraq and Iran for over a 
hundred years. In particular, the above inscription was used 
throughout the pottery and metalwork of the Ilkhanid period.^
The unglazed wares of this period can be classified according to 
their shapes and forms: Two bowls (nos. 140, fig. 23a and no. 
141, fig. 23b, PI.La) were found. Both of them are made of thin 
white paste with translucent walls, flaring sides, with incurved 
rims on deeply concave bases with sharp edges. Three pilgrim 
bottles made of white paste on a buff surface were also 
recovered. The first one (no. 142, fig. 23c, PI.Lb) has a 
circular-shaped body with small neck, without handles. The other 
two bottles both have two handles. Bottle no. 143 (fig. 23d, 
PI.LI) has a circular- shaped body with cylindrical neck. The 
third bottle no. 144 (fig. 23e, Pl.LIIa,b) has a drum-shaped body 
with a long neck and a cup-shaped mouth. Two handles are 
attached to the upper part of the body and to the neck. These 
pilgrim bottles seem peculiar to Iraq, Iran and Syria and 
sometimes bear heraldic devices of the Mamluk type.-*-®
There were eleven beakers (nos. 145-155); all were made of white 
paste on a buff surface. These beakers were made in different 
body shapes, eight of them possessing slightly projecting
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cylindrical bodies but with slight differences between them. 
Beaker no. 145 (fig. 24a) has a low neck on a flat base. Beaker 
no. 146 (fig. 24b) has straight outward sloping sides on a flat 
base. The form of beaker no. 147 (fig. 24c) is similar to that 
of no. 145. Two beakers (nos. 148 and 149, figs. 24d, e) have 
straight sides and everted lips on deep foot-rings. Beaker no. 
150 (fig. 24g, Pl.LIIIa) has slightly outward sloping sides on a 
deep foot-ring while beaker no. 152 (fig. 25a) is similar to no. 
145, but has a deep foot-ring.
The other three beakers are different in shape to those already 
mentioned. No. 153 (fig. 25b, Pl.LIIIb) has a vertically-faceted 
body with a narrow neck on a small foot-ring. The second one 
(no. 154, fig. 25c) has straight outward sloping sides and deep 
foot-ring with a short and wide neck. The third one (no. 155, 
fig. 2 5d) has a pear-shaped body with high shoulder, the body 
tapering towards a small nearly vertical neck on a flat base.
Twenty-four jars (nos. 156-179) of assorted shapes and sizes were 
excavated. These jars can be divided into four main categories 
based on the number of their handles.
(i) Jars without handles: Five jars of this type were
discovered. Four of these were made of white paste 
while jar no. 160 (fig. 26c) was made of red clay with a 
low neck and everted lip, its body tapering to a flat 
base. Jar no. 156 (fig. 25e, Pl.LIVa) has a wide neck
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{ii)
(iii)
(iv)
and wide shoulder- Both jars nos. 157 and 158 (figs. 
25f, 26a, Pl.LIVb) have cylindrical bodies on flat
bases. Jar no. 158 (fig. 26a, Pl.LVa) is similar in 
form to the previous example (no. 157) but without 
decoration. The other two jars of this group nos. 159- 
160 (Pl.LVb) have globular bodies with low necks on flat 
bases.
t
Jars with one handle: Nine jars of this group came to 
light (nos. 161-169). All were made of white paste but 
had different body shapes. Seven of them have pear- 
shaped bodies; others have long necks whilst others have 
small necks. The other two jars (nos. 168 and 169) vary 
considerably. No. 168 (fig. 27e) has an oval-shaped body 
with wide shoulder and wide neck on a flat base. The 
other jar no. 169 (fig. 27f) has a globular-shaped body 
with a long everted neck and .a shallow recessed flat 
base.
Jars with two handles: Five jars of this group were 
excavated. Four of them have pear-shaped bodies. They 
were poorly potted examples. Some are made of white 
paste and others of red clay (nos. 170-173, figs. 28a, b, 
c, f)
Jars with three handles: Three jars fall into this
category (nos. 175-177, Pl.LVIa). Among these two have
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amphora-shaped bodies with rounded bases.
(v) Jars with four handles: Two jars of this group were 
found. No. 178 (fig. 29b, Pl.LVIb) has a pear-shaped 
body with short neck. The second jar no. 179 (fig. 29c) 
has a cylindrical wide body with a flat rim on a flat 
base with four grip handles.
Two jugs were found on the site. : Both are made of white paste, 
each with one handle. No. 180 (fig. 2 9d) has a pear-shaped body 
with a short and narrow neck. Its base rests on a high foot- 
ring. The second jug no. 181 (fig. 29e, Pl.LVIIa) has a globular 
body on a sloping short foot-ring with expanding neck. A similar 
jug was found at Medlnat Sultan (Surt al-Qadimah) in Libya. 
One ewer no. 182 (fig. 29f) has a globular-shaped body on a low 
foot-ring with a tall neck and an opening in its upper part which 
is a tulip shape; one handle is joined to the shoulder and to the 
upper part of the neck.
Lamps of this period can be divided into two main groups: (i)
20lamps similar to type of Period I; two lamps of this group were 
recovered (nos. 183 and 184, fig. 30a), (ii) lamps similar to 
type of Period I. Of this group five lamps were excavated 
(nos. 185-189)
One stand made of white paste with buff surface came to light on 
this site (no. 190, fig. 30b). It has a horse-shoe shaped body
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with the remains of three legs.
One mortar (no. 191, fig. 30c) made of white paste with a buff 
surface was obtained. It has a circular-shaped body with a long 
handle on one side and a circular deep hole in the middle for a 
pestle..
Hundreds of fragments were also revealed in this location. They 
are of different sizes. Two of these fragments are outstanding 
examples and should, therefore, be mentioned here. The first one 
(no. 192, fig. 30d, Pl.XLVIXb) is made of white paste. The 
second fragment (no. 193, Pl.LVIIb) is a neck and mouth fragment 
of a large jar, decorated with human figures and arabesque with 
incised scrolls and dotted lines with some bands. The barbotine 
technique was used here. This kind of jar with very elaborate 
modelled decoration forming a screen around the neck was made in 
Iraq during the cAbbasid and Ilkhanid eras. Many examples of 
this type can now be found in the IM. The human and animal 
figures on these jars bring them into a close relationship with 
the painted wares of Raqqa of the 6th-7th/12th-13th century.^ 
These features were commonly utilised in Iraq in the 6th/12th 
century and 7th/13th century and examples of this type of ware 
can be seen in the barbotine pottery which was produced in Mosul 
in the 7th/13th century. J Similar figures can be seen on 
buildings sculptured during the reign of Badr al-Din Lu'lu' i.e. 
the Mihrab from Sinjar now in the IM.
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(140) BOWL
(15 TDB/2)
White paste; thin, translucent wall; deeply concave base; 
white sharp edge; part missing.
Ht: 5.5 cm.
Diam: 18.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(141) BOWL
(29 TDB/2) (PI.La)
White paste; thin, translucent wall; flaring sides with 
incurved rim; deeply concave base with sharp edges.
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Diam: 18 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Secotld Season 1977
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(142) PILGRIM FLASK - ZAMZAMIYYA 
12078-° (54 TDB/1) (PI.Lb)
White paste, buff surface; circular-shaped body, small 
neck, without handles; decorated with double concentric 
incised lines around the centre of the body and one line 
round the shoulder.
Ht: 11 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(143) PILGRIM FLASK - ZAMZAMIYYA 
12185-° (27 TDB/2) (PI.LI)
White paste; circular-shaped body, cylindrical neck; two 
handles attached to the shoulder and the neck; circular 
mouth; the upper portion of the vessel was made in a 
mould; decorated with double ringed circles between 
double incised lines; the areas between were filled with 
punched dots.
Ht: 26 cm.
Diam: 12.6 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(144) PILGRIM FLASK - ZAMZAMIYYA 
12091-c (86 TDB/1) (Pl.LIIa, b)
White paste, buff surface; drum-shaped body, long neck; 
cup-shaped mouth; two handles are attached to the upper 
part of the body and to the neck; a part of the mouth is 
missing.
Ht: 26.5 cm. ,
Mouth Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(145) BEAKER
12379-c (148 TDB/3)
White paste; slightly projecting cylindrical body; low 
neck; flat base.
Ht: 3 cm.
Mouth Diam: 2.6 cm.
Base Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 22 
Third Season 1978
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(146) BEAKER
12356-° (125 TDB/3)
White paste; slightly projecting cylindrical body with 
straight outward sloping sides and flat base.
Ht: 4 cm.
Mouth Diam: 3 cm.
Base Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 14 
Third Season 1978
(147) BEAKER
12360-° (129 TDB/3)
White paste; straight cylindrical body with flat base.
Ht: 4.9 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.2 cm.
Base Diam: 3.8 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 17 
Third Season 1978
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(148) BEAKER 
(31 TDB/2)
White paste; slightly projecting cylindrical body with 
straight sides and everted lip; deep foot-ring.
Ht: 5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(149) BEAKER
12179-c (13 TDB/2)
White paste; with flat base and slightly projecting 
cylindrical body; a part of the body is missing.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(150) BEAKER
12201-c (64 TDB/2) (Pl.LIIIa)
White paste; with slightly outward sloping sides and deep 
foot-ring.
Ht: 7 cm.
Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
(151) BEAKER 
(74 TDB/2)
White paste; with slightly outward sloping sides and deep 
foot-ring.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
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(152) BEAKER
12090-° (80 TDB/1)
White paste; slightly projecting cylindrical body with 
straight outward sloping sides and deep foot-ring; a part 
of the mouth is missing.
Ht: 5.7 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.5 cm.
Base Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer I 
First Season 1976
(153) BEAKER
(56 TDB/2) (Pl.LIIIb)
White paste; vertically facetted body on small foot-ring; 
narrow neck.
Ht: 8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 cih.
Diam: 6 cm.
Base Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer II 
Second Season 1977
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(154) BEAKER 
(24 TDB/2)
White paste; straight outward sloping sides and deep 
foot-ring; short and wide neck; part of the rim and the 
shoulder is missing.
Ht: 9.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5 cm.
Diam: 7 cm.
Base Diam: 3 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(155) BEAKER 
(90 TDB/1)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body, nearly 
vertical neck, high shoulder, body tapered to small neck; 
high flat base; & part of the mouth and body is missing. 
Ht: 9.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7.5 cm.
Base Diam: 4.4 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(156) JARS
12318a, b-c (83a, b TDB/3) (Pl.LIVa)
a. White paste, buff surface; wide, low neck; clearly 
defined foot; flat base.
Ht: 2.8 cm.
Mouth Diam 2.2 cm.
Base Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer I 
Third Season 1978
b. Similar to above
(157) JAR
(45 TDB/2) (Pl.LIVb)
White paste, buff surface; cylindrical body, small neck, 
flat base; decorated with incised lines; parts of the 
neck and mouth are missing.
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 1.6 cm.
Diam: 6 cm.
Base Diam: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 1977
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(158)
(159)
JAR
(51 TDB/2) (Pl.LVa)
White paste, buff surface; cylindrical body, flat base; 
part of the body is missing.
Ht: 8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, north-west section 
Second Season 1977
JAR
12347-° (114 TDB/3)
White paste; globular body with low neck and flat rim, 
flat base; decorated with two incised lines on the 
shoulder and one around the lip, and below an undulating 
incised pattern.
Ht: 11.8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11.5 cm.
Base Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 12 
Third Season 1977
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(160) JAR
12087-'° (73 TDB/1) (Pl.LVb)
Red clay; well-made, globular body, tapers to a flat 
base; low neck; everted lip; two parallel running incised 
lines on the shoulder.
Ht: 16.8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11 cm.
Base Diam: 9.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
( 1 6 1 )  JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE 
(77 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body; concentric lines around 
the neck just above the attachment of the handle; flat 
base; the mouth and a part of the neck and handle are 
missing.
Ht: 13 cm.
Base Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(162) JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE 
(71 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body; short and narrow neck; 
flat base; remains of a handle was attached to the 
shoulder; parts of the neck and rim are missing.
Ht: 14 cm.
Base Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer II, Test Trench 
First Season 1976
(163) JAR ~ WITH ONE HANDLE 
(96 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body; flat base; remains of a 
handle is attached to the shoulder; the mouth and parts 
of the neck are missing.
Ht: 14.5 cm.
Base Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(164) JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE 
12310-c (72 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; pear-shaped body; short neck; 
flat base; decorated with two incised lines at the upper 
part of the shoulder; part of the neck, the mouth and the 
handle is missing.
Ht: 15 cm.
Mouth Diam: 8 cm.
Base Diam: 5.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. 9 
Third Season 1978
d65) JAR ~ WITH ONE HANDLE
12348-c (115 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body, expanding long neck and 
flat rim; a handle is attached to the shoulder and to the 
neck; part of the neck is missing.
Ht: 16.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 7.5 cm.
Base Diam: 4.9 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 11
Third Season 1978
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(16 6) JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE 
(65 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body; long sloping shoulder, 
long neck; flat base; remains of a handle which was 
attached to the shoulder and to the neck.
Ht: 16.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(167) JAR ~ WITH ONE HANDLE 
(92 TDB/1)
White paste; pear-shaped body; short neck; flat base; a 
handle is attached to the shoulder and to the neck; a 
part of the neck and the rim is missing.
Ht: 17 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(168) JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE 
12378-° (147 TDB/3)
White paste; oval-shaped body; wide shoulder; wide neck; 
flat base; the handle is attached to the shoulder and to 
the middle of the neck; the shoulder is decorated with 
two incised lines; a part of the handle is missing.
Ht: 16.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5.7 cm.
Base Diam: 4.2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 15 
Third Season 1978
( 16 9) JAR - WITH ONE HANDLE
12083 (62 TDB/1)
White paste; globular body; long everted neck; thick rim; 
shallow recessed flat base; a handle was attached to the 
shoulder and the' neck but it is now missing; the neck is 
decorated with a collar in relief.
Ht: 11.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(170) TWO-HANDLED SMALL JAR 
12254-° (16 TDB/3)
White paste, poorly made; pear-shaped body; expanding 
neck; inward projecting rim; flat base; remains of two 
handles attached to the shoulder and the neck.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 8 
Third Season 1978
(171) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
(17 TDB/2)
Red clay, poorly potted; pear-shaped body; short neck; 
everted rim; the body is decorated with two incised 
parallel running zig-zag lines.
Ht: 13.5 cm.
Diam: 12 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
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(172) TWO-HANDLED JAR 
(18 TDB/2)
Red clay, poorly potted; pear-shaped body? short neck and 
everted lip; flat base; two handles attached to the 
shoulder and the rim; decorated with an ornament in 
relief which looks like a horse-shoe with a few incised 
dots on its surface and a vertical line attached to it 
below; a small part of the body is missing.
Ht: 15 cm.
Diam: 14 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 1977
(173) TWO-HANDLED JAR
12361-° (130 TDB/3)
White paste; pear-shaped body; flat rim; flat base; two 
handles attacheid to the shoulder and the mouth rim; 
decorated with a simple ornament? parts of the handles 
are missing.
Ht: 20 cm.
Mouth Diam: 12 cm.
Base Diam: 12.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 17
Third Season 1978
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(174)
(175)
TWO-HANDLED LARGE JAR 
12382-c (151 TDB/3)
White paste; amphora-shaped body with rounded base, wide 
and comparatively short neck; two handles attached to the 
shoulder and to the neck; there are two holes on both 
sides of the neck, perhaps used for hanging the vessel; 
painted both inside and on the upper part of the outside 
with black pigment.
Ht: 44 cm.
Mouth diam: 11 cm.
Diam: 19 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 17.
Third Season 1978.
THREE-HANDLED LARGE JAR 
12212-° (86 TDB/2)
White paste; amphora-shaped body with rounded base, wide 
and opening neck; three handles attached to the shoulder 
and to the neck; decorated with incised geometrical 
patterns; a part of the lower body is missing.
Ht: 5 6 cm.
Excavated in layer II.
Second Season 1977
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(1-76) THREE-HANDLED LARGE JAR 
12211-° (81 TDB/2)
White paste; amphora-shaped body with rounded base; 
narrow tubular neck; three handles attached to the 
shoulder and to the neck; the body is decorated with 
relief medallions which have stamped ornaments; the 
mouth, two handles and a part of the neck are missing.
Ht: 61 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9.6 cm.
Diam: 33 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
(177) THREE-HANDLED LARGE JAR
(37 TDB/2) (Pl.LVIa)
White paste; pear-shaped body with flat base; small 
tubular neck; three handles attached to the shoulder and 
to the neck.
Ht: 52.5 cm.
Diam: 25 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 1977
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(178) FOUR-HANDLED JAR
(104 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIb)
White paste; pear-shaped body, short neck; with four 
small handles attached to the shoulder and to the neck.
Ht: 16 cm.
Mouth Diam: 9 cm.
Base Diam: 7.8 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
(179) FOUR-HANDLED JAR
12328-c (93 TDB/3)
White paste, coarsely made; cylindrical wide body; flat 
rim; flat base; the jar has four grip handles.
Ht: 19 cm.
Mouth Diam: 11.5 cm.
Diam: 19 cm.
Base Diam: 12.8 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 10 
Third Season 1978
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(180) JUG
(119 TDB/1)
White paste; base slightly concave; pear-shaped body; 
short and narrow neck; high foot-ring; handle is attached 
to the shoulder and to the neck; part of the rim is 
missing.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(181) WATER JUG
(11 TDB/1) (LVIIa)
White paste; globular body on sloping short foot-ring; 
expanding neck; one handle is attached to the shoulder 
and to the neck; the body is decorated with moulded 
design in three lines; there is an arabesque ornament in 
one line; decora!ted upper part of the base; a part of the 
neck and the base is missing.
Ht: 17 cm.
Mouth Diam: 8 cm.
Base Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A4
First Season 1976
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(182) EWER
12088-c (74 TDB/1)
White paste; globular body - on low foot-ring; tall neck, 
opening in its upper part which has a tulip shape; one 
handle is joined to the shoulder and to the upper part of 
the neck; incised grooves on the shoulder and on the 
neck; a part of the mouth and the spout is missing.
Ht: 30 cm.
Top Diam: 7.5 cm.
Base Diam: 10.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(183) LAMP
(114 TDB/1)
White paste; oval-shaped body; small cylindrical neck 
with opening circular mouth; handle remains can be seen 
on the shoulder and on the mouth; wide flat base; long 
spout; a part of the mouth and neck, and a part of the 
spout are missing.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(184) LAMP
12067-c (18 TDB/1)
As previous example; a part of the spout is missing. 
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. A6 
First Season 1976
(185) LAMP
12075-° (34 TDB/1)
White paste; wide circular-shaped body with short spout; 
flat base.
Ht: 3.3 cm.
Diam: 7.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(186) LAMP
(57 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(187)
(188)
(189)
LAMP
(66 TDB/1)
As previous example; a part is missing. 
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LAMP
12191-c (44 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Ht. 4 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
LAMP
12115-c (120 TDB/1)
As previous example.
Ht: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(19°) STAND
(29 TDB/1)
White paste, buff surface; horse-shoe shaped body; 
decorated with incised lines and some geometrical and 
arabesque designs; it had three legs which are now 
missing.
Length: 16 cm.
Diam: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. A12 
First Season 1976
(191) MORTAR
12380-c (149 TDB/3)
White paste, buff surface; circular-shaped body with a 
long handle on one side; there is a circular deep hole in 
the middle for a pestle; the mortar was for pulses.
Length with the handle: 5 cm.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. 22 
Third Season 1978
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(192) VESSEL FRAGMENT
(21 TDB/1) (Pl.XLVIXb) .
White paste; decorated with a band containing a lengthy 
Arabic inscription, written in the naskhl script - it
r e a d s :   ll j J i________ Ai^ii j a______ =^Ji ^__
" ....... the glorious and eminent a n d ......... "
Length: 8.5 cm.
Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. Bl 
First Season 1976
(193) LARGE JAR FRAGMENT
12376-° (145 TDB/3) (PI.Lid)
White paste, buff surface; neck and mouth of a large jar; 
decorated with human figures and arabesques with incised 
scrolls and dotted lines; some bands are made in 
barbotine technique.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 1977
C- Clay objects and figurines (Period II) (nos. 194-211)
Objects and figurines continued to be produced during this 
period. All of these were made of white clay with buff surfaces.
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These objects were decorated with simple lines and scroll-work to 
indicate the bodies, the flanks and the fur.
The objects which were excavated at this site consist of four 
whistles (nos. 194-197, figs. 31a-d) in the shape of birds, and 
four rattles (nos. 198-201, figs. 31e, f, 32a, b). No. 198 has a 
mouse-shaped body; no. 199 has a fox-shaped body; no. 200 has an 
oval-shaped body and no. 201 has a circular body.
Ten pieces of figurines were found which were simply moulded, but 
now some parts of the bodies are missing. They have animal­
shaped bodies, such as a lioness, a lion, two dogs, a duck, a 
giraffe, a mythical animal, a bear, a horse, and a hyena (nos. 
202-211, figs. 32c-f, 33, P1.LVIII).
Similar baked-clay figures, both fragmentary and complete, and
dated from the same period (7th/13th C.), were discovered in the
excavations at Wasit. The animal-like figures were modelled in
the round, whilst the human figurines were cast in an open mould 
24type.
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(194) WHISTLE
12365-c (134 TDB/3)
White clay, buff surface; in the form of a bird's head; 
whistle vent beneath the body; two finger holes, one on 
each side, replaced the eyes; bifocated tail forms the 
mouth piece.
Length: 8 cm.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 14 
Third Season 1978
U 9 5) WHISTLE
(20 TDB/1)
As previous example; two finger holes on top of the body. 
Length: 5.3 cm.
Diam: 9.3 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 8B 
First Season 1976
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(196)
(197)
(198)
WHISTLE
12375-c (144 TDB/3)
As previous example; a part of the beak is missing. 
Length: 5 cm.
Ht: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II 
Third Season 1978
WHISTLE 
(28 TDB/2)
As previous example.
Length: 5 cm.
Ht: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 197 7
RATTLE
12349-° (116 TDB/3)
White clay, buff surface; irregular; perhaps in a mouse­
shaped body; it has two holes which represent the eyes.
Ht: 5.5 cm.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 10
Third Season 1978
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(199)
(2 00)
(201)
RATTLE
12340-c (105 TDB/3)
White clay, buff surface; fox-shaped body; the legs and a 
part of the mouth are missing.
Length: 8 cm.
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 10 
Second Season 197 7
RATTLE 
(63 TDB/2)
White clay, buff surface; oval-shaped body.
Length: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in the cess-pit in layer I 
Second Season 1977
RATTLE
12190-° (42 TDB/2)
White clay, buff surface; circular body; decorated with 
incised dots.
Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in layer I
Second Season 197 7
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(202) FIGURINE (TOY LION)
(36 TDB/1)
White clayf buff surface; in the shape of a lioness; 
simply moulded; decorated with incised scroll lines to 
indicate the flank and the fur; a part of the head and 
the legs and lower part of the body are missing.
Ht: 5 cm.
Length: 7.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 82 
First Season 1976
(203) FIGURINE (TOY LION)
12108-° (109 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIIIa)
As previous example; lion-shaped body; parts of the legs 
are missing.
Ht: 8 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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(204)
(205)
(206)
FIGURINE (TOY DOG)
12337-c (102 TDB/3) (Pl.LVIIIf)
As previous example; dog-shaped body; the back legs and 
the tail are missing.
Ht: 6 .5 cm.
Length: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, Sq. no. 10 
Third Season 1978
FIGURINE (TOY DOG)
12094-c (82 TDB/1)
As previous example; red clay; a part of the legs and 
lower part of the body are missing.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
FIGURINE (TOY DUCK)
12113-° (118 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIIIe)
As previous example; duck-shaped body; the head and the 
legs are missing.
Ht: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(207)
(208)
(209)
FIGURINE (TOY GIRAFFE)
12114-° (120 TDB/1)
As previous example; giraffe-shaped body; a part of the 
ears, the legs and the lower part of the body are 
missing.
Ht: 2.3 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. no. B2 
First Season, 1976
FIGURINE (TOY MYTHICAL ANIMAL)
(49 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIIIe)
As previous example; in the shape of a mythical animal; 
the breast decorated with a sun-shaped ornament; the 
legs, the head and the tail are missing.
Ht: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Sq. no. B 
First Season 1976
FIGURINE (TOY BEAR)
(68 TDB/1)
As previous example; bear-shaped body; a small part of 
the face and the end parts of the legs are missing.
Ht: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
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(210) FIGURINE (TOY HORSE)
(59 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIIIb)
As previous example; horse-shaped body; with the mane 
well developed; two legs extended, the other two legs 
broken off; the saddle formed from one added piece of 
clay; parts of the legs, the head and the tail are 
missing.
Ht: 5.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I 
First Season 1976
(211) FIGURINE (TOY HYENA)
(64 TDB/1) (Pl.LVIIId)
As previous example; hyena-shaped body; a part of the 
head, the legs and the tail are missing.
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
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CHAPTER V
THE METAL FINDS
General Introduction to the Islamic Metalwork
In this introductory essay on Islamic metalwork, we shall 
consider thoroughly both the cAbbasid and the Ilkhanid periods. 
Concerning the metalwork of the cAbbasid period of Iraq, a great 
deal has been said about the celebrated inlaid objects of the so- 
called 'Mosul school1. These, however, are not related to our 
finds from Tell Abu Skhayr and we must pass over them here. Our 
discussion of the present material, both cAbbasid and Ilkhanid, 
will fall into two parts. In an introductory discussion, we 
shall survey briefly the background of the Islamic metalwork of 
the relevant periods. In this context, we have to concentrate 
our attention on less outstanding examples and study them in the 
light of discoveries 'in Iraq, primarily because of their 
relevance to our discussion. Subsequently, we shall catalogue 
and discuss the actual metalwork finds made during the 
excavation.
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Part I
(a) The Early cAbbasid Period
Throughout the cAbbasid period, Arts, Science and Literature were 
encouraged by the cAbbasid caliphs in Iraq. Baghdad as a capital 
radiated its influence all over the Islamic world, as far as 
Spain in the West and India and China in the East. The Arabic 
and Islamic civilizations also made a deep impact on Europe. In 
turn, the Islamic world was also influenced by the artifacts, 
mainly from the East, that is to say, from Persia, as well as 
from the West, chiefly from the Byzantine world. Throughout the 
five centuries of the cAbbasid era, Iraq remained the main centre 
of power, culture and art until the arrival of the Mongols in 
656/1258.
Very few metal objects were found in the excavations at Samarra. 
This was almost the only important cAbbasid site to have been 
explored, but even chance finds give little evidence for cAbbasid 
metalwork, a situation which may, to some extent, reflect the 
working of chance. There are, however, historical records and 
illustrated manuscripts which supply us with some useful data. 
The Arab litterateur and grammarian, al-Washa’, has provided some 
useful verses about gold and silver vessels, saying that al- 
cAbbas b. al-Fadhl b. al-RabIc said that his father told him that
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he saw a tray in the hands of the caliph al-Ma'mun engraved with 
the following verses:
L_9l\3sJI t '■ .
I q q "■ A t Q  ^'■  II ^9 I—li—
9^ K I Lo A^ J ^-9
L i  j  L r J I
_b
— ‘J ^ 1 jr** <5 
Q  t \ Q "■ LsJI^
- I x o  L_c ^  I L lu o j
— I js- I jl j 
6  LS, j j )   I
"Nothing better than our meeting days, because the pupils 
of our eyes were our messengers.
If our hearts show our secrets, our faces will tell that 
we are in love.
Let us hope that those who are slanderers will sink to the 
lowest depth of the sea and die.
And let those who are blaming and rebuking us burn in the 
heat of an inferno!"^
Al-Washa' says that some writers had read verses engraved on a 
tray which was in the hands of al-Hasan b. Wahab, decorated with 
precious stones of different colours:
— ST® CJU1
 L< *
c ( j  E
JL& L c O  0 - °
' 1—‘*»» I (jr-L®
 I>° ^  C1<-:^A
—^— 11 Cj I ^  C (J-0 (jj ^  I o  ^
"He who claims that I am not in love, I shall challenge 
him to come forward to show him my evidence.
If I drink two rotal (in Eng. 449.28 gms. of wine), I 
shall become a drunkard!
If I don't succeed with a rotal, I shall add one or two 
more.
Soon I became engrossed in love, because I drank too 
much.
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Historical records also give details about the jewellery in the 
cAbbasid era. When the caliph Harun al-Rashld married Zubayda, 
he prepared for the wedding gold and silver litters and some
o _
crowns. Women also wore crowns and there was a Jariya (pi.
/
jawarln, 'girl', 'maid or slave woman') who came to the court of 
the caliph al-Ma'mun wearing a gold crown.^ The historian al- 
Jahshyari says in his book that the lady cUtaba, the mother of 
Jacfar al-Barmakl, had two jariyas, each wearing different kinds 
of jewellery. 5 Al-Ghazull says that at the wedding of the caliph 
al-Ma'mun to Buran, the daughter of al-Hasan b. Sahl, the caliph 
had prepared for her a hasir (mat) of gold. 6 It is reported that 
the caliph owned a chest full of jewellery and that in charge of 
it was a lady named Jammra al-cA^ara.^
Earrings continued to be used at this time. In his book al- 
Mukhagas, the author Ibn Saiyda (d. 458/1065) states a type of 
earring called the shunuf was used to adorn the upper part of the 
ear; this kind of earring was usually made of gold or silver. 6
i
The poet al-MacarrJ described this in a verse:
O ^ L w l  I ^ ^  o L - f ^ ' V m W  II II £L*o_JLS
"Like the glitter of golden earrings,
Or like the sheen on the back of the bracelets of 
brides.
Earrings of this description have not survived from this period, 
or later from the Ilkhanid period, nor is there any illustration 
of them.-*-0 Moreover, it does not appear that this name is extant
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in present-day Arabic.
Although the number of metal objects excavated at Samarra’was 
very small, they included a few made of gold and silver. 
Literary evidence gives us some data about these precious metals. 
For example, al-Isbahanl tells us a story in his AghanI in which 
he describes a beautiful jariya of the caliph al-Mutawakkil whose 
name was Burhan. She was walking, holding a golden goblet, and 
when the poet al-Buhturl saw her, he composed the following 
verse:
^ jl 0~° j j p J l  ' (■.' c < iL >  * » ...... .I—o
"A drink of nectar from a cup of gold 
Which black-eyed maidens had carried from Paradise of
Ridwan"-^
From a verse composed by Ibn al-Muctazz we know that at this time 
golden combs were used by women, for he said:
v-------------- 1 ^
i
"As if the prongs of a golden winnowing fork,
Were combing through her hair."^
In the days of the caliph al-Muqtadir (295-320/908-932), the 
royal chest was also full of precious jewellery, as it was in the 
time of the caliph al-Ma'mun.Al-Khatlb gives a detailed 
description for the year 305/917-18, saying that the caliph al- 
Muqtadir added new buildings to the royal Palaces. Among their 
wonders were the 'Dar al-shajara' (The House of the Tree). In a
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pond of mercury was a tree of silver with eighteen branches and 
numerous twigs. In it were sparrows and larger birds in silver 
and gilt which whistled and warbled intermittently. On both 
sides of the pond were 15 figures of mounted horsemen which moved 
in one direction as if chasing each other. In the mercury pond, 
which measured 30 by 20 dhira (cubits) were four gilded boats and 
around it was a fabulous garden.^
With regard to particular items of jewellery, there are no 
details about the anklets produced at this time, none having been 
found during the excavations. The poet Abu Nu was mentions one 
kind of anklet called khalkhal:
J  I .......     -V I'V J - J - S  I I j L i u J
"A vein over her collar bones looked
"I C
Like a finely twisted anklet. 1
(b) The Later cAbbasid Period
With the coming of the Saljuqs in 430/1037, one of the most 
magnificent periods for the manufacture of metal objects began. 
These objects were decorated with new and original designs and 
are now kept in museums and private collections all over the 
world. The objects made in the Saljuq era are characterised by 
human and animal representations, as well as geometric, floral 
and calligraphic designs. Craftsmen of the era managed to
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combine various decorative elements in an outstanding and 
artistic manner. They also began depicting human heads above 
calligraphic writing in a striking way, that is, the so-called 
"animated script", as though a group of human figures were 
standing in a row on the sides of the objects. The designs of 
these objects were either engraved or they were decorated with
black niello; alternatively, finer wares were inlaid with copper,
\
silver and sometimes gold.
The shapes of the Saljuq metal objects and their perfect 
suitability to their function have already been carefully 
studied.^ The craftsmen of this period used to depend on the 
beauty of the object's shape, the clarity of its design and the 
purity of style. The decorated pieces with various engravings 
and different designs range from writing in the Kufic and Thulthi 
styles, to friezes of various animals against a background of 
scrollwork.
Outstanding metal objects were made in Mosul, in northern Iraq. 
From 521-660/1127-1261 Mosul was ruled by a branch of the Zangld 
family, the Atabegs, the most famous of whom was Sultan Badr al- 
Din Lu'Lu' (615-658/1218-1259). At that time Mosul was famous 
for its art and metalwork production because of the encouragement 
given to the work by the Zangld family. At this time, Mosul also 
became one of the important centres of Islamic metalwork, 
particularly in using the inlaid technique when the craftsmen
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used silver and gold sheet to inlay these objects instead of 
copper which was used earlier on in Iran. The inlaid metal 
vessels attributed to Mosul are considered some of the finest 
examples of Islamic metalwork.
The influence of Mosul in the production of metalwork within the
Islamic world spread because many craftsmen left the city for
Diyar Bakr, Siirt, Cairo, Damascus and Aleppo, especially before
the Mongol invasion and their destruction of the city. These
artists and metalworkers founded new centres for their art in
these countries, and it is for this reason that we find it
difficult to distinguish the metal objects which were produced in
Mosul itself from those pieces which were produced in other
countries because of the similarity of style and technique. The
work of the Mosul school of metalworkers has been properly
studied and published, either singly or in groups, by scholars 
1 7over the years. So far, the scholars' attention has focused on 
the works of Mosul,ior on those of Jazira. Yet, from 
archaelogical evidence we can claim that Baghdad likewise 
produced different types of metal objects. Some of these came to 
light in our excavations.
There were markets for goldsmiths and silversmiths and they had a 
president called by the name cArif al-gaqha. 18 Most of these 
artists were non-Muslim. J There was also a jewellery market; 
shops had display-cases full of precious metals and stones; it is
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possible that these two markets were close to each other. 2 ^ In 
649/1251, a ship which was carrying eleven jariya from the 
Caliph's castle sank in the Tigris; they were wearing jewellery 
worth about 100,000 dinars. i Different kinds of jewellery are 
shown in the manuscript-"guwar al-kawakib al-thabita" which was 
written by cAbd al-Ra^man b. cUmar al-Sufl in the year 400/1009- 
10.22
Thick twisted wire bracelets were also used in this period; al- 
Ghazull tells in his book that one jariya named Zuwafir engraved 
her bracelets with: ^  o-° d-®1^  d-*1 j
"Be in agreement with the one you are accompanying, and 
be close to the one whose friendship you seek.
A similar kind of bracelet is shown in an illustrated page of the 
al-Sufl manuscript in Istanbul. 24 Damalij continued to be used 
at this time; they were decorated with pearls and precious 
stones. The poet Muslim b. al-Walld mentions this kind of 
bracelet together with anklets, frijl, in a verse:
1 I ^  |-l j 1-0 ^  * \ -<».C L^. Ul "t |A %  6 i_oJI i_» i O . L S
"As if the water bubbles when water is mixed with it 
Were the pearls of a necklace in bracelets or anklets"2-*
One pair of undecorated silver chain bracelets linked with beads 
ending with links have survived from this time and are now in the 
IM. This pair dates from the end of the 6th or beginning of the 
7th century of Hijra (12th-13th C.)2^
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The type of anklets known as khalkhal was worn; an example of
this is shown in an illustrated page of the al-Sufi manuscript
2 7which is in Istanbul. Twisted anklets are also shown in the
2 8same manuscript. Double anklets with locks were shown in an 
illustrated page of the manuscript of Maqamat al-Harirl.^ 
illustrated by Yahiya b. Mafrmud al-Wasiti. Some anklets which
 ^ onwere produced at this time were decorated with stones. u
From these descriptions, it would seem that throughout the 
cAbbasid period, the Iraqis possessed stores of metal, including 
precious metals, which facilitated the further development of 
techniques and craftsmanship. The standard of production was 
high, and many kinds of jewellery were made both for men and 
women. In addition, a great variety of metalwork objects were 
used in daily life.
Part II
Hie Ilkhanid Period 
(Late 7th/13th to mid-8th/14th C.)
Historical records mention that in the first part of the 7th 
century of Hijra (13th century A.D.) there loomed, over this 
sunlit world, the shadow of impending disaster, with a suddenness 
quite unforeseen: the Mongol hordes emerged from their home in
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the high plateau of Central Asia and broke through the barriers 
of the civilized world. One after the other, the cities of 
Transoxiana, Persia and Iraq fell before the conquerors, who left 
a wilderness in their wake.
In 618/1223, the armies of Chingiz Khan and Ugutay wrested most 
of Persia from Khawarazm Shahs; in 656/1258, Hulagu entered and 
sacked Baghdad, the capital of the Arab and Islamic worlds, and 
most Iraqi cities became ruins. This event brough the cAbbasid 
Empire to an end. Iraq, Turkey and Persia were incorporated 
within the Mongol Ilkhanid Empire which was established by Hulagu 
and continued to be ruled until 754/1353 by Mongol sovereigns. 
This Empire united the greater part of Asia under one rule, for 
in China the Sung dynasty was replaced by a Mongol dynasty as 
well.
These events are considered to be of extreme importance in the 
history of Iraq and some other countries for, as a result, most 
Iraqi craftsmen dispersed• and emigrated to other Arab and Islamic 
countries such as Syria, Egypt and Persia. Iraqi arts, 
particularly metalwork, spread rapidly and influenced the arts of 
these countries. During this century, metalworkers from Mosul 
were celebrated all over the Near East. The great technical 
progress achieved by the Mosul school influenced Persian 
metalworkers.
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Harari discussed the relationship and mutual influences between
the Mosul school and that of Iran. Of importance in this
connection is a group of brass objects with silver inlay found at
Hamadan in 1908, now in the Gulistan Museum at Teheran. Several
pieces were shown in the Persian Exhibition in London 33, and
aroused some discussion as to their origin. Harari says, "It
appears to confirm that Mosul work, if not Mosul workers, was
imported into Persia unless the hoard be regarded as no more than
the accumulated booty of successful foraging expeditions into
distant centres. There can be no doubt as to the genuineness of
the pieces. The extraordinary state of preservation of the inlay
is ample warrant that the objects were hidden away not long after
they were made, and remained undisturbed until a happy accident
revealed their presence. Moreover, they are sufficiently
different in style to preclude the hypothesis of their being the
output of a single workshop or, what in those times may have
amounted to much the same thing, a dealer's stock-in-trade." He
gave two examples from this treasure, a ewer and a basin of this
group32 which are signed by cAlI ibn Hamud of Mosul; the ewer
bears the date 673/1274. He also compares them with a third
3 3 .piece which is a vase J in the Bargello Museum in Florence made 
by the same Mosul artist in 657/1259. But this is different in 
style from the Hamadan pieces. The vase retains the interrupted 
meander background, polylobed medallions and four-petalled 
rosettes derived from the cross motif of early seventh century
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(13th century A.D.) Mosulwork, and the human figures are 
conventional and awkwardly grouped. On the basin, the artist 
compromised between Persian and Mosul taste.
Were these pieces made in Hamadan by Mosul artists who emigrated 
to Persia? Or were they made in Mosul? These questions are not 
easy to answer. According to Harari, Persian influence is more 
marked on the later rather than on^the earlier piece of cAli ibn 
Hamud. Dimand says: "The shape of the ewer, inlaid with silver 
and gold, is typical of the Mosul school, but has a feature which 
is seldom seen in brass vessels of this school, namely the silver 
ring on the neck with relief decoration of birds in interlaced 
polygons; such an embossed ring appears on the seventh century 
(13th century A.D.) Persian ewer in the Hamburg collection.
Wiet, who published the pieces made by cAlI ibn Hamud, does not 
express a direct opinion as to whether the pieces were made in
Iraq or Persia. From his statement, the ewer and basin were made
“i- *3 fifor an Amir of Mesopotamia.
Dimand says: "One may assume that he regards both pieces as Mosul
work.", and he adds: "There are two other trays in the Gulistan
Museum without any inscriptions, one inlaid with silver,the
3 8other with silver and gold. The decoration on the former is in 
Mosul type, that of the latter recalls a number of pieces made in 
Syria, where the combination of silver and gold inlay was very
■3 Q
popular.
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Harari says: "Although the pieces from Hamadan present a
complicated problem to students of Islamic metalwork, the broader 
problem of what is Persian and what Mesopotamian is equally 
difficult to solve."4  ^ Dimand mentions there are other inlaid 
pieces which possess definite features of the Persian school.4  ^
But Harari believes that there appears to be little Persian 
metalwork which can be definitely assigned to the forty years of 
Mongol terror. Although he hazards the opinion that inlaid 
pieces executed in Mosul style with Mongolian characteristics 
belong to the middle and second half of the 7th/13th century, 
according to Harari the earlier ones are probably Persian, the 
later ones Persian or Mesopotamian.4^
Dimand believes that Harari would have found pieces with typical 
Persian features which are contemporary with the Mosul style. He 
is referring also to the candlestick4 ,^ a jug44, and the ewers.4  ^
Dimand also mentions "that all these pieces decorated with figure 
subjects have an ornament which does not appear in Mosul works. 
The Iranian artists were slow in adopting the meander background 
and delicate arabesque of the Mosul school. They preferred their 
type of scrollwork which is less formal than that of the Mosul 
school. In most of these pieces appear the typical Iranian form 
of writing with letters ending in human heads or beasts. The 
number of definitely Persian pieces can be even further 
increased, but that has to be reserved for some future
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4fioccasion.
Harari also claimed that "the pieces that have come down to us, 
however, seem to show that Mosul can claim priority as regards 
the polylobed medallion and the interrupted meander 
backgrounds.
The invasion by the Mongols of Iraq did not completely stop the 
production of metal objects. Even though they succeeded in 
destroying the civilization of the country and controlling it 
politically and militarily, nevertheless the Mongols could not 
interfere entirely in the cultural life and arts too because the 
Arab Islamic culture was deep and strong, and influenced the 
conquerors. Shortly after Hulagu's death, his successors were 
converted to Islam. Hulagu's immediate successor, Tukudar, a 
short time after he became Ilkhan, adopted Islam on his accession 
and his name became Sultan Ahmad. In 694/1295, the Ilkhan Gahzan 
Mahmud broke away from the overlords of the Supreme Khan in 
Mongolia. The Ilkhanid ruler set out to rebuild the empire with 
the same energy they had devoted to destroying it. The 
unification of Asia made possible an unprecedented exchange of 
trade and ideas. The country breathed freely and the court life 
was glittering and bejewelled.
The production of metalwork and also other arts started to rise 
again in this period. Fortunately, many craftsmen and artists
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had survived the common massacres and following the establishment
of the new dynasty, they were collected by the rulers throughout
the new empire in their new capital and other major
administrative centres. This no doubt led to the interchange of
motifs and styles between Iraq, Persia and the Far East. One
example, no. 6 6 , a scale handle, shows the Chinese influence on
Iraqi art, in the form of the decoration of dragon heads. This
object was discovered in layer I of our excavations. There is,
in the BM a bronze mortar which is an interesting example of such
a mixture of styles. The massive shape, the Arabic inscription
below the rim, and the seven-dot rosettes point to Iraq and
Persia. The remainder of the decoration and the use of thin
lines of silver and copper, deeply set, are Chinese. On the base
is a Chinese inscription in seal characters, also inlaid with
thin copper wire, which asks the owner to treat the mortar as a
precious possession. The Arabic inscription is benedictory. The
Chinese inscription on the base reads: "Chih Pao Young Chin" (Use
4ftthis only (as a) treasure) . 0
In this period, the Iraqi arts associated with the Ilkhanids 
reveal a predilection for motifs of Chinese origin like the 
lotus, dragon, phoenix and cloud scroll.Also, it was mixed 
with the Persian designs, styles, types of objects, ornaments and 
inscriptions. Many objects which survived from this era bear 
Arabic-Persian calligraphy.
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The production of metalwork reached perfection and continued with 
great excellence. As a result of the mixing of the Mosul school 
and its influences on the Syrian, Egyptian and Persian 
metalworks, objects which were produced in these countries are 
sometimes difficult to recognise, except those pieces which bear 
the name of the place of manufacture or the name of the 
craftsman.
Craftsmen applied their skill to every article which could be 
cast, wrought, cut, or beaten from metal. The decorative 
techniques included engraving and chiselling, damascening, inlay, 
embossed and solid reliefs, open-work, niello, enamel and 
gilding. The decorations were beaten on the metal while it was 
still in sheet, after which objects were made from these sheets. 
This is one of the oldest and simplest methods used by 
metalworkers in Iraq. It is carried out in a number of stages, 
beginning with the cutting of the metal sheets as needed or 
according to the shape of the vessels to be made. The sheet is 
then placed in a wooden mould upon which the required designs are 
either embossed or sunken, as desired. Then the mould is finally 
beaten or pressed on to the metal sheets until they take the form 
of the decorations on the wooden mould. When the beating or 
pressing operation has been completed the metal sheet is removed; 
then the designs are incised so that they show up clearly. 
Similarly, the fine details which are difficult to produce from 
the wooden mould, are also incised. Then the gaps resulting from
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the method of incision are filled with a material known as 
'niel lo' so as to bring out the main features of the decoration. 
Metals which are decorated by the pressing method are usually 
malleable and supple, and are thus easily moulded. They are 
usually of gold, silver or copper.
The incising method is also used on hard metal when fine 
decorations are required. In such a case, the metal sheets are 
placed, after their primary moulding according to the shape of 
the vessels required, on a material such as tar or pitch in order 
to save them. Then the incising process begins by means of a 
sharp tool similar to a needle. The tool passes over the surface 
of the metal to be decorated, and engraves the design and drawing 
in depth. The gaps are then filled with other metals, and 
sometimes with cold enamel. The method of using cold enamel had 
been known and widespread in the East for a long time, and it was 
also known in the period of the first migrations as well as in 
the Middle Ages.
Bronze was the most suitable metal for deep incising, owing to
its hardness which is suited to this process, as bronze vessels
♦
were made for the well-off. As for iron and steel, these were 
used in the manufacture of vessels for the ordinary people. It 
was also permitted to export bronze vessels to Easterners only. 
However, what is noteworthy here is the fact that we find most of 
the bronze vessels are made in the Ilkhanid period. These are a
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continuation of the ancient and Islamic Iraqi bronze vessels but 
here they are distinguished by a special and independent 
character, such as geometric and plant designs, made during the 
Ilkhanid period. Written inscriptions in Arabic and Persian were 
also utilised on the metal objects.
The majority of the ornaments on the Ilkhanid metal objects are
made by the incising method. There is a bronze helmet now in the 
S 0IM which was decorated in this method. The arabesque and 
written inscriptions were done by incising and inlay with copper 
and silver. The geometric designs were incised on the surface of 
the objects which were produced in this period. Different 
designs were used, such as the form of the Latin letter '2^ which’ 
was made by incising and inlay with other metals, as was the form
/rjFa
of the double letter ' 1 ' resembling a swastika - and the form of 
made up of three units. Not only were there these motifs, 
but also various circles and geometrical lines.
Plant designs were also incised on the surface of the metals and 
inlaid with precious metals. Many objects which have survived 
from this period were decorated through engraving. An example of
C  "I
this is the brass pen-box which was decorated in this way with 
both geometrical designs and arabesques.
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The Excavated Metalwork (Nos. 1-120, figs. 34-47, Pis.LIX-LXXXII)
The metal objects which were found in the Tell Abu Skhayr 
excavations are grouped according to major typological 
classifications, within each class by types and, finally, where 
possible, according to individual variations or sub-types. Where 
sufficient stratigraphic information is available there has been 
some effort to group sub-types of objects chronologically; in 
general, however, typological and stylistic considerations are 
primary for the grouping of objects. A brief introduction is 
included for most major classes of objects followed by a more 
detailed discussion of each period.
In an effort to be as comprehensive as possible, the catalogue 
includes all metal objects discovered during the three seasons of 
excavations (1976-1978). The objects studied here do not appear 
in any other study or publication.
The majority of the objects discussed are illustrated by drawings 
and photographs where possible. The finds fall into two main 
periods as follows:-
Period I: The cAbbasid Period (3rd/9th to 7th/13th C.)(nos. 1-28)
Period II: The Ilkhanid Period (7th/13th to mid-8th/14th C.)
(nos. 29-120)
Objects listed in the catalogue are made of gold, silver, iron, 
copper, bronze, brass or lead. From this list, it is apparent
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that the excavations provide information about certain types of 
objects that are not well known, since they seldom find their way 
into museums and private collections. For instance, among the 
personal objects the two earrings in gold (nos. 1, 29) are very 
rare, as are the silver seal (no. 58) and the bronze amulet (no. 
57). This is also true of the cosmetic items, e.g. the copper 
kohl sticks (nos. 12-16, 60-64) and the box which was possibly 
used as a cosmetics container (no. 65). One other remarkable 
piece which came to light is the scale handle made of bronze with 
two dragon heads (no. 6 6). This latter object shows the Chinese 
influence on Islamic art during the Ilkhanid period arising from 
the relationship between the two Mongol dynasties in China, and 
Iraq and Iran. Similarly rare within the category of household 
objects are the different types of oil lamps (nos. 19, 67-72), 
one dish (no. 79), bowls of varying sizes and different shapes 
(nos. 84-88), a mortar (no. 80) and one candlestick (no. 83). 
Assorted bronze objects were also found and were possibly used as 
furniture fittings, e.g. hinge (no. 98), handles (nos. 99, 100) 
and door knocker (no. 101). In addition to the objects mentioned 
above, numerous other more commonly known objects were discovered 
e.g. finger-rings, bracelets, decorated beads, mirrors, daggers, 
spoons, knives, pestles, vessel-lids, large bowls, horseshoes, 
nails, bells and assorted utensils, and two pieces of lead. 
These objects will be studied in detail below according to the 
stratigraphy of the layers.
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From the previous chapters, it appears that the site of Tell Abu 
Skhayr played an important role in the history of the region both 
in the cAbbasid and the subsequent Ilkhanid period. Yet we 
should add that, as far as the metal finds are concerned, the 
cAbbasid period produced far less outstanding and remarkable 
pieces than the Ilkhanid period, at least on this site.
PERIOD I
"Hie cAbbasid Period 
(3rd/9th to 7th/13th C.)
(Nos. 1-28, figs. 34, 35, Pls.LIX)
A. Personal Objects
Al. Jewellery: Earring, rings and bracelets
A2. Cosmetic Objects: Back of mirror and kohl sticks
A3. Miscellaneous Objects: Dagger
B. Household Objects: Oil lamps, spoon, pestle and small
vessels (bowls)
C. Fittings for Architecture of Furniture: Rings and nails
D. Unidentified Objects: Utensil or tool and fragments
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A. Personal Objects 
Al. Jewellery
Before embarking upon a discussion of the particular pieces of 
jewellery discovered in our excavations one must realise the 
important role jewellery played in cAbbasid society. Ornamental 
pieces made of precious metal were bought as an investment, as 
well as for adornment, and possession of good pieces was a mark 
of prestige for the owner and a form of security in times of war. 
Furthermore, in addition to its attractiveness and its amuletic 
properties, jewellery had a quality perhaps unique among the 
decorative arts in being a possible form of currency.
Very few items of jewellery emerged from the excavations which 
took place in Iraq. However, historical records and illustrated 
manuscripts which are available and at our disposal supply us 
with useful data about the jewellery which was used in the 
Caliphal courts and by the common people.
Our excavations revealed only a small amount of jewellery, 10 
pieces in total, consisting of gold, silver and bronze. The most 
magnificent object from this site was a small gold earring (no. 
1, fig.34 a, Pl.LIXa). The head consists of three circular 
rectangles for pearls; in the middle of the wire there is a 
globular element which is hollow. Only two of the pearls remain 
in this setting whilst the other one is missing. The literature
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of this period provides us with further useful data on earrings. 
The authors of the book Alf layla wa layla stated that earrings 
came to be decorated with balkhash (a kind of precious stone)55; 
another author mentioned that they were decorated with pearls and 
sapphires .5^
If we now move to the cAbbasid earrings in museum collections all 
over the world, we will not find any examples dating before the 
4th/10th C. Extensive excavations have been carried out in 
Samarra', which went on for many years. They were started by the 
German mission in the years preceding the First World War, and 
then continued by the SOAH in the years leading up to the Second 
World War. From 1963 until the present day, these excavations 
have only uncovered a few pieces of jewellery, most of which are 
bracelets and anklets. No earrings have been found so far.
The only information we have from our sources about the earrings 
which were worn in the days of Samarra' comes from one of the 
oldest examples of earrings which is illustrated in the fresco of 
two female dancers, decorating the walls of the Harem in the 
Palace of al-Jawsaq al-Khaqanl in Samarra' . - ’ 5 Here, as one can 
see from the picture, the earrings are made of gold and silver. 
Attached to this is a a small spherical bead joined to the end of 
which is a large conical one.
Historians mentioned that markets became an essential feature in
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the life of Baghdad, Rusafa and al-Karkh. Each trade had its own 
market and among these were the money changers and goldsmiths, 
and there were also the swordsmiths who, according to al- 
Yacqubl, made first-class swords at Bab al-Taqq, a district in 
a l - K a r k h . I n  the year 270/883, Baghdad once more became the 
cAbbasid capital, and remained so until it was sacked by the 
Mongols in 656/1258. It would seem that this period was not as 
flourishing as the pre-Samarra' one. Unfortunately, the ruins of 
ancient Baghdad are inaccessible and no other large city of the 
period has so far been excavated in Iraq.
From this second period of Baghdad, or more precisely, from the 
era after the court moved back there until its destruction by the 
Mongols, there are no important archaelogical remains. This 
includes the Buwayhid period which ended in 400/1009-10. In the 
copy of the al-Kawakib al-thabita manuscript of Oxford we find, 
in some of the miniatures, a few examples of earrings. 
Generally, they are round in shape, e.g. there is the relatively
large earring which ends in a piece of metal wire attached to the
57 — — t-ear. At the beginning of the 17th part of the Kitab al-Aghani
manuscript {now in Istanbul) dated 614/1217, there are what
appear to be crescent-shaped earrings. From each earring between
three and four small metal leaves or beads are suspended.'*®
Other examples of earrings can be seen in the picture of a woman
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at the bottom of one of the miniatures in the copy of al-Sufi's 
manuscript (now in the Aya Sofya Library in Istanbul ).^ The 
main part of this earring is a large ring at the end of which is 
a leaf of three segments, surrounded on each side by a small 
leaf, each of which has three elements; from the central part 
hang three metal wires, each ending in what looks like a large-
fi 0sized leaf. In another miniature of the same manuscript there 
is an earring attached to one of the lady's ears,^ the only 
difference between this one and the previous example being that 
the latter one does not have the two side leaves.
On the frontispiece of the Kitab al-diryaq, which is a miniature 
in Paris, one can find other kinds of earrings consisting of 
semi-circular central parts to the sides of which small stones or 
leaves are attached. The main part is fastened to the ear by
a  p
means of a ring. ^
There is another example of earrings in the picture of a woman on
the ceramic vessel coated with metallic lustre and attributed to
the 6th/12th century. The earrings consist of a large ring to
fi 4which the chains are attached. Other types again are those
which are clearly evident in one of the miniatures of the
Istanbul copy of al-Sufi's manuscript. J In this miniature, the
main part of the earring has a piece of metal wire attached to it
and on which are suspended small chains, each ending in pearls
6 fiwhich are gathered in a cluster. ° Another type of earring is
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that in the Istanbul copy of the same manuscript^ which consists 
of a small ring fastened by a conical-shaped bead and at the end 
of which is a relatively large rounded bead. °
Other examples of cAbbasid earrings have survived and are
relatively elaborate, thus indicating the progress made in their
craftsmanship during this period. Such examples can be seen in
one of the miniatures of the Paris copy of al-Sufi's 
fi Qmanuscript. This earring consists of a large ring, and
attached to it are three small beads. Connected to the middle
bead is a hollow, hexagonal disc whose sides are pointed inwards
and whose tips end in tapered, conical-shaped stones. The
background of the disc is decorated with designs mainly of spiral 
7  0leaves. There is a circular earring in another miniature from
7  1the same manuscript; x however, it is smaller in size and the
7  7stones are conical instead of being round.  ^ Another kind of 
earring can be seen in one of the miniatures of Maqamat al-garirl 
(which is in Paris); the main part of this earring is a semi­
circular disc with thin metal wires attached.
In the IM there are a number of earrings, most of which resemble 
Iranian and Egyptian ones whether in their general crescent- 
shape or in their decoration. Among these crescent-shaped 
earrings is one which has a relatively large hollow cavity which 
was probably used to put perfume in.^ The earring is decorated 
with delicate floral branches, in addition to a band of semi­
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circular protrusions which are also similar to the Iranian and 
Egyptian earrings belonging to the period from the 4th-6th/10th- 
12th C. We can date the Iraqi earrings at about the same time.^ 
Crescent-shaped earrings, of course, are not the only ones to be 
found in museums and in private collections. There are three 
gold earrings in the IM which were discovered in Qara Tabba in 
al-Ta'mim City. Each one comprises a relatively large ring to 
which are attached two pendants. Each pendant has a metal wire 
which is in between a medium-sized pearl, then a piece of lapis 
lazuli (azure), and then a little piece of gold.7  ^ There is an 
earring similar to those which were found in the Fustat 
excavations and are now in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo.^ 
These three Iraqi earrings, from the point of view of shape and 
moulding, resemble the gold earring which was discovered in the 
Fustat excavations. However, the three Iraqi earrings cannot be 
later than the cAbbasid era.^ ®
The most common jewellery discovered on our site were finger 
rings (nos. 2-9, figs. 36b-s, Pl.LX). These may be divided into 
the following two categories: (1) those with settings for glass
or a stone, and (2 ) plain rings neither with bezels or settings. 
Although a wide variety of different forms appears within each 
major category, most are not distinctive or common enough to 
arrange them in a specific sub-type. Of the first category, 
three finger-rings came to light. No. 2 (fig. 34b, Pl.LIXb) was
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made of silver and has a circular stone setting of which the 
stone is missing. The other two are similar to no. 2 but made of 
bronze. No. 3 has a yellow stone whilst no. 4 has its stone 
missing. The ring with a yellow stone gives us an indication 
that during this period different coloured stones were used in 
the rings. Stones of particular shapes and colours were possibly 
used for their attractiveness, a religious purpose or gave 
protection against specific illnesses. Of the second category, 
five rings were found consisting of bronze and copper. There 
were four complete (nos. 5-8) and one fragment (no. 9). These 
plain rings were of different shapes and sizes; both thick and 
thin, their diameters ranging from 1-2.5 cms. They are all 
undecorated. These rings thus provide us with some examples of 
the different types of rings that were produced in this period.
Al-Washa1 gives some descriptions of these different types,
saying that the Zurafa (s. zarif, which means "jester”) adorned
their fingers with silver and al-Mutawakiliyya rings.^ They did
80not use gold rings. He adds that rings or stones were engraved 
and decorated with calligraphy or ornaments, such as verses,
O 1
proverbs, expressions and words of love. Ibn al-Jawzi stated 
that there are different types of ring-stones with different 
names i.e. mujand, minqar and jabal.82
"Both men and women decorated their rings with calli­
graphic designs. It was the jariya who engraved her rings 
with ^  ^  , "Jacfar bin Y a h y a " . ^
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According to Ibshihl,
"The caliph al-Ma'mun has a jariya whose ring was 
engraved with ^ - ^ > ('Consider my beauty' ) . " ^ 4
The poet Abu Nu was had two rings, one of them engraved with:
^  I ^  6  L- j I ^  I U &  I > \  ^  IW m l
"Ibn Hani witnesses that there is one God", the other engraved
with the following verse:
L o t h  c  I < iJ^ j_ S L £  L S  (j- <jJj j .Si.g - j  A- l 'i ‘ > ^ - 9  1. o  J s  , i  *» j  ^  '■ o i f )  I - b —’j
"My sin became great my God, OhI When I compare it with
your mercy,
I find that your mercy is greater"®^
There are several rings in the IM, some of them were bought by 
the Museum, others came from the excavations which took place at
— 8 fiWas it. Among them was a gold ring decorated with a square gold
stone engraved with J i^Ji iiU "for your favour".
There are also three gold rings, two of them similar types with 
gold circular stones decorated with small turquoise stones. 
These stones are engraved with ornaments, calligraphy, arabesque 
and palmette. There are also some silver rings in the same
O 7 _
Museum. All these rings are dated to the Abbasid period. 
Bracelets continued to be used in this period when both men and
O Q
women were wearing them. The earliest evidence for such a 
bracelet is illustrated by the wall painting of the two famous
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dancers in Samarra'. One of them is wearing a decorative, and
p q
the other, a thick plain bracelet. There are several gold and 
silver bracelets in the IM brought to light from the excavations 
which took place at the Qasr al-Macshuq (al-cAshiq) at Samarra' 
in 1966. They were found in a grave and, after cleaning, three 
pairs of wire roped bracelets could be identified.^ There were 
also two pairs of flexible silver bracelets decorated with 
palmettes. The second pair of bracelets had locks on them 
decorated with palmette and geometrical ornaments. These 
bracelets may be dated to the 3rd-4th/9th-10th C.^
Only one small copper bracelet occurs among the Tell Abu Skhayr 
finds, no. 10. It is a thick and heavy piece without any 
decoration, perhaps for a child. This is similar to one which is 
illustrated in the hand of one of the dancers of the wall 
painting.. Another similar to this one can also be seen in the 
manuscript of al-Kawakib al-thabita^^ , and Maqamat al-gariri^.
A2. Cosmetic Objects
Bronze mirrors were also produced in Iraq during this period. 
Only one fragment, (no. 11, fig. 34c), the back part of a mirror 
without any decoration, was found on this site. It is circular 
in shape and badly corroded. The art of casting bronze mirrors 
with relief decoration was mostly practised in Mosul. They were 
always disc-shaped, decorated with animals and Arabic 
inscriptions, and are attributable to the 5th/llth century
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onwards. One such example is decorated with a pair of confronted 
animals and around the edge there is a line of benedictory 
inscription bearing the name of an Artuqid governor. It is 
ascribable to the first part of the 7th/13th century.^ 4 Similar 
mirrors decorated with low relief, some of them having handles,
Q  C
were produced in Iran.
In our excavations, two complete kohl sticks were found (nos. 12- 
13), one without a head (no. 14} and three fragments (nos. 15- 
16). They are composed of copper rods, cylindrical one end and 
with heads of different shapes, sometimes with decorations in the 
centre. In length they run from 13-21 cms. with a diameter of 
0.3-0.5 cms. One (no. 12) has a rounded pointed head whilst no. 
13 (fig. 34d) terminates in a globular head. The decorated type 
has a central section which is decorated on all four sides with 
an incised design. These designs are incised single lines as on 
no. 12 or alternatively as illustrated by no. 13 and, as we can 
see on finds from other sites, they can be of geometrical forms. 
The other fragmentary examples are undecorated.
Kofrl was widely used in the Arab and Islamic world as a general 
term for eye cosmetics. It is still used today in Iraq as well 
as in other parts of the world. In ancient times, people 
believed that kohl worn around the eyes was beneficial to the 
eyesight, in addition to its use as a beauty aid. The term kofrl 
was mentioned in medieval Persian texts by many authors e.g. al-
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Qazwlni and al-Dimashqi.^
In cAbbasid times the term kafrftalr meaning "optician" or "a 
person specialising in the treatment of the eyes", sprang into 
common usage, having derived its meaning from the word kohl. 
Various Iraqi manuscripts written by Kahfralln of this time have 
come down to us. For example, Al-Tadhkira. . (The Occulist’s 
Thesaurus) written by cAlI b. cIsa at the end of the 4th/10th 
century is now in the library of the Tibb Khali in Cairo; another 
copy of this, Mukhta^ar tadhkira., was completed in Baghdad by 
cAlI b. cIsa, in the Tibb Halim {Ms. Collection, no. 27),^ 
These and other documents show that the actual development of 
Arabic medecine, particularly with regard to the eyes and kofrl 
had not taken shape before the 3rd/9th C., although prior to that 
time there had been some noteworthy beginnings.
At present, no remains of mines producing kofol have been 
discovered in Iraq. However, various Muslim authors have, in 
ancient documents, mentioned the presence of mines producing kofrl 
in other parts of the Islamic world, e.g. Al-I§takhri^ referred 
to one mine located at Isfahan, and other authors, such as Al~ 
Thacalibl^, Ibn Rusta and Al-Qazwlnlreferred to the same 
mine. It is possible that a certain amount of kofrl was imported 
from Persia to Iraq or from other countries. Another possibility 
is that kofol was mixed from different materials. In her book, 
Ruth Hawley stated that kofrl is made from the finely powdered
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sulphide of antimony mixed with rosewater, or from ash from a 
wood fire mixed with vegetable oil or ghee and scented with 
rosewater. She adds that a particular tree at Dhufar produces 
the finest kohl.-*-^
Kofol sticks were commonly found throughout the Islamic world,
e.g. at Fustat,Samarra1,*®^  Baghdad, 1®5 Hama,1®® Rayy, Siraf,
_  — 1 0  7  — —Nishapur, 7 Ghubayra' in Iran, and Madlnat Sultan in Libya.
Marshall mentioned that kohl sticks have been used in Iran since
the 4th or 3rd century B.C. whence they were probably introduced
by the Greeks. 1®8
A. Miscellaneous Objects
Iron objects were very rare in our site, with the exception of 
two objects (nos. 17 and 26); no. 26 will be discussed further 
below. They were discovered in layer III and were in a heavily- 
corroded condition. The frequency of occurrence of iron objects 
in this period is far less than in later periods. Only one 
weapon (no. 17), the blade of an iron dagger, was found broken in 
two. Since its handle is missing, it is difficult to define its 
type. Daggers of various kinds were common throughout ancient 
Iraq in the pre-Islamic period. They were made of various 
metals, e.g. one particularly fine specimen in gold was found in 
the royal cemetery at Ur, which is now in the IM in Baghdad. The 
production of daggers in Iraq has continued up to the present 
time; they are now known by the name of khanajir (s. khan jar).
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The main purpose of daggers was defence with the secondary use as 
decoration.
B. Household Objects
Pour cast bronze objects with shallow round bodies were found at
Tell Abu Skhayr (nos. 18, 67, 6 9). They stand on flat bases with
everted rims and narrow, horizontal spouts; in addition to the
spout, they are also equipped with small trefoil flanges. One of
these can be attributed to the cAbbasid period (no. 18), the
other three to the Ilkhanid period. All four are decorated
around the rims and on the sides of the flanges with punched-
dotted circles. Similar objects have been found in Egypt, and
also in Iran at Sira, Susa, Tall-i-Zohak, Rayy, Istakhar and at
Nishapur. Whilst it is difficult to date any particular object,
it is apparent that these types of vessels were common throughout
11 nthe pre-Mongol period.
Similar examples were previously dated to be pre-Islamic, since 
the decorations on some of those discovered were considered to 
represent the tree-of-life motif, flanked by confronted birds. 
This type of decoration was indeed well established in pre- 
Islamic times.^^ There are different views on the use of these 
objects. Although discovery of them is comparitively recent 
there is sufficient evidence to indicate a fairly wide 
application of these vessels. Dr. Fehervari has discovered one
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of the few early Islamic bronze objects from Egypt, which are in 
the Keir collection. He considered this piece to be a lamp and 
attributed it to the 2nd/8th or early 3rd/9th
Two vessels similar in shape to those found at Tell Abu Skhayr
were discovered in Iran. The first was found in Gurgan and the
other in Nishapur; both were described by S. Bayani as ink
mortars (murakkabdan), and ascribable to the 6th-7th/l2th-13th 
113century. J One example of this type from Iran made of bronze 
and inlaid with silver and with a spout in the shape of a bird, 
is described by Safadi as a mortar for grinding together the 
various pigments to produce ink. He dated it to the late 
6th/12th Melikian-Chirvani identified two similar objects
as indigo crucibles (vasm-e jush) originating from Khorasan and 
dating from the 5th-6th/l 1th-12th C. He claimed they were used 
to dye the hair and eyebrows in black from indigo. Presumably, 
the crucible was needed to heat the substance which was then 
poured into cosmetic jars. He also said, however, that in some 
areas of Khorasan, thick nafata was burnt in them and thus they 
were used as oil-lamps, but this was not their original
1 1 c . _ _
purpose. Four bronze objects from Nishapur were discovered by
Allan and designated as cosmetic mortars dating, probably, from 
the pre-Ilkhanid period. He wrote that the long spouts would 
enable cosmetic mixtures mixed in the small bowl to be poured 
with comparative ease into the narrow necks typical of Islamic
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cosmetic bottles. The large number of these objects which were
found all over the Islamic world could have been used for make-up
since this practice was well established in these areas. He
discounted the opinion of several scholars who suggested that
they were used as feeding bottles for infants or medical
receptacles for treating eye diseases or for nosedrops. Allan
put forward the view that it is possible that these objects were
used for cosmetics since they had spread all over from Egypt
eastwards, both in pre-Islamic and in Islamic times. He compares
the shallow bowls which were found in Persia as cosmetic utensils
but added that they showed decorations which were alien to the
Iranian world and they may have been introduced there from Egypt
1 1 fiin pre-Islamic times. The theory of cultural influence
moving from West to East is comparatively recent.
It would appear from the foregoing that the evidence for the 
original purpose of these objects was for mixing ingredients in 
small quantities and then pouring them into small containers. 
Their widespread use points to the design being very practical 
and efficient, whether for cosmetics, ink or other substances. 
It would also seem that they were probably heated to melt the 
substance inside.
At the same time, the objects were considered to be worthy of 
artistic design and their decoration indeed reveals a high level 
of craftsmanship. However, it is quite possible that, once the
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shape and design of these vessels was found to be very practical, 
further uses were made of these objects depending on the need and 
the availability of such other vessels in certain areas. In this 
context, these wares could have also been used as lamps, perhaps 
by families using them as second-hand objects.
One bronze oil-lamp (no. 18, fig. 34e) came to light. It has a
hemispherical body on a flat base and everted rim in narrow,
horizontal spout; part of the handle and the body is missing. A
wide variety of lamps were produced during the cAbbasid period
and many of these can be examined in the IM. The pottery finds
at Tell Abu Skhayr illustrated two types of these shapes (see
figs. 10b, lib). Bronze lamps were made of almost identical
shapes to those of the pottery lamps. The bronze lamp we have
excavated (no. 19, fig. 35a) belongs to type B, as we have
defined in the pottery section. It has a wide round-shaped body
with short spout on a circular flat base. A similar lamp was
also found at Nishapur, which was ascribed by Allan to the early 
117Islamic period. '
One small cast bronze spoon was discovered (no. 20). Its handle 
is missing and has no decoration. Varying types of small spoons 
have been found in different sites in Iraq. The spoon found at 
Tell Abu Skhayr is distinguished by the form of its wide bowl and 
it appears to be very similar to a number of spoons which were 
found at different sites in Iraq and attributed to the cAbbasid
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period.
Only one example of a pestle was found; this was made of cast 
bronze (no. 21, fig. 35b) with a collar in the middle. It has a 
thick band or ridge projecting from the shaft, a little higher 
than halfway up its length. This band was to prevent the person 
doing the work from hitting the edge of the mortar. A number of 
pestles has been found at many sites in Iraq^^ and also in 
Iran^^ as also in other Islamic countries.
Two small vessels in the shape of small bowls (nos. 22, 23) were 
excavated in layer VI and both of them were made of copper. The 
first one (no. 2 2 ) has a shallow, rounded body with a part of it 
missing. It is heavily corroded. The other one (no. 23, fig. 
35c), which is the smaller of the two, likewise has a rounded 
body but narrowing towards the base and has a foot-ring with a 
flat base. It is also badly corroded. A large number of these 
vessels was found in different sites in Iraq and these are now to 
be seen in Iraqi Museums in Baghdad, Basra and Mosul. None of 
these has so far been published, or even illustrated in any of 
the museum catalogues; nor have they been exhibited so far. They 
can be attributed to the cAbbasid period since they came to light 
in cAbbasid layers at various sites. Pottery vessels of 
different shapes and sizes were also found on this site and in 
other parts of the country.
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C. Fittings for Architecture or Furniture
Two objects (nos. 24, 25) were found which may have been used in 
architectural decoration or fittings for furniture. Both of them 
were made of bronze. No. 24 (fig. 35d) is a large, thick ring 
with a small hole and is undecorated. No. 25 (fig. 35e) is a 
large and complete nail with a rounded head and pointed end.
D. Unidentified Objects
There are three objects (nos. 26-28) which are catalogued here, 
the purpose of which cannot be established. No. 2 6 (fig. 35f) is 
a utensil or tool, made of iron, possibly a hoe; part of its 
handle is missing. This object is heavily corroded; it was found 
broken and has now been restored. No. 27 (fig. 35g) is an object 
in the form of two small leaves made of copper and undecorated. 
It was possibly used as a piece of decoration on an object, 
perhaps on a piece of furniture. No. 28 is a long, thin piece of 
copper, bent in shape ancjl undecorated.
CATALOGUE OF PERIOD I 
The cAbbasid Period 
( 3rd/9til to 7th/13th C. )
The following section (nos. 1-28, figs. 34-35, Pl.LIX) presents 
metalwork from layers III-V of the three seasons of excavations.
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Note: Each item within the catalogue is indicated with two
numbers, as in the case of the pottery (see p. 160-161).
(D EARRING
12092-° (41 TDB/1) (fig. 34a, Pl.LIXa)
Gold; the head contains three circular rectangles for 
pearls; in the centre of the wire there is a globular 
element which is hollow; two of the pearls remain in 
their setting.
Excavated in layer III, Test trench 
First Season 1976
(2) FINGER RING
(41a TDB/2) (fig. 34b, Pl.LIXb)
Silver, plain, with a circular stone setting; the stone 
is missing.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer III 
Second Season 1.8.1977
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FINGER RING 
12344a-c (110 TDB/3)
As above, bronze with yellow stone.
Diam: 1.7 cm.
Excavated in layer VB, Sq. 6 
Third Season 15.6.1978
FINGER RING 
12345a-c (111 TDB/3)
As above; the stone is missing.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer V, Sq. 10.
Third Season 12.6.1978
FINGER RING
12345b-c (111b TDB/3)
Bronze, plain ring made of thick wire in one integr 
piece; without head or stone.
Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer V, Sq. 10 
Third Season 15.6.1978
(6 ) FINGER RING
12344b-c (110b TDB/3)
As above; thin.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer VB, Sq. 6 
Third Season 15.6.1978
(7) FINGER RING
(41b TDB/2)
As above.
Diam: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in layer III 
Second Season 1.8.1977
(8 ) FINGER RING
(62 TDB/2)
As above; small copper ring. 
Diam: 1 cm.
Excavated in layer III 
Second Season 15.11.1977
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(9) FRAGMENT OF FINGER RING
12315c-° (80c TDB/3)
As above; copper fragment.
Excavated in layer VB, Sq. 7 
Third Season 1978
(10) BRACELET
12368-c (137 TDB/3)
Copper; thick bracelet; copper; thick and heavy piece 
without any decoration 
Diam: 13.5 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 5 
Third Season 14.6.1978
(11) FRAGMENT OF BACK PART OF A MIRROR
12281-° (43 TDB/3) (fig.34c)
Bronze; without any decoration.
Excavated in the debris of layer III, Sq. 3 
Third Season 27.4.1978
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(12) KOHL STICK 
12344d~c (llOd TDB/3)
Copper; cylindrical, thing and long ending in a pointed 
head; decorated with incised line dividing it into two 
parts; broken in two pieces.
Length: 16.5 cm.
Excavated in layer VB, Sq. 6 
Third Season 15.6.1978
(13) KOHL STICK
12324-° (89 TDB/3) (fig. 34d)
Copper, globular head; decorated with two horizontal 
incised lines and with geometrical designs.
Length: 10 cm.
Head Diam: 3 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 3 
Third Season 4.6.1978
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(14)
(15)
(16)
KOffL STICK
12344c-c (110c TDB/3)
Copper; the top is missing; no decoration.
Length: 8.3 cm.
Excavated in layer VB, Sq. 6 
Third Season 15.6.1978
FRAGMENT OF KOHL STICK 
12368b-c (137b TDB/3)
Copper with a pointed end; the head has a small hole. 
Length: 4.7 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 5 
Third Season 15.6.1978
THREE FRAGMENTS OF KOHL STICKS 
12315e-c (80e TDB/3)
Copper; all small and plain; undecorated.
Excavated in the debris of layer VB, Sq. 7 
Third Season 3.6.1978
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17) DAGGER BLADE
12282-c (44 TDB/3)
Iron broken into two parts; corroded; somewhat cleaned 
and restored.
Length: 17 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer III, Sq. 3 
Third Season 27.4.1978
18) COSMETIC MORTAR (OR LAMP)
12390-c (159 TDB/3) (Fig. 34e)
Bronze cast in one; hemispherical body on flat base and 
everted rim; narrow horizontal spout; small trefoil side 
flanges; a part of the body and the handle is missing. 
Excavated in the debris of layer VI 
Third Season 9.8.1978
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(19)
(20)
(2 1 )
OIL LAMP
12263-c- (25 TDB/3) (fig. 35a)
Bronze; wide circular-shaped body; with short spout on a 
circular flat base. The handle and a small part of the 
body are missing; undecorated.
Diam: 5.2 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer III, Sq. 4 
Third Season 1.4.1978
SMALL SPOON 
12297-° (59 TDB/3)
Copper; the handle is missing.
Diam: 3.8 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer VB, Sq. 6 
Third Season 19.5.1978
PESTLE
12274-° (36 TDB/3) (fig. 35b)
Bronze, cast, with collar in the middle.
Excavated in layer III 
Third Season 15.4.1978
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(22)
(23)
(24)
SMALL VESSEL
12325-c (90 TDB/3)
Copper; shallow, rounded body; part of the body is 
missing.
Diam: 6.5 cm.
Excavated in layer VI, Sq. 3 
Third Season 7.6.1978
SMALL VESSEL (Bowl)
12314-° (76 TDB/3) (fig. 35c)
Copper; small bowl with wide rim tapering to flat in the 
base.
Ht: 2.5 cm.
Mouth Diam: 5 cm.
Base Diam: 1.8 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer VA, Sq. 1 
Third Season 27.5,. 1978
LARGE RING
12315d-c (80d TDB/3) (fig. 35d)
Bronze,thick; with a small hole.
Excavated in the debris of layer VB, Sq. 7 
Third Season 3.6.1978
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(25)
(26)
(27)
NAIL
(75 TDB/3) (fig. 35e)
Bronze, complete; large nail with rounded head; bronze; 
complete.
Length: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer VA, Sq. 1 
Third Season 27.5.1978
UTENSIL OR TOOL
12270-° (32 TDB/3) (fig. 35f)
Iron, perhaps hoe with handle; part of the handle is 
missing; badly corroded; restored.
Length: 14.5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer III, Sq. 3 
Third Season 4.4.1978
TWO LEAVES
12315a-° (80a TDB/3) (fig.35g)
Copper; two leaves, small, joined together; undecorated. 
Excavated in the debris of layer VB, Sq. 7 
Third Season 28.5.1978
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(28) PIECE OF COPPER
12315b-c (80b TDB/3)
Copper; thin, long and bent in shape. 
Excavated in the debris of layer VB, Sq. 7 
Third Season 1.6.1978
PERIOD II
The Ilkhanid Period 
(Late 7th/13th to mid-8th/14th C.)
(Nos. 29-120)
The metal objects which can be attributed to this period were 
excavated in layers I and II. As has already been mentioned, 
they make up the largest group of the metal finds. These objects 
were made of copper, bronze, iron, silver, gold and two 
irregularly-shaped pieces of lead. In total, there were some 92 
pieces and they can be classified into the following categories:
A. Personal Objects
Al. Jewellery: one earring, rings, bracelets, decorated pendants, 
amulette, seal
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A2. Cosmetic Objects: one mirror-back, kofrl sticks, cosmetic box, 
cosmetic mortars
B. Household Objects
Lamps, spoons, knives, tray, mortar, vessel lids, 
candlestick, bowls, kitchen utensil, ladle, scythe handle, 
horse-shoes, scale handle
C. Fittings for Architecture, Furniture and Other Objects 
Rings, chains, nails, hinge, handles, door knocker, 
leg/handle, bells
D . Unidentified Objects
Small wire, beads, button, circular-shaped object, animal leg 
object, palmette or rosetta, fragment of objects.
A. Personal Objects
Al- Jewellery
The ancient techniques and traditional styles of jewellery 
manufacture which were used in the cAbbasid period and before 
continued without any interruption during this period. Our 
excavations revealed one earring, twenty-six finger rings, five 
bracelets and three fragments, two pendants, one amulet and one 
seal ring. The gold earring (no. 29, fig. 36a) is crescent­
shaped with a series of small dots framing it; wide, fine 
scrollwork is made of the gold wire. This crescent shape, hilal, 
was very popular throughout ancient times. Ackerman believed
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that this shape was used in earrings since the second milennium
B.C., possibly because the shape naturally fits the ear lobe.^^
Ross stated that this crescent shape was an ancient sign against
1 7 1  . ■the Evil Eye, whilst Rice said that similar objects of this
shape were used during the Byzantine period. These Byzantine
■j 9 o
finds can be attributed to the 6th or 7th century A.D. During
the Islamic period, it became the symbol of Islam itself. This 
shape represents the waxing of the moon between new and full moon 
and welcomes in each new month of the hijra, the Islamic year. 
The crescent continues to be the most popular motif in Islamic 
jewellery. Different moon shapes were also represented during 
the Islamic periods in the various fields of art, most 
particularly in the field of metalwork. Earrings were mentioned 
by pre-Islamic and Islamic poets in their verses. For example, 
the Sufi poet Shamim al-Hilli, who died in 701/1301 at Mosul, 
compared the narcissus with earrings in one verse of his:
J3I   > I I ^ *‘i 1 1 'jS i i ^ _ ■ I Ai ai j B 11 y i \ I
"As if one were looking at narcissus flowers which 
captivate the eyes, and which are like earrings of gold 
studded with pearls."123
Crescent-shaped earrings were discovered in the Fustat 
excavations in Egypt, these being attributed to the Fatimid 
period. Similar earrings were also found in Iran which are
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attributed to the 5th-7th/l lth-13th C. ^ 25 One of these is now in
1 ? 6the Metropolitan Museum. There are, in addition, two earrings 
in the IM which are similar to those excavated in our site. Mrs. 
Al-cAli attributed them to the 4th-6th/10th-12th C.^ 2^
Among the jewellery finds were twenty-six finger rings (nos. 20- 
49, figs. 36b-9, Pl.LX) of several different types. These can be 
divided into four major groups:
(1 ) rings with a setting for a glass or a stone; of this 
group seven rings were found (nos. 30-36). No. 30 (fig. 
36b) was made of silver with a round shape, and circular 
set for a stone on the top, which is now missing, 
decorated with simple incised lines. The other six were 
made of bronze. No. 31 (fig. 36c;Pl.LXa) is a thick ring 
and has an oval shape with a round setting inside of 
which is a red glass. Nos. 32-36 are similar to no. 31 
but their stones are missing. These rings are generally 
known in Arabic as khawatim (s.khatim).
(2) rings with bezels but without settings. One ring 
belonging to this group came to light; made of bronze, 
with a round shape and an integral oval bezel, decorated 
with simple incised lines.
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(3) rings with a round shape in two coils ending in knots.
One example of this group (no. 38, fig. 36g, Pl.LXf) made 
of bronze appeared from the excavations.
(4) plain rings with neither bezels nor settings. This type 
of ring is known in Arabic by the name of hal aq 
(s.halaqa). The excavations revealed thirteen specimens 
of this group, nos. 39-49, all made of bronze and of a 
round shape, their diameters ranging from 1.7-2.6 cms. 
Some of them were decorated with simple incised lines.
Different types of bracelets were also recovered from the site 
(nos. 50-55). Among them was one large complete bracelet, no. 
50, made of bronze in an open circle, undecorated and broken into 
two parts. There were also four small bracelets (nos. 51 and 
52). The first two were made of copper with open ends with a 
small part of each missing. The other two (no. 52) were made of 
bronze in a circular shape. Parts of a further five bracelets 
were also found on this site. They were all made of bronze and 
undecorated. They were very simply made and none of them had a 
distinguishing feature.
Two pendants (no. 56, fig. 37a) came to light from the debris of 
layer I, sq. 10. Both were of identical design, made of copper 
and inlaid with straight lines and scrolls of silver. They were 
of an almond-shape with an eye on the top and were possibly used
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as a decoration on a lady's scarf. They are of an unusual type 
and can be considered quite rare.
The manufacture of this kind of jewellery indicates that it was
made in different ways, such as chasing, engraving, filigree and
granulation.
Thus it is apparent from our examination of the two pendants 
found in our excavations that the use of the inlaid technique was 
continued in this period. Inlay is usually known in Arabic as 
tafblq and in Persian as takfIt. The historian Taymu stated: 
"The Arabs did not know the word takf It; instead they used other 
words which differed according to the period and the country. 
Among such words are talbls, tarslb, tanzl1. The most correct 
word, according to the Arabs, during the cAbbasid era, was
r  1 n o  ^
tatbiq. But takf it was known to the Arabs. The Arab-
Egyptian historian al-Maqrlzi says:
r t o  SI li i  ■ 1*^ *1 V ^  i * y.o ^ — > I ^  I A - f p  w i l . "  i - iQ llU JkS J I j  o  C
"The work of takfIt is the inlaying of copper vessels
with gold and silver.
The craftsman or the inlayer who performs this work is called in
kuftl. A number of poets have written and
described the work of the inlayer. One of them says:
(jr—'' .lul
■*>> 9 \^mC ■
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"I have fallen in love with a handsome inlayer, And can 
find no escape from his love;
When he works inlaying iron, It is as if his work is like
the moon lighting up the dark."
Another poet says:
I 1 " I j  1 II i J l J L i  j  ^ I  si II rt lu  ^  i '*■ /!  .-v"* £ L 1 j |  ^ "• a I 1
L o  I ! :-o-c I rt 9 < j - L e  -la_j^g£JI .i_o
"Oh my God, I have lost my heart to an inlayer, In spite 
of the people who blame me for this;
As he inlays the iron with a thread (of silver or gold),
It seems to me his work is like the moon lighting up the 
darkness."130
Inlay is the ornamentation of the original metal with another 
more precious metal of a different colour. For example, there is 
copper inlaid with gold or silver or with both metals; or bronze 
inlaid with silver; or copper inlaid with brass and vice versa.
From the practical point of view, inlay means engraving 
decoration and designs on the surface of the metals to be 
decorated, by means of a special, sharp tool. The gaps for the 
designs and patterns are then filled with another metal. The 
inlaid metal is usually a more precious material than the 
original and different in colour so as to give the required 
effect, namely to bring out the designs and decorations through a 
colour that differs from that of the original metal of the 
vessel. Sometimes the design was chiselled in low relief or 
engraved by means of a rowel, and a strand or thread of gold, 
silver or copper was placed within the narrow incisions or
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grooves. On other occasions, this method was employed to incise 
on a large surface with the utmost delicacy and precision. The 
raised borders and edges were beaten and hammered down so as to 
secure this inlay of precious metal or the copper. A special 
tool with a needle-like point was used for this kind of inlay to 
obtain such fine details, to such an extent that it is possible 
to see details such as the folds of a garment, or the feather of 
an animal or a bird. It seems that all schools of art used the 
same materials.
Metal objects which were discovered in Iraq and which can be 
considered of Iraqi provenance and which can be attributed to the 
seventh/thirteenth century are extremely rare. There are only 
two such objects which have survived from this period. The first 
one is a helmet which was discovered in the cImadiya village at
1 o T
Arbll town. It measured 29 cm. in height with a base diameter 
of 23 cm; from the rim hung iron chains to protect the neck and 
shoulder. The helmet is bell-shaped, made by the casting 
technique. The top of the helmet is spiky which is made from 
iron; at the base there are two holes for the eyes (3 cm. in 
height and 13 cm. in length). There is a little piece of metal 
(a crest) attached to the front part of the helmet through a 
special ring. This piece of metal or crest is 10.4 cm. in 
length, rectangular in shape at the bottom and circular in shape 
in the middle, and on the upper part of it there are three lobes
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in shape; this crest is decorated with arabesques and Arabic 
naskhi inscription. Most of these decorations have fallen off 
and only one word can be deciphered: 0 T l j JI "al-Qa'an".
At the lower edge of the helmet there are seven button holes 
(loops) used for fixing the chain mail (coat mail) to protect the 
body and the neck. This helmet is decorated with ornaments and 
an inscription on the upper part with an Arabic naskhi band with 
arabesques and geometrical designs. This inscription band is 
between two twisted lines running around the shoulder of the 
helmet 2 cm. in size, inlaid with copper and silver, most of the 
inlay having fallen out. The inscription reads:
|Q    ill l i U L o  p t v . o  II (jl— S L S -  p h  C  )j I ^ _.._o I j^ja^oJI
"The Mu'Iif, the lord, the greatest prince, the exalted 
Khaqan, the master who curbs (the neck of the) nations."
The middle part of it is decorated with arabesques and plants but 
most of this ornament has dropped off. In the lower part of it 
there is a band of Arabic naskhi inscription inlaid with silver? 
most of the inlay has f.allen out and the calligraphy has become 
very difficult to read, except for the words:
..... ^ I k I— I (j , , —  l ^ o J I  ........ pJa.c )j I
"The greatest . . . .  the lord . . . .the Sultan . . . ."
Most of our metal finds, however, were not inlaid but were 
decorated with incised or engraved designs. Some of them were 
cast e.g. an amulette (no. 57, fig. 37b, Pl.LXI) which came to
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light in our excavations in 1976. It is made of bronze and has a 
square shape with the top side narrowing to a small convex piece 
to which is attached a ring used for hanging. This piece is 
decorated with incised pseudo-kufic inscriptions in four bands. 
The inscription cannot be read but the letters can be identified 
as magical symbols. A disc-shaped amulette, similarly decorated 
with pseudo-writing (a common feature of 3rd-4th/9th-10th century 
objects), was also discovered during the Metropolitan Museum 
excavations at Nishapur.^^^ As was usually the case with 
amulettes and magical bowls, their instructions were intelligible 
only to a few selected people, namely, those who made them and 
those who used them. Thus, it is not surprising that we are 
unable to provide a reading for this object.
Amulettes played an important role in the lives of people in Iraq 
as also in other parts of the world and their usage goes back 
thousands of years. They were made of different types of metal 
and from the early times human beings seem to have recognised a 
need for them in order to fortify their superstitions and to 
protect themselves against evils which might befall them and 
which they did not understand. Amulettes formed a part of their 
magic armoury. During the Islamic era, people also continued to 
believe in them as a protection from the evil eye. Indeed, today 
in Iraq and in other Arab and Islamic c o u n t r i e s w e  find 
amulettes worn on elaborate necklaces, probably worn primarily to
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ward off illness and to protect the wearer, or merely for 
decoration. The amulette discovered in our excavations may have 
been used as a charm, or for some mystical purpose.
During this period, the production of seals was also practised. 
One seal ring (no. 58, fig. 37c, Pl.LXII) made of silver was 
found in layer I of our excavations. It was of plain design, 
thick and with a rectangular head, decorated with remains of 
protruding naskhi inscriptions with only one word decipherable:
. .♦  Jl Hagl Seals have been produced in Iraq since
ancient times. Hundreds of thousands were found in several 
locations during different periods of the country's history. 
Some of them were made of pottery, others of metal. Seals of a 
similar type to no. 58 are still in use in Iraq, particularly by 
illiterate people.
A2, Cosmetic Objects
Mirrors continued to be manufactured in this period. The back of 
a cast bronze mirror (no. 59, fig. 37d) was recovered from our 
excavations. It has a disc shape with a slight projection at the 
centre with a handle attached. The metal is very heavily 
corroded. Other types of mirrors were also produced in this 
period. They were cast in low relief and were usually disc­
shaped. They were gripped by means of a ring passing through a 
protruding knob in the centre of the decorated face. The oldest 
Iraqi mirror is of bronze (Diam: 18 cra. ) . ^ 4 The ornament of
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some of these mirrors is often remarkable for the way in which it 
is fitted to the knob of the circle. The designs follow the same 
general principles of decoration as those on platters, but 
because of the smaller area, the central medallion becomes the 
main part of the decoration. Benedictory inscriptions are 
usually omitted from here. The decorated face, i.e. the back, is 
divided into three circles. The first circle is decorated with 
arabesques half palmettes. The second and third circles are 
linked to each other. The edge of the second circle ends in the 
circle shape situated in the third circle. This second circle is 
decorated with friezes of running animals with plant background. 
The third circle consists of twelve small circles. These circles 
consist of zodiacs with their planets. The decorations of this 
mirror are similar to other mirrors which are now in the Louvre 
Museum, the Metropolitan Museum and in the Islamic Art Museum in 
Cairo. The Cairo Museum piece is similar and is dated 584/1153.
T/'VWvu t S Cl Pf-T> 1 1
drtf is decorated with the same ornaments. Around the edge of the 
reflecting surface of the mirror face are two lines of naskhi 
inscription consisting of two Qur'anic verses and a benedictory 
inscription. The first line reads:
) A-J j> ,i5> \.o L-o j a Ul p hi /
p “■ t‘ L^-JuauuuJI
♦ j r~‘ IU^  ... II )
"In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful and may 
Allah cease the pain from your side. And to Him
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belongeth all that dwelleth (or lurketh) in the Night
and the Day. For He is the One who heareth and knoweth I is _all things. J In the name of Allah the Beneficent the
Merciful, again turn thy vision a second time: (thy)
vision will come back to thee dull and discomfited, in a
state worn outl,J-JD
The second band reads:
i \  i L i  i o f  L oimi ) l I d vAJb
"These names were inscribed for good fortune (lucky star) 
in the year 675/1275."
This second line is divided by two figures of standing persons, 
each one extending his right hand pointing to one side, and the 
left hand placed on his chest, and there is a halo around the 
face.
Five kohl sticks (nos. 60-64) were found at Tell Abu Skhayr.
They are all made of copper and are similar to those which were
1 7  7attributed to period I. J The kohl sticks of period II, 
however, have different shapes. Two of these are complete (nos. 
60, 62, fig. 37e, f) and the other three are incomplete with 
their heads missing. No. 60 has a head which is of a conical 
shape and its neck is decorated with three collars. The head of 
no. 61 is missing; it is slightly bent in the middle and its 
centre is decorated with geometrical designs of squares and dots. 
No. 62 has a triangular-shaped head and the neck is decorated 
with two incised lines. No. 63 is similar to no. 62, but the 
head is missing. Only half of no. 64 (fig. 37g) remains and is 
undecorated.
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One item (no. 65, fig. 37h, Pls.LXIII, LXXXIIc) which can be 
considered unique in this excavation and also in others is a 
small circular box of thin copper. The box is equipped with a 
conical lid, while the small box itself has a somewhat rounded 
base. Neither the lid nor the body has any decoration. Although 
cosmetic boxes were discovered in other excavations, none of 
them, as far as I am aware, were made of copper in this shape.
B. Household Objects
Amongst the finds there were three objects of a type which has 
already been mentioned above (nos. 67-6 9). As I have pointed 
out, these were sometimes identified as lamps, and also as 
cosmetic mortars. They were continuously produced over many 
centuries, certainly between the 5th/llth to the 8th/14th C. All 
of these were made of cast bronze with hemispherical bodies on 
flat bases with everted rims and narrow horizontal spouts. They 
had small trefoil side flanges and were decorated around the rims 
and on the side flanges with punched dotted circles. The handle 
and a small part of the basin of no. 67 (fig. 38b, Pls.LXV, 
LXXXIIb) were broken. The handle and one side of no. 68 were 
missing. Only the handle of no. 69 was missing.
Three bronze oil-lamps, each one representing a different type, 
were excavated from the top layer. The first type (no. 70, fig. 
38c, Pls.LXVI, LXVIIa) has seven wick-rests on a flat high
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circular base. The handle ends with a circle surmounted by the 
form of an unidentifiable animal-head, perhaps that of a lioness. 
The inside surface of the bowl is decorated with incised circular 
lines and in the centre there is a punched dotted circle 
decorated with small incised lines. This type of lamp has been 
widely used from ancient times in many Islamic countries and its 
usage has continued throughout the Islamic period. One identical 
lamp was found in Palestine and was attributed to the 2nd century 
A.D. 138
Of the second type, one cast bronze oil lamp (no. 71, fig. 39a), 
came to light. It has a rounded body with open projecting spout 
of a triangular profile. The body has a small central circular 
opening with a low rim. On the small ring handle is a diagonally 
projecting thumb-piece in a triangular leaf shape. The circular 
opening is decorated with two incised lines, whilst the area 
between the spout and the opening is decorated with four small 
circles. Five punched-dotted circles decorate the thumb-piece. 
Four similar lamps of this type were found in Nishapur. 338 Of 
the third type, one lamp (no. 72, fig. 39b) was discovered. It 
has a rounded open pear-shaped body with a slightly thickened rim 
and a flat handle ending in a circular shape on a small circular 
base, without any decoration. A similar lamp was also found in 
our excavations and that was attributed to period I (see above). 
Another example of this type was discovered in Nishapur. i 4 8
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One small bowl of a spoon without a handle, (no. 73), and a spoon 
handle, (no. 74, fig. 39c, Pl.LXVIIb), came to light. Both were 
made in copper. The latter is a long wide flat handle with a 
trefoil-shaped end of three lobes and a small round circle in the 
centre.
The general definition of knives is as one-edged cutting 
instruments and they serve various functions, i.e. as 
agricultural and cutting tools, domestic utensils and also as 
weapons. In total, four iron knives (nos. 75-78) were found at 
Tell Abu Skhayr and these can be attributed to period II. They 
were all in a badly corroded state which makes it difficult to 
identify their primary function. All the handles were missing 
which, perhaps, had been made of wood. No. 75 (fig. 40A, 
Pl.LXVIIIa) is the iron blade of a knife which is curved on one 
side towards the point whilst no. 76 (fig. 4 0b, Pl.LXVIIIb) was 
found broken into two parts with its tip missing. Example no. 77 
is similar to no. 76; they both were restored in the laboratory 
of the IM. The fourth and largest knife (no. 78, fig. 40c, 
Pl.LXVIIIc) is long and wide, heavily encrusted, corroded and 
cracked with the tips at both ends missing.
One small round copper tray (no. 79, fig. 41a, Pl.LXIX) was also 
recovered in our excavations. It is decorated with a series of 
convex grooves and has an everted flat rim. When discovered, it 
was in a bad condition and broken into several pieces. Later on,
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it was restored in the laboratory of the IM. These types of tray 
were produced in pre-Islamic times, both in Iraq and Persia, but 
they gained greater importance during the Seljuq and post-Seljuq 
periods.
One well-preserved bronze mortar {no. 80, fig. 41b, Pl.LXX) was 
found. It has a cylindrical body with a slightly flanged base 
and everted flat rim. The outside of the body is decorated with 
incised lines in six bands. There are two sets of three punched 
dotted circles in the middle bank of the body, and in the upper 
and narrower band there are six similar circles. The rim is 
decorated in a similar manner. Mortars were used for various 
purposes, such as for pounding spices in the kitchen or for 
preparing medecine. In one of the miniatures of Dioscorides 
Materia Medica a physician is shown using a mortar for preparing 
medecine. This manuscript is dated 619/1222 and was previously 
in the possession of the late Dr. F. R. Martin. ^
Two lids of vessels (nos. 81 and 82) were also excavated. No. 81 
is complete and it is of a round shape, made of bronze, with a 
small ring attached in the middle for lifting. The other one 
(no. 82, fig. 41c) is an incomplete bronze lid with a handle.
One small candlestick, no. 83 (fig. 41d, Pls.LXXI, LXXXIIa) was 
likewise discovered. It has a cylindrical body with a collar 
near the base and two other collars near the top. Candlesticks 
were very popular and essential equipment in those days. From
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early times, they were among the most important objects to be 
cast either in precious metal or in bronze and they have 
attracted the attention and the skill of craftsmen. They were 
used both in the home and in mosques.
Prom the 6th-8th/12th-14th C. different types of candlesticks 
have survived. The Egyptian candlesticks, judging from the 
specimens excavated t h e r e , w e r e  squat, stoutly built and 
engraved, not pierced. In Persia and Iraq, they were taller, 
more upright, and of lighter texture. The shaft, which was 
either cylindrical or prismatic, was placed between two vase­
shaped bulbs.'1' ^
Five bowls (nos. 84-88) were found in our excavations. These can 
be divided into four different categories. No. 84 (fig. 42a, 
Pl.LXXII) and no. 85 (fig. 42b) are similar in shape. They are 
both made of cast brass with a rounded body and thick vertical 
rim. The sides of no. 84 are decorated with a naskhi 
inscription, a ducaf interrupted by six roundels. Each roundel 
contains a whirling arabesque. Below this band there are six 
half palmettes engraved. The inscription reads:
. pjl_____________uJ) JL-Jillj* ^ o^bJ)
"Lasting glory, increasing life and great prosperity."
The sides of bowl no. 85 are decorated with animals and 
arabesques on a black background (niello). This material is a
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mixture of metallic sulphides fused as an inlay into gold or 
1 4 Ssilver work. Niello decoration appears on a number of silver 
objects dating from the 3rd/9th - 4th/10th c e n t u r y . I n  later 
times, niello was also used on brass where it may have been a 
mastic rather than true ni e l l o . N u m e r o u s bowls similar to 
this type were found in Islamic countries, particularly in Iran. 
Melikian-Chirvani and Allan attributed them to the Fars 
school.
Of the second category, one bowl was found - bowl no. 8 6c (fig. 
42c, Pl.LXXIIIa). It was made of cast copper and decorated with 
engraved design. Pieces of it were missing and cracks were 
caused by careless use at an earlier date. The bowl has a narrow 
bottom with very slightly concave sides and a rounded base. The 
rim is everted with a flat upper edge and the sides are decorated 
with long lines running around the body. Among the vertical 
lines are a series of short horizontal lines. Three bowls of 
this type were attributed to the 7th/13th C. by Melikian- 
Chirvani. He stated that they belonged to the Khorasan 
School 4 ^
Bowl no. 87 (fig. 43a, Pl.LXXIIIb) falls into the third category. 
It was made of copper with walls that curve gradually upward 
before rising at a steeper angle and bending very slightly over 
the inner surface. It was badly corroded with a large piece 
missing. Bowl no. 88 (fig. 43b) is representative of category
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four. It is made of copper and has a tall vertical foot which 
widens slightly as it rises from its flat bottom. The flaring 
sides rise at a steep angle to the wide flat rim; it is decorated 
with two lines at the top and two parallel lines at the bottom 
near the base. One similar base appears in Melikian-Chirvani's 
book and is attributed to Khorasan to the early 7th/13th
From the 7th/13th century onwards, bowls of the same type as 
aforementioned were engraved and inlaid with silver and gold.^^
These types of bowl continued to be produced in the late Ilkhanid
— . l spand early Timund periods.
Two kitchen utensils, no. 89 (fig. 44a; Pls.LXXIVa, LXXVd) and 
no. 90 (fig. 44b, Pl.LXXVb) came to light. The first one has a 
flat circular shape and only a small part of the handle remains. 
It is heavily corroded. The second one is a copper ladle with a 
round bowl and a long flat handle; this is also heavily corroded.
One iron scythe (no. 91) was found in layer II and can be 
attributed to period II. It has a crescent-shaped blade with a 
small handle. It was found in two pieces and has been restoi^d. 
It is heavily corroded. A similar scythe fragment was excavated 
at Ghubayra’ and it also dates from the Ilkhanid period (ref :GH74- 
398). Another example of this type of scythe is illustrated in a 
miniature in Kitab al-diryaq.^ ^^
One complete horseshoe (no. 92, fig. 44c, Pl.LXXIVb) and half of
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one (no. 93, fig. 44d, Pl.LXXIVc) were excavated in layer I. 
These horseshoes were made of iron with holes for the nails. 
No. 92 was found in two pieces originally and has now been 
restored. Both of them are heavily corroded. Others similar to 
this type were found throughout Islamic countries.
The handle of a scale (no. 6 6 , fig. 38a, Pl.LXIV) made of bronze 
was excavated in layer I. It is a remarkable and extremely rare 
find. One end has a moving ring to hold the scale; the other end 
finishes in a small dome with three tiny lobes; here a cross­
piece is attached which can move up and down and which, on top, 
ends in dragons' heads. The vertical part is decorated below 
with slanting incised lines. The cross-piece in the centre has a 
series of vertical grooves. The dragons' heads may reveal Far 
Eastern influence, in this case, Mongolian. This feature was 
widely practised in all different fields of the arts. There is 
one illustrated miniature of a manuscript of Ibn Bakhtishu's 
Manafic al-hayawan dated 695/1295 showing St. George and the 
Dragon.^^5 Another example depicting this ornament is
illustrated by a star-shaped basin dated Mu^iarram 720/1320 
A complete scale of this type is featured in a miniature (of a 
shop and the library at Halwan) from the "Schefer" Manuscript of 
al-Harirl dated 634/1237 C. and this is attributed to the 
cAbbasid school.
C- Fittings for Architecture of Furniture
Small objects of various fittings for architecture, furniture and
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other purposes were also discovered and can be attributed to
period II. Amongst these were six large rings, no. 94 (fig. 45a)
and no. 95 (fig. 45b, Pl.LXXVc). No. 94 is an undecorated copper
ring. The other five are all made of iron and are of varying
sizes. Their diameters range from .4 to 5.2 cms; their thickness
ranges from 1 to 6 mms. All are heavily corroded. There is one
small iron linked chain (no. 96) which was discovered, also
heavily corroded. Nine complete and fragmentary iron nails, no
97 (fig. 45c, Pl.LXXVa) came to light from layer I. All are
badly corroded and have rounded section heads. They are of
differing sizes and their length ranges from 7.8 to 15 cms; their
head diameter is about 3 to 4 cms. The thickness ranges from 6
to 8 cms. Nails of this type were found in different periods.
It is not possible to catalogue separately the nails and rings
found at Tell Abu Skhayr due to their bad state of preservation.
Similar nails, attributable to the Ilkhanid period, were found at 
— IRQWasit in Iraq 3 and in different sites in Iran, particularly at 
Ghubayra’.-*-^  One hinged piece, no. 98 (fig. 45d, Pl.LXXVIa), 
made of bronze, and probably belonging to a wooden object, 
appeared from our excavations. One side has rectangular shape; 
the other is pointed with three lobes with holes for nails. Two 
handles belonging to bronze objects, each one representative of 
one type, no. 99 (fig. 45e, Pl.LXXVIb) and no. 100 (fig. 45f, 
Pl.LXXVIIa) also came to light. No. 99 is made of bronze with a 
rounded rectangular section with plain ends and broken on one
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end. Handles of a variety of forms were excavated in Iraq and at
t —  —  1 fi 1Nishapur in Iran. Of the second type, no. 100 is also made of 
bronze, in the shape of two circular contrasting discs, possibly 
used as an oil lamp handle. This handle is similar to that of an
oil lamp no.70, Pl.LXVI, described on pages 342-43.
Among the finds was one small bronze door knocker, no. 101 (fig. 
45g, Pl.LXXVIIb) in the shape of a lion's head. The bronze 
object, no. 102, was perhaps the handle of an object. Handles or 
feet in the form of lions' heads of a similar type to no. 101 
were excavated at Ghubayra’ in Iran.
Two types of bells, nos. 103-106, were found on our site. No.
103 (fig. 46b, Pl.LXXVIII) falls within the first group. It is
made of cast bronze with conical straight solids, open at the top 
and bottom with the small lobe at the apex; it is plain, save for 
incised lines around the top and the base and the clapper is 
missing. Examples of this type of bell were found on sites in 
Assyria and Syria, occupied in the eighth and seventh centuries 
B.C., and can be seen on contemporary Neo-Assyrian palace reliefs 
and on pendants on horse collars. A few examples are attributed 
to Luristan but, as Moorey states, they may well also occur 
further north where Assyrian military activity was more
I r o
common. This type of bell continued to be produced during the 
Islamic p e r i o d . O n e  such bell bearing the date 701/1301 is
1 cc
preserved m  the Berne Museum. J Accordingly, we can attribute
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our bell to the same period.
Of the second type, three bells came to light, nos. 104-106. 
These have rounded bodies and differ not only in shape but also 
in structure from the previous group. They are all made of 
bronze with ball-shaped bodies with a split opening in the lower 
body. The ring handle is aligned with the split. No. 104 (fig. 
46c, Pl.LXXIXa) is decorated in relief lines and its clapper is 
missing. A tiny part of no. 105 (fig. 46d, Pl.LXXIXb, c) is 
cracked but the clapper is still in the bell. No. 106 is in good 
condition. Similar bells to these were found in different sites 
in Iraq-^^, in and also in Iran, in the sites at Rayy,
Istakhr, Srraf, Banbhore, Kalai and Nishapur^^ as well as at 
Ghubayra.^^ The bells found at Tell Abu Skhayr are all small 
and all have loops at the top for suspension. These examples may 
have been used to hang around the necks of animals such as sheep 
and goats.
D. Unidentified Objects
Twenty-two objects (nos. 107-120) are catalogued here as
unidentified objects and of uncertain use. No. 107 (fig. 46e,
Pls.LXXXI, LXXXIId) is a small bronze circular tray with punched
dotted circles in the centre of the base. No. 108 (fig. 46f) is
a small copper wire fragment. Among these objects are three 
beads, nos. 109-111. No. 109 (fig. 46g, Pl.LXXXIa) is a complete
bronze circular shape with a hole in the middle for threading.
There is a ridge around the centre. The other two beads, nos.
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110-111, are parts of large bronze beads. There is one fragment 
of a copper button, no. 112 (Pl.LXXXIb), which is heavily 
corroded. No. 113 (fig. 47a, Pls.LXXXIc, LXXXIIe) is a circular­
shaped object. No. 114 (fig. 47b) is a part of a bronze item 
resembling an animal leg. No. 115 (fig. 47c) is a half palmette 
or rosette made of copper and undecorated. There are also eight 
fragments of objects, nos. 116-118, amongst which, one, no. 116 
(fig. 47d) is a fragment of bronze irregularly-shaped with a hole 
on one side. Nos. 117 (fig. 47e) and 118 are seven fragments of 
unknown copper objects. All of these are undecorated.
The lead objects from Tell Abu Skhayr consist of four fragments, 
nos. 119, and 120. No. 119 (fig. 47f, Pls.LXXXId, LXXVe) 
consists of two fragments of irregular shape. These were found 
in the top layer. No. 120 is made up of two pieces with a disc 
shape, each one with a small round handle. All these fragments 
are undecorated.
The 150 metal objects which came to light at Tell Abu Skhayr from 
two different periods present an interesting and extremely 
informative range of objects. Since the larger ones (for 
example, the bowls) are well decorated, they indicate that there 
was, at that particular time (shortly after the Mongol 
destruction of Baghdad), high quality metalwork in Iraq and in 
particular in the neighbourhood of Baghdad. Furthermore, the 
close similarities of these pieces to those excavated at other
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sites in Iraq and in Iran from these two periods indicate that 
there was a close contact and, perhaps, even co-operation amongst 
the various metalworking centres of the °Abbasid and, later, of 
the Ilkhanid periods.
CATALOGUE OF PERIOD II
The Ilkhanid Period 
(7th/13th to mid-8th/14th C.)
The following section (nos. 29-120, figs. 36-46, Pls.LX-LXXXII) 
presents metalwork from layers I-II of the three seasons of 
excavations.
Note: this catalogue is set out as that of Period I.
(29) EARRING
12203-° (69 TDB/2) (fig. 36a)
Gold, crescent-shaped with series of small dots framing 
it; wide, fine scrollwork made of the gold wire.
Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 4.12.1977
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(30)
(31)
(32)
FINGER-RING 
(144-TDB/1) (fig. 36b)
Silver; plain, but with a circular set for a stone on the 
top; the stone is missing; decorated with simple incised 
lines.
Diam: 2.6 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
First Season 1976
FINGER-RING
12173a-c (3a TDB/2) (fig. 36c, Pl.LXa)
Bronze; round ends with stone setting, the stone missing. 
Diam: 1.7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 28.6. 1977
FINGER-RING 
(146a TDB/1)
Bronze; thin with a round stone setting; plain circular 
shape; stone missing.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
355
(33)
(34)
(35)
FINGER-RING 
12173b-c (3b TDB/2)
As above.
Diam: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I,
Second Season 28.6.1977
FINGER-RING 
12205-c (77 TDB/2)
Bronze; round ring with the stone setting missing. 
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer II,
Second Season 6.12.1977
FINGER-RING
12364a-c (133a TDB/3) (fig. 36d, Pl.LXe)
As above, with broken setting and stone missing. 
Diam: 1.10 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 15 
Third Season 15.6.78
356
(36)
(37)
(38)
FINGER-RING
12327-c (92 TDB/3) (fig. 36e)
Bronze, thick ring, oval-shaped with round stone setting? 
red glass setting; part of the ring is missing.
Diam: 2.4 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 7.6.1978
FINGER-RING
12066-° (17 TDB/1) (fig. 36f, Pl.LXe)
Bronze, plain circular ring with integral oval bezel of 
bronze; decorated with simple incised lines.
Diam: 1.9 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. 6A 
First Season 1977
FINGER-RING
(147 TDB/1) (fig. 36g, Pl.LXf)
Bronze, round ring in two coils, ending in a knot.
Diam: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq.
First Season 1976
357
(39) FINGER-RING
(146b TDB/1) (fig.36h, Pl.LXi)
Bronze; ends folded one above the other; the very ends 
missing.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq.
First Season 1976
(40) FINGER-RING
12181-c (21 TDB/2) (fig. 36i, Pl.LXb)
Bronze; plain circular in section; solid band.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 3.7.1977
358
(41) F JNGER-RINGS
12106a-g-c (105a-g TDB/1) 
Seven rings. As above.
Diams:
1 ) 2 . 1 cm.
2) 2.2 cm. (fig. 36j, Pl.LXh)
3) 2.6 cm. (fig. 36k, Pl.LXm)
4) 2.4 cm.
5) 1 . 8 cm.
6 ) 1.7 cm. (fig. 361, Pl.LXp)
7) 1.9 cm. (fig. 36m, Pl.LXo)
Excavated in layer I
First Season 14.11.1976
(42/1-4) FINGER-RINGS
12074a-d-c (31a-d TDB/1)
Four rings as above.
Diams:
1) 2.4 cm.
2 ) 2 . 2 cm.
3) 2 . 1 cm.
4 ) 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A
First Season 1976
359
(43)
(44)
(45)
FINGER-RING
12240c-c (2c TDB/3) (Pl.LXg)
As above.
Diam: 2.4 cm.
Excavated in rubble of layer II, sq. 5 
Third Season 7.3.1978
FINGER-RING
12240b-c (2b TDB/3) (Pl.LXd)
As above.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in rubble of layer II, sq. 5 
Third Season 7.3.1978
FINGER-RING
12389-c (158 TDB/3) (Pl.LXn)
As above.
Diam: 1.11 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Third Season 8.8.1978
360
(46)
(47)
(48)
FINGER-RING
12364b-c (133b TDB/3) (Pl.LXj) 
As above.
Diam: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 15 
Third Season 14.4.1978
FINGER-RING
12197-c (57 TDB/2) (Pl.LXk)
As above.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer II 
Second Season 9.11.1977
FINGER-RING
12200-c (61 TDB/2) (Pl.LXl)
As above.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 
Second Season 15.11.1977
361
(49)
(50)
(51)
FINGER-RING 
12364c-c (133c TDB/3)
As above.
Diam: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 15 
Third Season 15.4.1978
BRACELET
12353a-c (121a TDB/1)
Bronze, open circle, undecorated; broken into two parts; 
a small part is missing.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 9 
Third Season 19.6.1976
BRACELETS
12240a~c (2a TDB/3)
Copper; two small bracelets with open ends, small parts 
of each missing.
Excavated in the rubble of layer II, sq. 5 
Third Season 7.3.1978
362
(52)
(53)
(54)
BRACELETS 
12261"° (23 TDB/3)
Bronze; two small bracelets; full circles 
Diam: 4.4 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 1 
Third Season 29.3.1978, 1.4.1978
FRAGMENTARY BRACELETS 
12240c-° (2c TDB/3)
Bronze; three fragments of bracelets. 
Excavated in rubble of layer II, sq. 5 
Third Season 7.3.1978
FRAGMENTARY BRACELET 
12371d-° (140d TDB/3)
Bronze, fragment of bracelet 
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 15.6.1978
363
(55)
(56)
(57)
FRAGMENTARY BRACELET 
12267b-° (29b TDB/3)
Bronze; fragment of bracelet
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 3
Third Season 4.4.1978
PENDANTS
12373-° (142 TDB/3) (fig. 37a)
Copper; two pendants inlaid with straight silver lines 
and scrolls; almond-shaped with eye at top; perhaps used 
as a decoration on lady's scarf.
Length: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer I, sq. 10 
Third Season 31.7.1978
AMULETTE
12061-° (2 TDB/1) (fig. 37b, Pl.LXI)
Bronze, cast and engraved; square shape with top side 
narrowing to a small convex piece to which is attached a 
ring used for hanging; relief decoration, incised pseudo- 
Kufic inscription in four bands; possibly charm or magic 
use.
Length: 3.5 cm.
Width: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A2
First Season 2.8.1976
364
(58) SEAL RING
12071-° (22 TDB/2) (fig. 37c, Pl.LXII)
Silver, plain, thick in the shape of a ring; rectangular 
head decorated with remains of protruding naskhi 
inscription.
Length: 2.6 cm.
Width: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. All 
First Season 1977
(59) BACK PART OF MIRROR 
12184-° (26 TDB/2) (fig. 37d)
Bronze; cast; disc-shaped, slight projection at centre 
with handle remains still attached; undecorated; 
corroded.
Diam: 7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 5.6.1977
365
(60)
(61)
(62)
KOflL STICK
12242-° (4 TDB/3) (fig. 37e)
Copper, with a pointed end; the other end is slightly 
conical in shape; decorated around the neck with three 
collars.
Length: 13.5 cm.
Thickness: 3 mm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 6 
Third Season 7.3.1978
KOHL STICK 
12353b-° (121 TDB/3)
Bronze; slightly bent in middle; the centre has geometric 
decoration with squares and dots; the head is missing. 
Excavated in layer II, sq. 9 
Third Season 19.6.1978
KOHL STICK
12354-° (122 TDB/3) (fig. 37f)
Bronze with a pointed end; triangular-shaped head; two 
incised lines on the neck.
Length: 13.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 9
Third Season 19.6.1978
366
(63)
(64)
(65)
KOHL STICK  ■*  -
12371c-c (140c TDB/3)
Similar to no. 62; slightly less than half missing (the 
upper part).
Length; 5.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 15.6.1978
KOBL STICK
12182~c (22 TDB/2) (fig. 3 7g)
Bronze; slightly less than half missing; undecorated. 
Length; 13 cm.
Excavated in layer I.
Second Season 3.7.1977
COSMETIC BOX
(134 TDB/1) (fig. 37h, Pls.LXIII, LXXXIIc)
Copper; small circular box with lid; a flat base and a 
conical lid; undecorated.
Ht; 5.5 cm.
Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, Test trench
First Season 1976
367
(6 6) SCALE HANDLE
(136 TDB/1) (fig. 38a, Pl.LXIV)
Bronze; long scale handle; one end has a ring to hold the 
scale; the other end finishes in a small dome with three 
tiny lobes; lower part decorated with simple incised 
lines; there is a moveable cross-piece, both ends in the 
form of dragon heads.
Length: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(67) COSMETIC MORTAR (OR LAMP)
12085-c (69 TDB/1) (fig.38b, Pl.LXV, Pl.LXXXIIb)
Bronze, cast in one; hemispherical body on flat base and 
everted rim; narrow horizontal spout; small trefoil side 
flanges; handle broken; decorated around the rim and on 
the side flanges with punched circle motifs; small part 
of the bowl broken.
Ht: 2.7 cm.
Length: 12.1 cm.
Diam: 6.9 cm.
Excavated in debris of layer I
First Season 7.10.1976
368
(6 8) COSMETIC MORTAR (OR LAMP)
12393-c {163 TDB/3)
As above; handle broken; one side flange missing. 
Ht: 2.8 cm.
Length: 11 cm.
Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I 
Third Season 9.8.1978
(69) COSMETIC MORTAR (OR LAMP)
12346-c (113 TDB/3)
As above; handle missing.
Ht: 3 cm.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 17.6.1978
369
(70) LAMP
12063-c (10 TDB/1) (fig. 38c, Pls.LXVI, LXVIIa)
Bronze oil lamp with seven wick-rests; flat high circular 
base, the handle ending with a circle surmounted by the 
form of an unidentifiable animal; small circular base; 
inner surface of the bowl decorated with incised circular 
lines; handle decorated with small incised lines.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Length: 27 cm.
Diam: 26.5 cm.
Bowl diam: 14.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A9 
First Season 1976
370
(71) LAMP
12392-° (162 TDB/3) (fig. 39a)
Bronze oil lamp; cast probably in two pieces, body and 
handle; rounded body with open projecting spout of 
triangular profile; body with small central circular 
opening with low rim; small ring handle with diagonally 
projecting thumbpiece in triangular leaf shape (or spade 
shape); circular opening decorated with two incised 
lines; area between spout and opening decorated with four 
small circles; thumbpiece decorated with five punched dot 
circles.
Ht: 3.2 cm.
Length: 10.3 cm.
Diam: 4 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I 
Third Season 9.8.1978
(72) LAMP
12243-° (5 TDB/3) (fig. 39b)
Bronze; rounded and open pear-shaped body with slightly 
thickened rim; flat handle ending in circle shape; small 
circular base; undecorated 
Ht: 3 cm.
Diam: 6 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 4
Third Season 7.3.1978
371
(73)
(74)
(75)
SPOON
12267a-c (29 TDB/3)
Copper; small spoon; handle missing.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 3 
Third Season 1.4.1978
SPOON HANDLE
(151 TDB/1) (fig. 39c, Pl.LXVIIb)
Copper; long wide flat handle; trefoil-shaped end, (three 
lobes) with a small round circle in the centre.
Length: 8 . 8 cm.
Width: 0.9 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
KNIFE
(12 TDB/1) (fig,. 4 0a, Pl.LXVIIIa)
Iron blade of knife curved on one side towards the sharp 
point; badly corroded.
Length: 20 cm.
Width: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. A3
First Season 1976
372
(76)
(77)
(78)
KNIFE
(142 TDB/1) (fig. 40b, Pl.LXVIIIb)
Iron blade of knife; broken into two; badly corroded; 
missing shank; tip missing.
Length: 19 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
KNIFE
12352b-c (120 TDB/3)
Iron blade of knife; badly corroded; broken and restored. 
Length: 15 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Third Season 19.6.1978
KNIFE
(143 TDB/1) (fig. 40c, Pl.LXVIIIc)
Iron, long wide blade of knife; heavily encrusted and 
corroded; cracked with tips at both ends missing.
Length: 31 cm.
Thickness: 2 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
373
(79) TRAY
131 TDB/1) (fig. 41a, Pl.LXIX)
Copper; small round tray with series of compartments; 
badly corroded; broken into pieces and restored.
Ht: 3 cm.
Diam: 24.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
(80) MORTAR
(132 TDB/1) (fig. 41b, Pl.LXX)
Bronze; flanged rim, cylindrical body; the outside of the 
body is decorated with incised lines in six bands; there 
are two sets of three punched circles in the middle band, 
and in the upper band there are six single punched 
circles; the rim is decorated with a series of punched 
circles.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 11 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
374
(81)
(82)
(83)
LID
12321-c (86 TDB/3)
Bronze lid of vessel in a round shape; it has a small 
ring attached in the middle for lifting.
Ht: 7 mm.
Diam: 5.3 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I, sq. 10 
Third Season 3.6.1978
LID
12391-° (160 TBD/3) (fig. 41c)
Fragment of a bronze lid with handle.
Excavated in layer I 
Third Season 9.8.1978
CANDLESTICK
12072-° (13 TDB/1) (fig. 4Id, Pls.LXXI, LXXXIIa)
Bronze, small long candlestick; cylindrical body shape; 
near the case is a collar and two other collars make a 
neck near the top.
Ht: 12.8 cm.
Mouth Diam: 1.4 cm.
Base Diam: 3.4 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A2
First Season 1976
375
(84) BOWL
12196-c (53 TDB/2} (fig. 42a, Pl.LXXII)
Cast brass? rounded body and thick vertical rim; the
sides are decorated with a naskhi inscription interrupted
by six roundels; the roundels contain a whirling
arabesque; beneath are six half palmettes.
Inscription:
|a_lLuJI  ^_£.I j,JJ j . f>-------------- L l^ J I sJI
"Lasting glory, increasing life, and great prosperity." 
Ht: 7 cm.
Diam: 10 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 2.11.1977
(85) BOWL
12311-c (73 TDB/3) (fig. 42b)
Cast brass; rounded body and thick vertical rim; the 
sides are decorated with animals and arabesques on a 
black background.
Ht: 7.5 cm.
Diam: 11 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I, sq. 9
Third Season 27.5.1978
376
(8 6) BOWL
12193-c (49 TDB/2) (fig. 42c, Pl.LXXIIIa)
Copper; cast and turned with engraved decoration; pieces 
missing, cracks caused by careless use at an earlier 
date; the bowl has a narrow bottom with very slightly 
concave sides and a rounded base; an everted rim with a 
flat upper edge; the sides are decorated with long lines 
running around the body; among the vertical lines are a 
series of short horizontal lines.
Ht: 5 cm.
Diam: 10 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 5.10.1977
(87) BOWL
12194-c (50 TDB/2) (fig. 43a, Pl.LXXIIIb)
Copper; the walls gradually curve upwards before rising 
at a steeper angle and bending very slightly over the 
inner surface; heavily corroded with large piece missing. 
Ht: 6.5 cm.
Diam: 14.5 cm.
Excavated in layer II
Second Season 5.10.1977
377
(88)
(89)
(90)
BOWL
12320-° (85 TDB/3) (fig. 43b)
Copper; the tall vertical foot widens slightly as it 
rises from its flat bottom, the flaring sides rising at a 
steep angle to the flat wide rim; decorated with two 
lines at the top and two parallel lines at the bottom 
near the base.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Diam: 9 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I, sq. 10 
Third Season 3.6.1978
KITCHEN UTENSIL
(141 TDB/1) (fig. 44a, Pls.LXXIVa, LXXVd)
Iron; flat circular shape; only part of the handle 
remains; heavily corroded.
Diam: 8.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
LADLE
12388-° (157 TDB/3) (fig. 44b, Pl.LXXVb)
Copper; round bowl with long flat handle; badly corroded. 
Excavated in layer II 
Third Season 8.8.1978
378
(91)
(92)
(93)
SCYTHE HANDLE 
12352a-c (120a TDB/3)
Iron, small handle, badly corroded; crescent-shaped; 
broken into pieces and restored.
Length: 20 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 18.6.1978
HORSESHOE
(139 TDB/1) (fig. 44c, PI.LXXIVb)
Iron; with holes for nails; broken and restored.
Length: 10 cm.
Diam: 1 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
HORSESHOE
(140 TDB/1) (fig. 44d, Pl.LXXIVc)
Iron; half horseshoe.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
379
(94) RING
(76 TDB/1) (fig. 4 5a)
Copper; large circular thick ring; undecorated 
Diam: 3 cm.
Thickness: 6 mm.
Excavated in layer I 
Second Season 6.12.1977
(95) RINGS
(137 TDB/1) (fig. 45b, Pl.LXXVc)
Iron; five rings of varying sizes and thicknesses. 
Diams:
1 ) 5 .2 cm.
2) 4.8 cm.
3) 5.3 cm.
4) 3.1 cm.
5) 2.7 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
380
(96)
(97)
(98)
CHAIMS
12316-c (81 TDB/3)
Iron; small linked chains; heavily corroded.
Diam: 5 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer I, sq. 9 
Third Season 28.5.1978, 1-2.6.1978
NAILS
(138 TDB/3) (fig. 45c, Pl.LXXVa)
Iron; nine nails; heavily corroded.
Lengths: 7.8-15 cm.
Diams: 6 -8 cm.
Head Diams: 3 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1978
HINGE
(150 TDB/1) (fig. 4 5d, Pl.LXXVIa)
Bronze hinge of small box; one side has a rectangular 
shape; the other is pointed with three lobes with holes 
for nails.
Length: 4.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I
First Season 1976
381
(99)
(100)
(101)
HANDLE
(149 TDB/1) (fig. 45e, Pl.LXXVIb)
Bronze, cast; rounded rectangular section with plain 
ends; broken on one end.
Length: 6 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
HANDLE
(148 TDB/1) (fig. 45f, Pl.LXXVIIa)
Bronze; in the shape of two circular contrasting discs. 
Length: 5.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
DOOR-KNOCKER
(135 TDB/1) (fig,. 45g, Pi. LXXVIIb)
Bronze; small door-knocker in the shape of a lion’s head. 
Length: 1.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
382
(102)
(103)
(104)
LEG OR HANDLE
(60 TDB/2) (fig. 46a)
Bronze; leg or handle belonging to object.
Ht: 5 cm.
Excavated in layer II 
Second Season 15.11.1977
BELL
12073-c (25 TDB/1) (fig. 46b, Pl.LXXVIII)
Bronze; conical with tiny hole on top; the clapper is 
missing; decorated with simple incised lines.
Ht: 4.1 cm.
Diam: 3.3 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A2 
First Season 1976
BELL
12077-c (53 TDB/1) (fig. 46c, Pl.LXXIXa)
Bronze; with a ball-shaped body; split opening in lower 
body; ring handle aligned with split; decorated in relief 
lines; the clapper is missing.
Ht: 3.25 cm.
Diam: 2.2 cm.
Excavated in layer I, sq. B
First Season 1976
383
(105)
(106)
(107)
BELL
(133 TDB/1) (fig. 46d, Pl.LXXIXb, c)
Bronze; as above; the clapper is still in the bell; a 
tiny part of the bell is cracked.
Ht: 3.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
BELL
12364-c (133 TDB/3)
As above.
Excavated in layer IIr sq. 15 
Third Season 15.6.1978
TRAY
12102-° (97 TDB/1) (fig. 46e, Pls.LXXX, LXXXIId)
Bronze; small circular tray with a punched dotted circle 
in the centre of the base.
Ht: 2 cm.
Diam: 7.5 cm.
Found in spoil tip 
First season 28.10.1976
384
(108)
(109)
(110)
(111)
WIRE
12266-c (28 TDB/3) (fig. 46f)
Copper; small wire fragment.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 1 
Third Season 4.4.1978
BEAD
(26 TDB/1) (fig. 46g, Pl.LXXXIa)
Bronze; circular-shaped with hole in the middle for 
threading; ridge around centre.
Excavated in layer I, sq. A2 
First Season 1976
BEAD
12389b-c (158b TDB/3)
Bronze; part of large bead.
Excavated in layer II 
Third Season 8.8.1978
BEAD
12389c-c (158c TDB/3)
Bronze; part of large bead.
Excavated in layer II
Third Season 8.8.1978
385
(112)
(113)
(114)
BUTTON
12106h-c (105 TDB/1) (Pl.LXXXIb)
Copper; part of button; heavily corroded. 
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 14.11.1976
CIRCULAR-SHAPED OBJECT
(102 TDB/1) (fig. 47a, Pls.LXXXIc, LXXXIIe) 
Copper
Diam: 2.5 cm.
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
ANIMAL LEG OBJECT
12371a-c (140a TDB/3) (fig. 47b)
Bronze; part of item resembling animal leg. 
Length: 6.3 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 14.6.1978
386
(115)
(116)
(117)
PALMETTE OR ROSETTA
12371b-c (140b TDB/3) (fig. 47c)
Copper; half palmette or rosetta; undecorated.
Length: 10 cm.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 10 
Third Season 15.6.1978
FRAGMENT OF OBJECT
12364d-c (133 TDB/3) (fig. 47d)
Bronze; fragment of object; irregular shape with hole on 
one side; undecorated.
Excavated in layer II, sq. 15 
Third Season 15.6.1978
FRAGMENTS OF UNKNOWN OBJECTS 
12267c-c (29 TDB/3) (fig. 47e)
Copper; five fragments of irregular shape; undecorated.
Excavated in the debris of layer II, sq. 3
Third Season 4.4.1978
387
(118)
(119)
(120)
FRAGMENTS 
(83a, b TDB/2)
Copper; two pieces.
Lengths:
1 ) 6 cm.
2) 7 cm.
Excavated in the debris of layer II 
Second Season 18.12.1977
FRAGMENTS
(145 TDB/1) (fig. 47f, Pls.LXXXId, LXXVe)
Lead; two fragments of irregular shape; undecorated. 
Excavated in layer I 
First Season 1976
FRAGMENTS
(145 TDB/1) (166 TDB/3)
Lead; two pieces in the shape of discs, each one with 
small round handle; undecorated.
Excavated in the debris of layer II 
Third Season 10.8.1978
388
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The aim of this thesis has been to deal with the metalwork and 
other related objects, such as coins and pottery, which came to 
light from the three seasons of our excavations at Tell Abu 
Skhayr at al-Daura in the western part of Baghdad, Iraq. All the 
finds discovered are now stored in the IM. Each season of the 
excavation possesses its own registration book (IM 1/100, 2/100, 
3/100).
In order to identify this site, I found it necessary to study
various Muslim authors contemporaneous with the growth of the
site. I have discussed in great detail the writings of various
early authors who, I believe, have referred to this site under
the name of "Sarsar". On occasions, it was referred to as a 
• •
i
village, then again as a town, the name of a place or of a land 
whilst others referred to it as a nahr (canal) or a jisir 
(bridge). The place name Sarsar was mentioned * from the Umayyad 
period onwards until Timurid times. Beyond the Timurid period/ 
no other reference:has been discovered.
From the sources we have discussed, it appears that the mound now 
known as Tell Abu Skhayr may have possibly been part of the
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village or the land of Sarsar. From our examination of the 
excavated finds, it appears that this location was a commercial 
settlement and an agricultural centre. This village or town was 
inhabited up to the end of the Ilkhanid period when the 
inhabitants left due to some unknown reasons, although we feel 
certain that one of the principal causes for the final 
abandonment of the settlement was the floods which left only 
ruins behind.
The study of the history, geography and topography of the site 
shows that this site played an important role from the Umayyad 
times onwards until Timurid times.
Since this thesis is concerned with the finds from Tell Abu 
Skhayr i.e. coins, pottery and metalwork, it was considered to be 
useful to give details about the excavations of the three seasons 
work. It was also necessary to describe the damage to the mound 
which occurred prior to the commencement of our work and, in this 
respect, we collected information from archaelogical reports from 
1934 to 1975.
The attention of the SOAH was first drawn to this mound on 17th 
May 1976 and, as a result of this, the first expedition began its 
work on 21st July 1976, the writer being appointed as Deputy 
Director.
The second season took place between June and December 1977,
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while the third season ran from February to August 1978. In 
addition to the finds of coins, pottery, metalwork and other 
objects during these three seasons, excavations have also 
uncovered the foundations of buildings which gave us an idea of 
the plans, the materials, the architecture and the mural 
decorations of the houses, as well as the outline of lanes and 
alleys. The majority of the finds originated from the First 
Season. The numismatic finds during the three seasons comprised 
gold, silver, copper and bronze, including one hoard of gold and 
one of silver. The two types of coinage found in the gold hoard 
shows the change from the Sunni to the Shlca branch of Islam by 
the Ilkhanid Sultan Uljaytu Khudabanda, and all the hoard is from 
the period of his rule. The silver hoard was also from the 
Ilkhanid period, the earliest from the rule of Ghazan Mahmud 
dated 700/1300 and the latest legible coin is again from Uljaytu 
dated 712/1312. The loose coins among these finds were uncovered 
not only from the actual excavations but were also scattered 
across the site and in the spoil tips.
Various types of dies are represented in the collection. Of all 
the collection, the earliest gold coin dated 647/1249 was struck 
by the cAbbasid Caliph al-Mustcsim Billah, and the last gold coin 
was issued by Uljaytu in 712/1312. The oldest silver coins were 
struck by the Atabek Qutb al-Din Muhammad b. Zengl (594-616/1197- 
1219), and the most recent came from a spoil tip and is from the 
reign of the Ottoman Sultan Salhm Khan dated 1203/1799.
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The study of the coin finds helped greatly towards dating the 
layers of the excavations. By far the largest number of coins 
found came from the excavations and a small number from the spoil 
tips. Moreover, the majority of coins were from the Ilkhanid 
period.
The pottery which was found at this location comes from two 
periods: the cAbbasid and the Ilkhanid. It comprised glazed and 
unglazed wares, along with clay objects and figurines. There 
were a number of complete and incomplete vessels in addition to 
hundreds of sherds, all of which were representative of various 
types and sizes. A comparative study was made of some of these 
vessels in relation to other finds in the Islamic world.
The study shows that the majority of pottery finds came from 
Period II, i.e. the Ilkhanid time. The monochrome wares of both 
periods are similar in type and colour and represent a variety of 
sizes. It seems that the production of the monochrome wares of 
Period II is a continuation from Period I. The splashed-ware 
vessel was found in Period I, i.e. the cAbbasid period, and this 
kind of pottery does not appear in Period II, but the underglaze- 
painted wares only appear in Period II. Unglazed wares came to 
light from both periods which means that the manufacture of this 
kind of pottery continued from one period to the other.
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The clay objects and figurines of both periods are similar in 
type, shape and design which again indicates a continuation of 
the production from Period I to Period II.
Although there were no kilns found in Tell Abu Skhayr, we do 
believe nevertheless that the majority of this pottery was 
manufactured in Baghdad or elsewhere in Iraq. The pottery is 
largely similar to other finds in Iraq where kilns have been 
located, that is in Basra, Wasit, Baghdad and Samarra'.
In our study, the metal objects that were excavated on this site 
were classified according to the chronological order of the 
layers. As with the pottery finds, the metal objects came from 
two periods, i.e. the cAbbasid (Period I) and the Ilkhanid 
(Period II). Since the metalwork is the main subject of this 
thesis, we have studied the finds in greater detail. The study 
of the coins and the pottery, however, enabled us to attribute 
the metal objects either to Period I or to Period II. In 
addition, a comparative study is provided for both periods. As 
with the pottery and coin finds, there were more examples of 
metalwork found in Period II. The materials of the metalwork 
found in this site comprised gold, silver, iron, copper, bronze, 
brass and lead.
There are some general points that we can make about the metal 
finds which may be discussed here along the following lines: the
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production of metalwork started to increase in the Ilkhanid 
period. At the same time, we notice the presence of outside 
influences - first of all, Chinese. Chinese influence, of 
course, is understandable during this period, since it can be 
observed in every media of the visual arts. The ancient 
techniques and traditional styles, that is, engraving, inlay, 
openwork, solid reliefs and niello continue from pre-cAbbasid 
times, through the cAbbasid period and into the Ilkhanid period. 
We have also noted the term takfit appearing in all Arabic texts 
to describe the inlay technique; this is a loan word from 
Persian, but the correct term in Arabic is tatbiq which was used 
only during the cAbbasid periods. The comparative study showed 
that the inlay work utilised in Period I (see pp.290-92) 
continued to be employed in Period II (see pp.294-295, 297, 333- 
37) .
The types and designs of various objects, in particular the 
jewellery, can be seen depicted in some miniatures and described 
in some literary texts dated both from the cAbbasid and the 
Ilkhanid periods. There are various metal objects, that is, nos. 
1, 29, 56, 57, 58, 65 and 66, which were found and attributed to 
both periods, which do not have counterparts in either the Iraqi 
museums or other international and private collections.
Most metal objects attributed to Period I were probably
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manufactured within Iraq since it is known historically that 
there were many metalworking centres such as Baghdad, Mosul, 
Basra, Wasit and Samarra'. A few objects may have entered by way 
of trade, in addition. The majority of the metalwork attributed 
to Period II may be assumed also to have been produced in Baghdad 
or elsewhere in Iraq since many coins were struck in this 
country. This indicates that manufacturing centres grew again or 
that the Ilkhanid rulers in Baghdad gathered together the skilled 
artisans from all trades once their rule had been established. 
As in the first period, some metalwork probably arrived by trade.
The metalwork and other related objects found at Tell Abu Skhayr 
have supplied us with new information about the history of art in 
Iraq. Furthermore, it has provided us with some historical 
evidence of the continuation of the Arab-Islamic civilisation 
after the destruction of Baghdad and the fall of the cAbbasid 
dynasty in 656/1258. Not only did Islam affect the Mongols to 
such an extent that the third Khan of Iraq and Persia converted 
to the religion, but the Arabic language continued to be used 
beside the Uyghur for the coinage. From the metalwork, pottery 
and coins found on this site it can be seen that the culture 
continued and developed, probably after a short interval, during 
the Ilkhanid period.
We may consider that Tell Abu Skhayr is of great importance in
405
the field of Islamic archaeology since, up to the present time, no 
other Islamic site has been excavated in or near Baghdad. There 
are other mounds from different periods surrounding Tell Abu 
Skhayr but, as yet, they have still to be excavated.
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APPENDIX B
CHARTS ILLUSTRATING THE FLOODS 
OF THE TIGRIS AND EUPHRATES IN WEST BAGHDAD
215-1374/830-1954
Dates of Floods Details
Wed. , DhuLal Towards the end of the Caliph al-Ma'mun's
Hijja, 215 reign dangerous floods from the Tigris
Feb. 830 inundated an area as far as the suburbs of West
Baghdad. ^
270 In this year, when Samarra' replaced Baghdad as
883 the Caliphal capital temporarily from 221/835,
a great flood broke over the banks of the 
Euphrates river demolishing many dams on the 
cIsa canal (the branch)^ and inundating the 
area west of Baghdad. 7,000 houses were 
reported to have been wiped out.^
Jumada (1) 292 The water of the Tigris increased greatly
March 904 demolishing many houses on both sides of the
river.^ The water level rose to 21 dhirac 
(cubit) (Baghdad measurement) above sea level.^
316 The flood of the Tigris was great and led to
928 the destruction of the bridges in Baghdad, at
the same time the Euphrates flooded and its 
water level reached 12 2/3 dhirac. The waters 
overflowed their banks and flooded the 
countryside.^
Shacban 328 The Euphrates flooded in the time of Caliph al-
May 939 Radi, and the increase reached 11 or 12 dhirac
(on al-Anbar measuring instrument). The 
district of West Baghdad suffered considerably
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Ramadan/Shawwal
329
May and June 
94 0
330
941
333
944
Ramadan 337 
March 948
Ramadan 366 
Apri1 976
Ramadan 367 
Apri1 977
from the flood. Similarly, there was an 
increase of the Tigris whose water level 
reached 19 dhira c (on Baghdad measuring 
instrument). ^
A rise of the Euphrates which reached 11 
dhirac and flooded some of the districts of the 
west side of Baghdad; the floods also affected 
the villages, including Badurayya. The GIsa 
canal (Rufail) flooded at the same time and the 
city was destroyed for a long period; the 
Tigris flooded and reached 18 dhirac
The Euphrates flooded in the time of the Caliph 
al-Mutaql and flooded the west side of Baghdad, 
including the Round City; the arches from the 
gates of al-Kufa were destroyed, as was the 
wall of the Caliph al-Mustcain,s palace.^ The 
Tigris also flooded and this increase reached 
20 1/3 .dhirac.^
The cIsa canal overflowed and flooded the 
neighbouring areas.^
The tigris flooded in the time of the Caliph 
al-MutIc, the increase in the water level 
reaching 21 1/3 .dhirac; this flooded the 
estates and destroyed the houses on them.^
The Tigris flooded, the increase in the water 
level reaching 21 d hirac. ^
The Tigris flooded in the time of the Caliph 
al-fa'I0, the increase in the water level 
reaching 21 dhirac, and some districts on the 
west side of Baghdad were flooded.-^
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373
983
392
1002
Rijab & Ramadan 
401 
March & May 
1010
Rablc (11) 454 
April 1062
466*
1073
Jumada (11) 469 
January 1076
Flood swept beyond the Kufa gate and entered 
the city.^ ~*
The Euphrates river flooded in the time of the 
Caliph al-Qadir, and flooded some of the 
districts on the west side of Baghdad, 
agricultural lands of al-Anbar, Badurayya, 
Muhawwal and al-Sarat.
The Tigris river flooded in the time of the 
Caliph al-Qadir. The water level reached 21 
dhirac. Some districts on the west side of------- IBaghdad were flooded.
The Tigris flooded and the increase in the— 1 Q
water level reached 21 dhira .i
There was a dangerous flood in the time of the 
Caliph al-Qa'im when the Tigris river burst its 
banks and greatly affected the city on both 
banks of the raging river; the flood occurred 
in the night and was augmented by torrential 
rain coupled with a violent wind. This led to 
the flooding of the west side of Baghdad; the 
Caliph's palace was flooded and the whole 
residential area, Darb al-Qayyar, being 
completely demolished. The cUdi Marstan 
(hospital) was damaged and the people fled in 
panic to the safety of the high land.^
The Tigris flooded, the increase in the water 
reaching 21 1 / 2 dhirac, and the flood entered 
"Dar al-Khilafah" and forced the people to flee 
carrying what they could of their belongings.
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469-499
1076-1105
There followed several smaller floods.2’*’
502
1108
554*
1159
Shacban 568 
End of March 
1172
Ramadan 569* 
April 1173
Shawwal 573 
April 1177
The water of the Tigris river rose very high 
once again. Roads were blocked and 
communications cut off; winter and summer crops 
were destroyed. 22
A more serious flood took place in this year, 
in the time of the Caliph al-Muqtafl, when the 
Tigris overflowed its banks. Because of its 
destructive effect, comparable to that of the 
year 449/1073-74, many districts on the west 
side of Baghdad and the CU 
were completely destroyed.
The Tigris flooded in the time of the Caliph 
al-Mustadl and flooded some of the main parts 
of the town, among them the tomb of Ahmad b. 
Hanbal.2^
The Tigris flooded in the time of the Caliph 
al-Mustadi, the water increase reaching 23 
.dhirac; some districts on the west side of 
Baghdad were flooded, among them the cUdI 
Marstan and al-Harrm al-Tahirl and al-Harbiyya 
district. At the same time, the Sarat canal 
flooded and the water reached the Karkh gate; 
many farms and villages were flooded and the 
people fled to the high hills. The Euphrates 
overflowed and some districts on the western 
side of Baghdad, villages and farms, besides 
Sarat and cIsa canals were flooded, among them 
Bab a1-Basra and Bab al-Karkh.2^
The Tigris flooded, the increase in the water 
level reaching 20 dhirac.2^
ji Marstan (hospital)
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614*
1217
646*
1248
651
1253
653*
1255
654*
1256
In the period of the Caliph al-Nasir both the 
Tigris and the Euphrates flooded at the same 
time; many districts on the west side of 
Baghdad were flooded, among them the tomb of 
Afrmad b. Hanbal, al-Harlm al Tahirl, some gates 
of Basra, most of Qutufta district, the houses 
of the cIsa canal and Shattiyat, and farms.2 ^
The Tigris river flooded in the time of the 
Caliph al-Must^in and the west side of Baghdad 
was submerged, except part of Bab al-Basra and 
Bab al-Karkh. Houses close to the river 
collapsed
West Baghdad was submerged and most houses fell 
except part of Bab al-Basra and Bab al-Karkh.^
The banks of both the Tigris and the Euphrates 
were broken after a period of torrential rain 
in Mosul and Baghdad. Both rivers flooded at 
the same time, the waters of the Tigris river 
submerging a great part of the wall of Baghdad 
and many of the districts on the Western side 
of Baghdad. The mosque of al-Mansur was pulled 
down by the water; the Khudara tomb and its 
neighbouring buildings and the Qamariyya mosque 
were destroyed altogether. The flood of the 
Euphrates river destroyed a vast area including 
the cIsa canal, al-Malik canal and its adjacent 
area along the Euphrates. Also cAna, al- 
Haditha, Hit, al-Anbar, al-Hilla, al-Kufa and 
the mosque of al-Kufa itself was surrounded by 
water. The water also reached al-Najaf, Qusan 
and the city along the Euphrates; the crops 
were destroyed and the number of houses that 
were destroyed in the flood amounted to 
12,875,30
At the end of the time of the Caliph al- 
Mustcasim, both the Tigris and the Euphrates 
flooded at the same time; many districts and 
villages were submerged, the flood waters 
reached cIsa canal and al-Malik canal and 
destroyed farms. As a result, cAnna, al-
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676
1277
681
1282
683
1284
685
1286
690
1291
720
1320
725**
1325
Hadltha, Hit, al-Hilla were flooded and the 
water covered an area of almost half the lands 
of southern Iraq (Sawad). Some historians have 
described this flood as being the worst; in 
fact, this flood repeated the pattern of the 
previous one in 653/1255 but on a larger scale, 
and it lasted for fifty days.3^
The waters of the Tigris rose and the banks of 
al-Quraj canal collapsed. Baghdad and many 
places were flooded. 32
In this year, the projects of restoring the 
canals system were hindered as floods had 
broken out.
The Tigris rose very high and inundated many 
quarters on the west side of the city of 
Baghdad such as the tombs of Dayr al-Thacalib, 
al-Junbadhah and Macruf.3^
This time the Euphrates flooded the districts 
of cIsa canal, al-Malik, and al-Kufa, al-Hilla, 
al-Anbar, and Hit.35
The Tiqris flooded, but it was only a false 
alarm..
A flood broke out of the banks of the Tigris 
inundating Baghdad and destroying many 
places.3^
A large increase in the waters of the Tigris 
flooded Baghdad; about 5000 houses were
O Q
destroyed on the west side of Baghdad.
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757**
1356
23 Shawwal 
April
854
1450
889
1485/85
901
1495
1043
1633
1067*
1656
1105
1693
The Tigris flooded and led to the destruction 
of many buildings in Baghdad along with 40,000 
orchards (bustans). Many poets described this 
flood as a dangerous one.^
775** Both the Euphrates and the Tigris increased in 
1374 volume and both sides of Baghdad were flooded.
Approximately 60,000 houses were destroyed.^
A large increase in the waters of the Tigris 
led to the flooding of Baghdad. Many houses 
and areas were destroyed.^
An increase in volume of the Tigris. The 
waters entered the city with the level rising 
to 1 dhirac. The desert also flooded.^
Both the Euphrates and the Tigris flooded. 
Many diseases flourished.^
Normal flooding of the Tigris.^
Both the Euphrates and the Tigris increased in 
volume as a result of the rain. A great deal 
of destruction occurred - Bab al-Talism and 
various towers were destroyed. The waters of 
both rivers covered the Iraqi valleys and 
surrounded Baghdad.^
Normal flooding - the waters surrounded 
Baghdad.^
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Late 1112* 
Late April 
1701
1180
1766
1237*
1822
1247*
1831
1255
1839
1256
1840
1261
1845
A large increase in the waters of the Euphrates
which gave rise to the flooding of the Tigris.
A large area of West Baghdad was flooded. All
plant life was destroyed. The streets and
roads, particularly the pilgrim and caravan
route, were flooded thus causing a temporary _ 47cessation of commerce.
A normal flooding of the Tigris with the water 
level rising to 20 feet. 48
The waters of the Tigris increased greatly in 
volume, leading to the flooding of large areas 
around Baghdad. Plague was rife in Baghdad at 
this time. 4 ^
Both the rivers of the Tigris and Euphrates 
increased in volume. The waters covered the 
valley around Baghdad. At least 7000 houses 
were destroyed in one night. The villages 
close to Baghdad were left in ruins. The 
plague was much in evidence.^*8
The waters of the Tigris and the Euphrates 
increased in volume. Baghdad was almost 
flooded. The water level rose by 5 feet.
Both the Euphrates and the Tigris increased in 
volume leading to the destruction of the 
barriers.
The Tigris increased; the water remained around 
Baghdad for 40 days.
432
Jumada (II) 1265* The Euphrates increased in volume leading to 
5 May 1849 the flooding of the Tigris. The flood lasted
for 50 days.
1270 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 30
1853 days.
1274 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 40
1857 days.
1279 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 30
1862 days.5*
1282 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 60
1865 days.5^
1284 The Tigris increased in volume, leading to the
1867 flooding of some parts of Baghdad and causing
33 million Dutch francs of damage. 55
1291 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 30
1874 days.
1293 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 20
1876 days. 55
433
1294* The Tigris increased in volume leading to the
1877 the flooding of part of West Baghdad. This
lasted for 60 days. 56
1298 The Tiqris increased in volume - lasting 60
1880 days. 5
1301* A large increase in the waters of the Tigris.
1885 The waters surrounded Baghdad, destroying all
plantlife outside the city. The flood lasted 
30 days. 56
1303 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 40
1887 days. 59
1305 A large increase in the volume of the Tigris.
1887 Waters surrounded Baghdad. 66
1306 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 40
1888 days.
1309 The Tigris increased in volume - lasting 120
1891 days. 61
1310 The Tigris increased in volume with the water
1892 surrounding Baghdad for many weeks.
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1311*
1894
1313*
1895/96
1315*
1898
1319
1901
1320
1902
1323
1905
1325**
1907
The waters of the Tigris and the Euphrates 
increased in volume. This led to flooding on 
both sides of Baghdad which lasted 120 days. 
The water level increased by 20 cms.^
Both the waters of the Euphrates and the Tigris 
increased. Many quarters of Baghdad were 
flooded causing 30 million Dutch francs of 
damage. This flood was similar to that of 
1159/1217.64
There was a large increase in the waters of the 
Euphrates. Villages and farms in the western 
part of Baghdad were flooded as were the houses 
of the Nomads (Acarab). The route Baghdad to 
Karbala was flooded and the flood lasted 60 
days.
The Tigris increased in volume - lasting for 30 
days.
The Tigris and Diyala rivers flooded and 
surrounded the eastern side of Baghdad.
The Tigris increased in volume - lasting for 60 
days.
The waters of the Euphrates, Tigris and Diyala 
flooded simultaneously. Many quarters in both 
sides of Baghdad were flooded. The town of 
Bacquba and Hadld village in Diyala were also 
flooded.
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Between the years of 1326-1333/1908-1914 many floods occurred, as 
they did between 1336-1382/1917-1962. Amongst these were nine 
dangerous floods in the years 1338/1919, 1342/1923, 1345/1926, 
1356/1937, 1359/1940, 1360/1941,* 1366/1946,* 1370/1950, 
and 1374/1954,*^ The year 1954 heralded the end of the floods, 
this being brought about by the building projects carried out by 
the Iraqi governments i.e. the building of dams and reservoirs.
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Fig. 3 MAP OF AL-JAZIRA SHOWING SARSAR AND IT ’S CANAL
as drawn by Ibn Hawqal in 36 7 /9 7 8
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Fig. 3 MAP OF AL-JAZIRA SHOWING SARSAR AND
as drawn by Ibn Hawqal in 3 6 7 / 9 7 8
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IT’S CANAL.
Map of al-JazIra
(Surat al-Jazira)
1. Map of al-Jazira. 2. The south. 3. The West. 4. al-Kufa.
5. Balis. 6 . Sumaysat. 7. Manbij. 8. Halab. 9. Sura. 10.
Nahr al-Malik. 11. al-Qasr. 12. Nahr Sarsar. 13. Sarsar. 14.
Nahr cIsa. 15. Nahr al-Sarat. 16. al-Anbar. 17. Hit. 18. al-
Daliya. 19. al-Rahba. 20. Qarqisiya. 21. al-Khanuqa. 22. al-
Rafiqa. 23. al-Riqqa. 24. al-Jisr. 25. Jarbas (Jarabulus). 26.
cAna. 27. al-Khabur. 2 8. al-cUba!diyya. 29. Tunainir. 30.
al-Jahshiyya. 31. Talaban. 32. Sukair al-cAbbas. 33. cAraban.
34. al-Manjanlq (al-Munkhariq). 35. Maksln. 36. Wadi al-Hayal.
37. Sinjar. 38. Diyar Rabica. These are regions inhabited by
branches of the Rabica tribe, pasture-lands in which the tribes
find their way by following the stars. 39. Border of Iraq. 40.
Baghdad. 41. Tikrit. 42. Nahr al-Ishaqi. 43. al-Mawsil. 44.
Balad. 45. Tabari (Tanzi). 46. Amid. 47. Barqcid. 48.
Adhrama. 49. Nasibin. 50. Dara. 51. Kafar Tutha. 52. Ras*
cAin. 53. Tell Ban! Saiyyar. 54. Harran. 55. Saruj. 56. 
Mardin. 57. al-Raha. 58. Diyar Mudar. 59. Diyar Bakr. 60. 
Hini. 61. Baghdad. 62. al-Baradan. 63. cUkbara. 64. al-
Jawalth. 65. al-cAlth. 6 6. al-Karkh. 67. Sura man ra'a. 6 8.
al-Daur. 69. al-Sinn. 70. al-Haditha. 71. Faishabur. 72. 
Thamanin. 73. al-Tell. 74. Arzan, 75. Maiyafariqin. 76.
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Jabal Barma. 77. The Eastern. 78. al-Zab al-Saghair. 79. al- 
Zab al-Kabalr. 80. al-Raja. 81. Janbun. 82. Kafar cAzza. 83. 
Suq al-Ahad. 84. Macalthaya. 85. This mountain connects with 
Armenia and Tlnln (Thamanln) mountain, and also rejoins al-Likam 
mountain and all the mountains of al-Rum (Bazantian) country. 
8 6. Nahr al-Zaram (al-Baram). 87. Nahr Sarbat. 8 8. Nahr 
Satldama. 89. The Armenian regions. 90. The North.
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Fig. 4 MAP OF IRAQ SHOWING SARSAR AND IT’S CANAL.
as drawn by Ibn
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Fig. 4 MAP OF IRAQ SHOWING SARSAR AND IT’S CANAL.
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as drawn by Ibn Hawqal in 3 6 7 /9 7 8
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Map of Iraq
(Surat al-ciraq)
1. The Persian Sea. 2. Map ofCIraq. 3. South of cIraq. 4. 
Eastern Iraq. 5. The boundary of frraq). 6 . ^raq. 7. The 
boundary of al-Jabal, boundary of Khuzistan. 8. The boundary of 
Adharbaljan. 9. Western cIraq. 10. cAbadan. 11. al-Ubolla. 12. 
al-Ubolla (again). 13. Wasit. 14. Nahr Sabus. 15. al- 
Nucmaniyya. 16. al-Madaien. 17. Baghdad. 18. Tikrlt. 19. al- 
Mawsil. 20. Balad. 21. Nahr al-Ubolla. 22. al-Basra. 23. The 
Basra lagoon as well as the villages and the districts which 
include 24. as no. 23. 25. Nahr Macqil. 26. Deviation of
Kufa and Basra. 27. In this area yellow sands lead to the 
deserts of Basra desert and al-Hubayr. 28. al-Qadisiyya. 29. 
al-Kufa. 30. al-Hira. 31. al-Sarat. 32. Nahr cIsa. 33. Nahr 
Sarsar. 34. Sarsar. 35. Nahr al-Malik. 36. Kutha Rabba. 37. 
Sura. 38. al-Qasr. 39. Nahr al-Malik (again). 40. Babil. 41. 
sic. Khaniqln (JamcIan). 42. as nos. 23 and 24. 43. Kufa. 44.
Wasit. 45. Sulaimanan. 46. Bayan. 47. al-Maftah. 48. Wasit 
(again). 49. Fam al-Sulh. 50. Jabal. 51. Dayr al-cAqul. 52. 
Kalwadha. 53. Baghdad (again). 54. al-Baradan. 55. cUkbara. 
56. al-cAlath. 57. al-JawIth. 58. al-Karkh. 59. Sura man ra'a. 
60. al-Daur. 61. al-Sinn. 62. al-Haditha. 63. al-Nahrawan. 
64. Jarjaraya. 65. Iskaf Ban! Junaid. 6 6. al-Nahrawan. 67.
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Halwan. 6 8. al-Daskara. 69. Jalawla. 70. Khaniqln. ' 
Shlrln. 72. Daquqa. 73. Khulanjan.
1. Qasr
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Sketch of both gold and silver coins, issue 
of the Ilkhanid sultan Ghazan Matjmud.
Sketch of a gold coin (dinar), type 1, issue 
of the Ilkhanid sultan Uljaytu Khudabanda.
Sketch of a gold coin (dinar), type 2, issue 
of Uljaytu, this design was also utilised on 
his silver coins (dirhams).
Fig. 9 . Sketches of Ilkhanid coins,
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de
Fig. 10. Glazed wares, Period I. Scale:a.l/2,b 
1 / 3 ,  c. 1/1 , d. , e .1/2.
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bc
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Fig. 1 1. Glazed wares, Period 1. Scale: 1 / 2  
except a.1/1 , c.1/3 .
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Fig. 12. Glazed and Unglazed wares. Period 1 
Scale :1 / 3 except cl/2,d.1/6, e.1/1.
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ab
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Fig. 13. Unglazed wares, Period 1. Scale: 1/2 
except a.1/6, e. and f.1/3.
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Fig. 14. Unglazed wares, Period 1. Scale: 1/3 
except c. and d.1/1 0 , e.1/4 .
462
a b
c
Fig. 15. Unglazed wares, Period 1. Scale 1/2, 
except a.1/1.
463
eFig. 16, Figurines, Period 1. Scale:l/1.
464
b37
e f
Fig. 17. Glazed wares, Period II. Scale: a and
e.1/1, b. and c.1/3, d. and f.1/2.
465
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c d
f
Fig. 18. Glazed wares. Period II, Scale:l/1
except f.1/2.
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c
(
e f
Fig. 19. Glazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/2
except d. and f,l/3, e.1/1.
467
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Fig. 20. Glazed Wares, Period II. Scale: a.1/3,
b.and c.1/2, d. and e.1/4.
468
ac
Fig. 21. Glazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/1.
469
Fig. 22. Underglazed painted wares, Period II. 
Scale 1/3 except c. and d.1/1.
470
a b
&
Fig. 23. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/3
except e.1/2.
471
cd
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Fig. 24. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale:l/1
472
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c
f
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Fig. 25. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/1,
except c. and d.1/2.
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Fig. 26. Unglazed wares, 
except a.1/2.
474
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b
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e f
Fig. 27. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/3,
except f. 1/2.
475
gFig. 28. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: a.1/2,
b. c. and f.1/3, d. e. and g. 1/8.
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f
Fig. 29. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: a.1/8,
b. c. and e.1/3, d.1/1, f.1/4.
477
ac
Fig. 30. Unglazed wares, Period II. Scale: 1/1.
478
Fig. 31. Figurines, Period II. Scale: 1/1.
479
Fig. 32, Figurines, Period II. Scale:l/1.
480
cFig. 33, Figurines, Period II. Scale:l/1
481
1Fig 34. a. Earring, gold. b. Ring, silver. c. Fragment of the 
back part of mirror, bronze. d. Kohl stick, copper,
e. Cosmetic mortar (or lamp), bronze. All period I.
482
Fig. 35. a. Oil lamp, bronze. b. Pestle, bronze, c. Small vessel,
copper. d. Large ring, bronze. e. Nail, bronze, f. Utensil 
or tool, iron. g. Two leaves, copper. All Period I.
483
Fig. 36. a. Earring, gold. b. Finger ring, silver.
c.-s. Finger rings, bronze. All Period II.
484
I
e f
fig 37.
a. Two pendants, copper.
b. Amulet, bronze.
c. Seal ring, silver.
d. Back part of mirror, bronze, 
e and f. Kohl sticks, copper.
g. Upper part of Kohl stick, copper.
h. Cosmetic box, copper.
All Period II.
Fig. 38. a. Scale handle, bronze, b. Cosmetic mortar (or lamp), 
bronze. c. Oil lamp, bronze. All Period II.
486
bc
Fig. 39. a. Oil lamp, bronze, b. Oil lamp, bronze, c. Spoon 
handle, copper. All Period II.
487
ta b
Fig. 40. a. - c. Blade of knives, iron. All
488
Fig. 41. a. Small round tray, 
of a vessel, bronze.
copper. b. Mortar, bronze, c. Lid 
d. Candlestick, bronze. All Period
Fig. 42. Bowls, a. and,b. brass, c. copper. All Period II.
490
bFig. 43. a. and b. Bowls, copper. All Period II
491
c d
Fig. 44. a. Kitchen utensil, iron. b. Ladle, copper, c. Horse 
shoe, iron. d. Half horse shoe, iron. All Period II.
492
Fig.45.a.Ring, copper, b. Five rings, iron. c. Nine nails, iron,
d. Hinge of a small box, bronze, e. Handle, bronze,
f. Handle, bronze, g. Door-knocker, bronze. All Period II.
493
a b
g
Fig. 46. a. Leg or handle, bronze, b.-d. Bells, bronze, e. Small
tray, bronze, f. Wire, copper, g. Bead, bronze. All Period 
II.
494
b
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i:V
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e
Fig. 47. a. Circular-shaped object, copper, b. Animal leg object, 
bronze, c. Half palmette or rosetta, copper, d. Fragment 
of object, bronze, e. Five fragments, copper, f. Two pieces 
of lead. All Period II.
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tP L A T E S
496
P I . I .
• « m I
U n i q u e  m i n i a t u r e  f r o m  t h e  d T w~a n1 s m a n u s c r i p t  of  t w e l v e  P e r s i a n  
p o e t s  of t h e  8 t h  a n d  9 t h  C » / 1 4 t h  - 1 5 t h  C., d r a w n  by  a P e r s i a n  
a r t i s t ;  t h e  m i n i a t u r e  d e p i c t s  a f l o o d i n g  of t h e  T i g r i s  in 7 5 7 /  
1 3 5 6  .
4 9 7
P I . I I .
O l d  p h o t o g r a p h s  ( 1 9 3 6 )  of T e l l  A b u  S k h a y r
498
a. G e n e r a l  v i e w  of T e l l  A b u S k h a y r  b e f o r e  t h e  
e x c a v a t i o n s  b e g a n  in 1 9 7 6.
b. V i e w  of T e l l  A b u  S k h a y r  s h o w i n g  t he  r a i l w a y  t r a c k  
( f r o m  B a g h d a d  to B a s r a ) .
499
P U  IV.
500
PL , V.
a. P h o t o g r a p h  s h o w i n g  t he  e x p e d i t i o n  c a m p s  set at t h e  s t a r t  
of e x c a v a t i o n s  in 1 9 7 6.
b. S u m m i t  o f  t h e  m o u n d  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  ' P i n c h m a r k  f .
501
P I . V I ,
a. E a r l y  s t a g e s  in t h e  e x c a v a t i o n s  of t h e  m o u n d .  2 5 t h  J u l y  
197 6,  s h o w i n g  a v i e w  of t h e  n o r t h e r n  s i d e  of  l a y e r  I.
b. S o u t h e r n  v i e w  o f  l a y e r  I .
502
ul
l
P L . V I I  .
C e n t r e  of e x c a v a t i o n s
V i e w  o f  s q . A 1  o f  l a y e r  I.
503
P I .V I I I .
PL . IX.
a. V i e w  of s q . A 5  of L a y e r  I.
b. V i e w  o f  s q . A 6  o f  L a y e r  I.
505
PL .X.
a. V i e w  of s q . A 7  of L a y e r  I
V i e w  o f  s q . A 8  o f  L a y e r  I
506
P L . X I .
a. V i e w  of s q , A 9 of L a y e r  I
b. V i e w  o f  s q . A 1 0 a n d  A 11 o f L a y e r  I
507
PI . X I I  .
V i e w  o f  s q . A 1 4 a n d  s q . A 1 5  o f  l a y e r  I
508
P L . X I I I .
a. V i e w  of s q . A 1 6  of L a y e r  I
b. V i e w  s h o w i n g  g e n e r a  L e x c a v a t i o n s  in A r e a  'B
509
P L . X I V .
a. V i e w  of T e s t  T r e n c h .
b. V i e w  of T e s t  T r e n c h  s h o w i n g  t he  s ix  l a y e r s  
of t h e  m o u n d .
510
P L . XV.
a. V i e w  o f  T e s t  T r e n c h  f r o m  t h e  s o u t h  s i d e .
b. C o m p l e t i o n  o f  e x c a v a t i o n s  in t h e  T e s t  T r e n c h  
A r e a  .
511
PI . X V I  .
b
V i e w  o f  s e p t i c  p i t  e x c a v a t e d  in l a y e r  I .
512
P i . X V I I .
a. V i e w  of l a y e r  II
b. V i e w  o f  s q . A  of l a y e r  II
513
PI . X V I I I .
a. V i e w  of l a y e r  II f r o m  t h e  s o u t h e r n  s i d e .
b. V i e w  o f  a c o l u m n  a n d  f o u n d a t i o n s  in t h e  c e n t r a l  
A r e a  'A' o f  l a y e r  II.
514
P L . X I X .
a. G e n e r a l  v i e w  o f  L a y e r  II
G e n e r a l  v i e w  o f  L a y e r  III
515
P L . XX.
a. V i e w  of e x c a v a t i o n s  of L a y e r  III f r o m  t h e  n o r t h e r n  
side.
b. V i e w  of e x c a v a t i o n s  of L ay er  III a n d  L a y e r  IV f r o m  
t he  s o u t h e r n  s i d e .
516
P L . X X I .
b. V i e w  s h o w i n g  f o u n d a t i o n s  o f L a y e r s  II a n d  I II
517
IP L . X X I I .
a. G o l d  c o i n s  (68 d i n a r s ) f o u n d  i n s i d e  a j a r as
b. S o m e  g o l d  c o i n s  a f t e r  c l e a n i n g  .
518
h o a r d .
P L . X X I I I .
a. S i l v e r  c o i n s  ( a b o u t  6 3 0  d i r h a m s  ) f o u n d  i n s i d e  a iar 
as a h o a r d .
b. The s i l v e r  h o a r d  a f t e r  c l e a n i n g
519
P I . X X I V .
atabck
Qu£b al-Din Mubanmad b. Zengi 
594-616 / 1197-1219 
Sijlver
i i
jA kSiHIM
w
CABBASID
Al-Mustc$im Billah
640-656 / 1242- 58 
Gold
b
BABHI MAMLUK
Al-Man§ur Sayf al-Din Qala’un 
678-689- / 1279- 90 
Gold
•<>
520
P L - X X V .
ILKHANID
Ghazan MaJjmud 
695-705 / 1295-1303 
Gold
b
521
P I . X X V I .
522
P L . X X V I I .
Uljaytu Khudabanda 
703-716 / 1303- 16 
Gold 
First type
Second Type
523
P L . X X V I I I .
524
P L . X X I X .
525
p I . X X X .
526
P L . X X X I .
527
PL . X X X I I  .
528
P L .X X X I I I  .
P L . X X X I V .
OTTOMAN
Sal im Khan 111
1203-1222  /  1788 __ 
Si 1 v(>r
530
P L . X X X V .
ILKHANID
Uljaytu Khudabanda 
703-716 / 1303- 16 
Copper
b
Abu Sa°id Bahadur Khan 
716-736 /1316- 36 
Copper
531
P L . X X X V I .
532
PL - X X X V I I .
533
PI . X X X V I I I .
534
P I . X XX I X .
a. L i d  of g l a z e d  p o t t e r y  v e s s e l .
b. L i d  of u n g l a z e d  p o t t e r y  v e s s e l .
c. S m a l l  v a s e ,  u n g l a z e d .
d. B e a k e r ,  u n g l a z e d .
( A l l  p e r i o d  I )
535
.
P I . XL.
a . C u p . u n g l a z e d
b. F i g u r i n e  o f  t o y  d o g .
( P e r i o d  I )
536
PI . X L  I -
B e a k e r ,  g l a z e d  p o t t e r y ,  p e r i o d  II.
537
PI . XL 11 .
T w o - h a n d l e d  j ar , g l a z e d ,  p e r i o d  II.
538
P L . X L  1 1 1 ,
T w o - h a n d  L e d g L a z e d , p e r i o d  II
539
P L . XL I V .
T h r e e - h a n d l e d  j a r . g l a z e d . p e r i o d  II.
540
P I . XL V .
a. O p e n  w i d e  c i r c u l a r  s h a p e d  l.amp ( t y p e  I ),  g l a z e d .
b. C l o s e  c i r c u l a r  s h a p e d  t a m p  ( t y p e  I I ) ,  g l a z e d .
c. L a m p ,  o f t y p e  I.
( A l l  p e r i o d  II)
541
PL . XL V I .
a . L a m p , o f  t y p e  II.
b. S m a l l  v a s e , u n d e r g l a z e d - p a i n t e d  w a r e s .
c. C l o s e d  o v a l - s h a p e d  l a m p  o n  s t a n d  ( t y p e 1 1 1 ) , gI a z e d .
( A l l  p e r i o d  II)
542
PL . X L V I I .
B o w l ,  u n d e r g I  a z e d - p a i n t e d  w a r e ,  p e r i o d  II.
P L . X L V I I I .
D r u g - J a r  ( a l b a r e l l o ) ,  u n d e r g L a z e d - p a i n t e d  w a r e s ,  p e r i o d  II.
544
P L . X L I X .
a. F r a g m e n t s  o f  u n g L a z e d  w a r e s  s h o w i n g  r e L i e f  m e d a L L i o n s .
b. V e s s e L  f r a g m e n t  o f  u n g L a z e d  w a r e  d e c o r a t e d  w i t h  a b a n d  
c o n t a i n i n g  a L e n g t h y  N a s k h T  A r a b i c  i n s c r i p t i o n .
C A L L  p e r i o d  II)
545
PL .L.
a. B o w l ,  u n g l a z e d .
b. P i l g r i m  f l a s k  ( z a m z a m i  y y a ). c i r c u l a r - s h a p e d  b o d y ,  u n g l a z e d .
( A l l  p e r i o d  II)
546
P I . L I .
P i l g r i m  f l a s k  ( z a m z a m i  y y a ) . c i r c u l a r - s h a p e d  b o d y ,  u n g l a z e d .
p e r i o d  II.
547
PI . L I I .
a. V i e w  o f  t h e  f l a s k  a s f o u n d  in e x c a v a t i o n s .
b. A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
P i l g r i m  f l a s k  ( z a m z a m i  y y a  ) , d r u m - s h a p e d  b o d y  , u n g  I a z e d  f p e r ^  jr_
5 A 8
P I - L 1 1 1  .
b. B e a k e r ,  u n g l a z e d ,  
( A l l  p e r i o d  II) 
549
PL . L I V .
a. S m a l l  j a r ,  u n g l a z e d .
b. Jar , u n g l a z e d .
(All p e r i o d  II) 
550
P I . L V .
a . J a r ,  u n g l a z e d .
b . J a r , r e d  c l a y ,  u n g l a z e d .
( A l l  p e r i o d  II)
551
P L - L V I .
a. T h r e e - h a n d l e d  l a r g e  j ar. u n g l a z e d ,  as w as  f o u n d  
t h e  e x c a v a t i o n s .
b. F o u r - h a n d l e d  l a r g e  jar, u n g l a z e d ,  as w a s f o u n d  in 
e x c a v a t i o n s .
C A L L  p e r i o d  II )
i n
the
552
PI . L V I I .
a. W a t e r  j u g *  u n g l a z e d ,  d e c o r a t e d  w i t h  m o u l d e d  d e s i g n  a n d 
a r a b e s q u e  o r n a m e n t .
- N e c k  a n d  m o u t h  of l a r g e  jar, d e c o r a t e d  w i t h  h u m a n  f i g u r e s  
a n d  a r a b e s q u e ;  s o m e  b a n d s  a r e  m a d e  in b a r b o t i n e  t e c h n i q u e ,  
u n g l a z e d ,  CALI p e r i o d  II)
5 5 3
P L . L V 1 1 1 .
a . T o y -  lion
b. T o y - h o r s e .  c. T o y - m y t h i c a l  a n i m a l . d .  T o y - h y e n a .  e . T o y - d u c k .  
f. T o y - d o g  -
( A l l  p e r i o d  II )
554
P L . L I X  .
a. G o l d  e a r r i n g ,  p e r i o d  I.
b. S i l v e r  f i n g e r  r i ng,  p l a i n  w i t h  a c i r c u l a r  
s t o n e  s e t t i n g ,  p e r i o d  II.
555
P L . L X ,
B r o n z e  f i n g e r  r i n g s  , p e r i o d  II
556
P L . L X I .
a. B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g .
b. A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
B r o n z e  a m u l e t t e  , p e r i o d  II.
I
I
557
II
P I . L X 11 .
a. B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g .
b. A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
Silver seal r i n g ,  period II. 
558
P I - L X 1 1 1 .
a. B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g .
b . A f t e r  c l e a n i  ng .
C o p p e r  s m a l l  c i r c u l a r  b o x  ( C o s m e t i c  b o x ) . p e r i o d  II.
559
P L . L X I V .
I
I
I
I
a. B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g .
b. A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
B r o n z e  s c a l e  h a n d l e ,  p e r i o d  II.
560
I
I
P L . L X V .
a. B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g .
b . A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
B r o n z e  c o s m e t i c  m o r t a r  ( o r  L a m p  ) „ p e r i o d  II.
561
P L . L X V I .
a. B a c k  of L am p b e f o r e  c L e a n i n g .
b. I n n e r  s i d e  of t he  Lamp b e f o r e  c L e a n i n g .  
B r o n z e  oi L L amp , p e r i o d  II.
562
P L . L X V I I .
a. I n n e r  s i d e  of  t h e  p r e v i o u s  Lam p a f t e r  c L e a n i n g .
b. C o p p e r  L o n g  s p o o n  h a n d L e ,  p e r i o d  II
563
P L . L X V 1 1 1 .
I r o n  k n i f e  b l a d e s  , p e r i o d  II
564
P I .  L X I X .
a. As f o u n d  in e x c a v a t i o n s .
b. A f t e r  c L e a n i n g  a n d  r e s t o r a t i o n .
C o p p e r  r o u n d  t r a y  w i t h  s e r i e s  of c o m p a r t m e n t s ,  p e r i o d  II.
565
P L . L X X .
a. B e f o r e  c L e a n i n g .
b. A f t e r  c L e a n i n g .
B r o n z e  m o r t a r ,  p e r i o d  II.
566
P L . L X X I .
a . B e f o r e  c L e a n i n g
b. A f t e r  c L e a n i n g
B r o n z e  c a n d l e s t i c k ,  p e r i o d  II.
567
P L . L X  X 1 1 .
a. C o l o u r  p h o t o g r a p h  of c a s t  b r a s s  b o w l  d e c o r a t e d  
w i t h  A r a b i c  i n s c r i p t i o n ,  p e r i o d  II.
b. As a b o v e ,  n o t  c o l o u r .
568
P I . L X  XII I .
b. C o p p e r  b ow l,  h e a v i l y  c o r r o d e d  w i t h  l a r g e  p i e c e  m i s s i n g .
C o p p e r  b o w l s ,  p e r i o d  II.
a. Cas t b owl , t u r n e d  w i t h  e n g r a v e d  d e c o r a t i o n .
P l - L X X I V .
i
V
a. I r o n  k i t c h e n  u t e n s i l ,  t h e  h a n d l e  m i s s i n g .
I  
I
■
b. I ro n h o r s e  s h o e .  c. I r o n  h a l f  h o r s e  s h o e.
( A l l  p e r i o d  II )
570
PI . L X X V .
a. N i n e  i ron n a i l s ,  b. C o p p e r  l a d l e ,  c. F i ve  i r o n  r i n g s .
d. C o l o u r  p h o t o g r a p h  of t h e  i r o n  k i t c h e n  u t e n s i l .  P l . L X X I V a .
e. C o l o u r  p h o t o g r a p h  of t h e  t w o  l e a d  f r a g m e n t s . P I . L X X X I c .
( A l l  p e r i o d  II )
571
pi , L X X V I
a. B r o n z e  s m a l l  h i n g e  b ox
b. B r o n z e  c a s t  h a n d l e .
C A l l  p e r i o d  II )
572
P I , L X X V 11
B r o n z e  h a n d l e
B r o n z e  s m a l l  d o o r - k n o c k e r  
( All p e r i o d  II )
P U  L X X V I I I
i
a . B e f o re c Leani ng
b . A f t e r  c I e a n i  n g .
Conical bronze bell,, period II. 
574
PL . L X XI X
a. B e l l ,  d e c o r a t e d  in r e l i e f  l i n e s .
B e f o r e  c l e a n i n g  . A f t e r  c l e a n i n g
b. B e l l  w i t h o u t  d e c o r a t i o n .
B r o n z e  b a l l - s h a p e d  b e l l s ,  p e r i o d  II,
575
PI . L X X X
a . B e f o r e  c l e a n i  ng
b. A f t e r  c l e a n i n g .
S m a l l  b r o n z e  t r a y ,  p e r i o d  II.
576
PL . L X X X  I
b . C o p p e r  b u t t o n  .a . B r o n z e  b e a d .
c. C o p p e r  c i r c u l a r - s h a p e d  o b j e c t
d. T w o  l e a d  f r a g m e n t s  .
577
PL . L X X X I I
C o l o u r  p h o t o g r a p h  of o b j e c t s  a l r e a d y  d e s c r i b e d ,  all p e r i o d  II.
a. Of P l . L X X I .  b. Of PI. L X V . c. Of P l . L X I I I  . d . O f  P L . L X X X .
e. Of P l . L X X X I c .
578
